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Abstract
SHELLS, OUTFLOWS AND STAR FORMATION IN THE GIANT
MOLECULAR CLOUD MONOCEROS R2
September 1992
Taoling Xie, B.S., Beijing University
M.S., ACADEMIA SiNICA
Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Paul F. Goldsmith
To improve our understanding about giant molecular clouds (GMC) associated
with R-associations, a ^"^CO J = \ - {) map of 167,000 spectra with 45" resolution
and 25" spacing, a ^^CO J = 1 - 0 map of ~ 40,000 spectra with 1.5' resolution
and 1' spacing, IRAS BIGMAP images, and maps of high density molecular tracers
for the dense cores are obtained for the GMC Monoceros R2 (Z) = 830 ± 50 pc).
These data reveal that the large-scale structure of Mon R2 is dominated by an
expanding bubble shell (~ 30 pc) with front side moving towards us at a radial
velocity of ~ 4 - 5 /:m . Distortions of this shell are obvious, suggesting of
the inhomogeneity of the cloud before the formation of the bubble. There is no
evidence for red-shifted shell at the far side of the bubble. There are at least two
generations of star formation in Mon R2. The older generation of stars with an age
of 6 — 10 X 10^ years are represented mostly by reflection nebulae. The younger
generation of stars with an age of ~ 10^ years are represented mostly by IRAS
point sources. It is proposed that the large-scale expanding bubble shell is the
result of combined effects of ionizing flux and stellar winds originating from the
older generation of young stellar objects, but perhaps dominated by 0 type stars
which either are obscured or left main sequence. It is suggested that the formation
ix
of the younger generation of stars has been triggered by the older generation of
stars.
The main and the GGD12-15 cores are located on the the large-scale expanding
shell, and their harboring both generations of stars can be explained were the
cores preexisting clumps. Our CO data reveal an eggplant-shaped bipolar outflow
shell, whose shape can be satisfactorily modeled with radially directed stellar winds
sweeping up ambient material with momentum conservation.
An mversion method is implemented for analyzing dust emission spectra at FIR
wavelengths in terms of a continuous dust temperature distribution, and has been
applied to IRAS BIGMAP images of Mon R2. Computer programs are developed
for identifying clumps and determining their properties in molecular emission maps.
The results support the reality of size-linewidth and mass-Hnewidth relations for
clumps in individual GMCs.
x
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 GMCs and Star Formation
1.1.1 What and Why
Although the classification of molecular clouds in the Galaxy has not yet been
unambiguous (see e.g. Goldsmith 1987 for an attempt), the fact that giant molecular
clouds (GMCs) are sites of formation of large clusters of young stellar objects
ranging from low mass T-Tauri (Hereafter TT) stars to high mass OB stars is
quite compelling. GMCs, in fact, dominate the molecular content of interstellar
medium, which is a significant mass component in the Galaxy, and are believed to
be responsible for the formation of majority of the stars visible or invisible in the
galaxy. Thus, studying these clouds is a necessity not only for unraveling one of
the greatest mysteries—star formation, but also for understanding the evolutionary
chemical and physical processes of the interstellar medium as well as of the Galaxy
itself.
1.1.2 Observing Tools
Unfortunately, the dominant mass component of molecular clouds, hydrogen
molecules and helium, are both very elusive in terms of direct observation. The gas
temperature in most such clouds is too low to excite significantly any rotational or
vibrational energy levels of the hydrogen molecules to emit electromagnetic waves
measurable by available techniques. Fortunately, molecular clouds are not free of
other components — dust grains, atomic hydrogen and molecules of various species
2(cf. Langer 1985; Irvine, Goldsmith & Hjalmarson 1987). These may represent a
minor mass fraction of clouds, yet very important in many other aspects, including
emitting electromagnetic waves which serve as tracers of clouds. Although many
different tracers exist or remain to be found for studying the general structure
of a giant molecular cloud as a whole (cf. Dickman 1988; Goldsmith 1988), by
far the most powerful, and the most widely used ones are infrared images which
trace the thermal emission from dust grains, and ^^CO or ^^CO mapping which are
good tracers by virtue of their moderate abundances relative to hydrogen molecules
and their readily excitable rotational levels. These techniques are widely used in
part because only these two techniques can currently furnish data with spatial
resolution and coverage adequate for many physical analyses. Although the two
tracers complement each other in studying different aspects of GMCs, ^^CO or
^^CO mapping is undoubtedly a better technique for studying the kinematic and
dynamic structure of the giant molecular clouds because it provides information
about the velocity distribution as well as the spatial distribution for the molecular
material in GMCs.
1.1.3 Intertwined Fundamental Issues
Star formation is perhaps the most important and naturally the most approached
issue in the research of GMCs. This is so because stars are believed to be born
out of gravitationally condensed, relatively cold molecular material in molecular
clouds, and the emergence of the young stellar objects has a profound and violent
impact on the overall structure and chemical constituents of the maternal molecular
environment. These two aspects of star formation have been so intertwined with
each other that diffuse material, protostars and newly-born stars essentially form a
whole complex system, and attempts to understand any aspect of the system often
end up having to address many related fundamental issues such as the trigger of
3star formation, the evolution of the young stars, turbulence, dumpiness in clouds
as well as the global structure of the molecular cloud as an entity.
While the notion that stars are born out of cold diffuse material no longer
seems to be an active controversial issue among astronomers during the last several
decades, the way that stars are formed remains at the present time an open issue
under active theoretical and observational investigations. Free-fall gravitational
collapse (cf. Larson 1972; Goldreich k Kwan 1974) seems to be an inevitable process
in the final stages of star formation. But it is often necessary to involve a number
of other processes at an earlier point to explain some well-observed properties of
star clustering. One of these mechanisms proposed is sequential star formation (or
triggered star formation, Blaauw 1964, 1991; Elmegreen & Lada 1977; Herbst &
Assousa 1978). This mechanism, providing a rather neat picture for star formation
on various size and mass scales, appeared to be consistent with the distribution and
kinematics of molecular material in several GMCs, as revealed by existing molecular
data (cf. Elmegreen k Lada 1977; Sargent 1977; 1979; Lada, Blitz k Elmegreen
1978; Wilking et al 1984; Thronson, Lada k Hewagawa 1985). However, the
available data sets on the several GMCs supporting such claims are still inadequate
relative to the importance of this issue, and numerous problems remain to be
addressed observationally with high quality data sets (cf. Sargent 1985; Blaauw
1991; Elmegreen 1992).
Parallel to the issue of triggered star formation, an equally important question is
the fashion in which protostars and newly-formed stars feed energy back to the am-
bient molecular material. Several forms of energy release known to occur along with
star formation could conceivably produce severe effects on the chemical constituents
and structure of the material surrounding YSOs. First, the radiation from the
stars may pass significant kinetic energy to dust grains and gas, and significantly
change their physical and chemical conditions through absorption, photo-electric
4effect, ionization, shock compression and so on. These effects are best illustrated
by the fascinating HIT regions surrounding massive young stellar objects associated
with molecular clouds (cf. Spitzer 1978; Mazurek 1982; Goudis 1982). Second,
stellar winds are bound to push away the ambient material and punch holes in
whatever material (Pikel'ner 1973; Castor, McCray & Weaver 1975; Falle 1975;
Dyson 1977; 1989; Weaver et al 1977; Shull 1980; Norman k Silk 1980; Koo k McKee
1992a,b). These violent processes and the accompanying shocks will undoubtedly
damage the original molecular clouds in many ways (Shull & Draine 1987). The
well-known bipolar outflow phenomenon (Snell 1987) observed associated YSOs
provides the best evidence for such effects. Large scale CO and '^CO maps of Orion
by Bell Laboratories 7m telescope (Bally et al 1987) clearly shows the existence
of many ring-like structures and holes at different scales possibly blown out by
ionizing flux and stellar winds from young stellar objects. But again, research in
this direction remains preliminary and the exact mechanisms responsible for this
fascinating phenomenon are not known. More high quality observational data are
needed before a better understanding can be achieved.
One other closely related fundamental mystery that appeared with the discovery
of molecular clouds is that the line widths of molecular tracers range from a few
km. to as large as more than 10 km 5"^ (Penzias 1975) even in regions where
the kinetic temperature of the gas estimated from gas "thermometers" (Goldsmith
1988) is as low as ~ 10 K. While pressure broadening of the lines and some other
fancy mechanisms can be ruled out (Dickman 1985), the fact that linewidths are
typically an order of magnitude larger than what thermal motions can account for
clearly indicates the existence of large non-thermal motions — often referred to as
"turbulence". Most attempts to resolve the mystery relate to the existence of star
forming activity. The first systematic model was free-fall collapse of these clouds
(Goldrcich k Kwan 1974) since by that time the free-fall collapse picture had been
5intensively pursued theoretically (McVittie 1956; Hunter 1962; Layzer 1964; Hayashi
1966; Tayler 1968; Penston 1969; Disney, McNally k Wright 1969; McNally 1971;
Bodenheimer 1972; Larson 1972; 1973). However, it did not take long before it was
realized that such a model leads to a star formation rate in the Galaxy far larger (by
at least an order of magnitude) than a few Mo/yr observed (Zuckerman and Palmer
1974). Many phenomenological models invoking mechanisms such as magnetic field,
differential rotation, thermal instabilities and Kolmogorov eddy cascades have been
proposed to account for the "turbulence" issue (see reviews by Dickman 1985, Myers
1987 and Scalo 1987). This issue is closely related to another related fundamental
problem in the study of GMCs — dumpiness and fragmentation (Silk 1978; Scalo
1985). GMCs are found to be very clumpy; the emission intensity of different tracers,
such as CO, is very inhomogeneously distributed spatially and kinematically, and
GMCs appear to be made up of a large number of smaller individual "contour
islands" (so-called fragments, clouds or clumps) of various sizes and masses as
revealed by the techniques of spatial and spatial-velocity contour maps. To add
more complexity, these "contour islands" often appear nested and form a hierarchy
(Scalo 1985; 1988). These clumps or fragments add up to a total mass of lO'^M©
to lO^M© with a very low average H2 density of about 50 cm~^ (see reviews by
Blitz 1980, 1987, Solomon & Sanders 1985, Scoville & Sanders 1987 and Goldsmith
1987). Because the lowest hydrogen density to significantly excite these tracers at a
temperature typical of these clouds is expected to be of a few hundred molecules per
cubic centimeter, the averaged low density implies a very small beam filling factor for
the gas. This point is perhaps clarified when considered from a different viewpoint.
Kwan and Sanders (1986) show in their modeling that a certain clumpy structure
with a small filling factor is required to explain the often observed Gaussian profiles
of optically thick CO lines (see also Tauber 1990). The arguments for a clumpy
medium to explain the penetration of ultraviolet photons into cloud interior as
6revealed by the far-infrared and submillimeter emission of C and C+ is also quite
convincing (Boisse 1990). After all, observed star forming activity in these clouds
requires the existence of fragmentation processes (Silk 1978; Scalo 1988).
An important development in quantitatively studying the clump properties as
well as turbulence is the discovery of power-law correlations among clump quantities
such as velocity dispersion, characteristic radius, density, and mass (Larson 1979;
1981; Snell 1981). These are referred to as Larson's Laws in this thesis. But
research in this direction has been encountering remarkable challenges in the last
couple of years (cf. Issa, MacLaren k Wolfendale 1990; Scalo 1991; Adler k Roberts
1991). The major conflict seems to lie in the identification of clumps, which could
be complicated mainly by distance ambiguities and cloud blending. Under this
situation, a close examination of the Larson's laws based on high-quality data sets for
an individual GMC with different and improved ways of defining cloud boundaries
will help resolving the controversy. First, efforts to study the Larson's laws based
on data sets for individual GMCs remain rare, and few examples are Orion (Bally
et al 1987; Lada, Bally k Stark 1991), Rosette (Blitz 1987; 1991), Cep 0B3 (Carr
1987), p Oph (Loren 1989), and M17SW (Stutzki k GQsten 1990). Presumably,
such efforts would help assess the reality of the Larson's laws because one would
expect to find such relations for sub-concentrations within individual GMCs if they
indeed represent a real physical nature of molecular clouds. In individual GMCs,
the distance ambiguity difficulty is greatly relieved and remaining difficulty is to
improve the way to identify clumps and calculate clump quantities.
1.2 Thesis Motivation
From the brief review above, it is clear that although many fundamental prob-
lems in the field of molecular clouds are relatively well posed, none of these issues
have yet been addressed in proper detail due to insufficient high-quality observa-
7tional data (Dickman 1985; Scalo 1985; Shu, Adams & Lizano 1987; Goldsmith
1987; Myers 1987; Stenholm 1987; Scalo 1988; Blaauw 1991; Elmegreen 1991;
1992;). This point is particularly true for GMCs because their large spatial sizes
severely limit the proper CO and ^^CO mapping coverage, spatial resolution, and
sampling needed to reach reliable conclusions. In fact, the only telescope with
resolution better than a couple of arcminutes dedicated to large scale mapping
projects had been the Bell Laboratories 7 m telescope, and few systematic studies
have been published with adequate quahty data sets on individual GMCs. The
small number of such systematic studies are naturally biased in the sense that so
far the GMCs systematically studied are associated either with the destructive OB
associations or with low-mass T star associations. While the other type of stellar
associations, R associations, is known to have distinctive properties, little is known
about the properties of their maternal GMCs. This situation largely precludes
reliable theoretical analyses of the clumpy structure, the origin of clumps, star
formation, and the evolution of GMCs as a whole. Obtaining good quahty data to
systematically examine the fundamental issues associated with the overall strjucture
of such GMCs is undoubtedly a meaningful thing to do, and any results of such a
research are bound to shed light not only on the structure of such a CMC itself but
also on the study of GMCs as a whole.
1.3 Monoceros R2
1.3.1 The R-associa.tion
The development of the focal plane array system consisting of 15 heterodyne
receivers (QUARRY) at the Five College Radio Astronomy of the University of
Massachusetts has the potential to greatly improve the situation. We have decided
to take advantage of this instrument to systematically examine the properties of a
GMC associated with an association of reflection nebulae.
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Figures 1.1 and 1.2 show a portion of the sky as revealed by the POSS prints,
where an association of reflection nebulae called Mon R2 is located. Attention to
this this portion of the sky can be traced back at least to Seares k Hubble (1920) and
Hubble (1922). Hubble (1922), in fact, studied a few reflection nebulae in this region
along with many others and found the famous Hubble relation for reflection nebulae.
Later the reflection nebulae in this region were further studied in the sixties and
early seventies by a number of investigators (Dorschner & Giirtler 1964; 1965; van
den Bergh 1966, hereafter referred to as vdB; 1968; Racine 1968; Racine & van den
Bergh 1970). It is vdB who first coined the name "Mon R2" for the region; it is the
second reflection nebula association in the Monoceros constellation in his systematic
study of reflection nebulae associations.. The most detailed studies of the Mon R2
association to date are those undertaken by Racine (1968) and Herbst k Racine
(1976) (hereafter HR), who did UBV photometry for most of the member reflection
nebulae identified from POSS prints and found that majority of them are powered
by main sequence B and A type stars, while few of them are TT type. Be and even
Orion population (hereafter Op) type stars. Based on these photometric results,
the distance of Mon R2 is determined to be 830 ±50 pc [m - M = 9.6 ± 0.1 m.e.).
The 30 refection nebulae catalogued by HR are indicated by Arabic numbers 1-30
in Figures 1.1 and 1.2. In Figures 1.1 and 1.2, we have also included some other
reflection nebulae identified by different studies; we numbered them from 31 to 37.
These numbered reflection nebulae are tabulated in Table 1.1. Positions for these
reflection nebulae are determined from our digital images scanned from the POSS
prints, as compared with those determined by previous investigators. It must be
pointed out that these identified reflection nebulae are almost definitely not all of the
reflection nebulae in Mon R2 region. In fact, several candidate Herbig-Haro objects
catalogued by Gyulbudagyan, Glushkov k Denisyuk (1978) (hereafter referred to
as GOD) and Gyul'budagyan (1982) (Hereafter referred to as G), GGD 11-17 and
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G18, are in the Mon R2 region, and some of those (GGD 12-15) studied at 2
are suggested to be simply reflection nebulae (Cohen k Schwartz 1980).
This R-association is obviously not associated with any known OB associations
(vdB). Several conspicuous features are revealed in Figures 1.1 and 1.2. First, a
roughly circular enhanced diffuse emission is clearly visible on the POSS red print
surrounding the reflection nebulae on the scale of a few degrees across, with a rela-
tively well defined boundary. But the enhanced emission region on the POSS blue
print does not show such roundness. It is not clear the enhancement of the emission
is suggestive of the existence of diffuse gas reflecting light from neighborhood stars,
or some other emission. Also, towards the NW corner there appears a separate
region with similar enhanced background emission, which seems to be extended all
the way to the neighboring Orion B region. Second, some reflection nebulae have
the tendency to appear in clusters. Third, most of the reflection nebulae are located
in a narrow band along the east-west direction (HR; Hughes t Baines 1985).
1.3.2 Mon R2 as a GMC
Not long after the discovery of interstellar CO (Wilson, Jefferts & Penzias 1970),
a different aspect of Mon R2 — its association with molecular material — was
revealed (Loren, Peters & Vanden Bout 1974), and this molecular cloud was soon
found to have an H2 mass of > 3.2 x 10'* Mq (Kutner k Tucker 1975), which qualifies
the cloud as a GMC^ This estimate, based on tens of data points of CO J = 1 — 0
sampled over a region of 15 square degrees in extent using the University of Texas
5 m telescope, is very close to estimates made later with several other data sets.
Specifically, Maddalena et al (1986), who mapped the Mon R2 region with a spacing
of 15' or 30' and resolution of 8.7' using the Columbia 1.2 m telescope, estimated a
4lereafter wlien we use Mon R2 without specification, we mean the giant molecular cloud Mon
R2.
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mass of 9 x 10^ Mq for the GMC. Loren (1977) mapped the western portion around
the central core of the GMC using the University of Texas 5 m telescope with 2'
spacing, and gave a rough estimate of 2.3 x 10" M©. Jenniskens et al (1986) and
Jenniskens k Wouterloot (1990) included a much larger region which they referred
to as GMC214-132 in their mapping of the OH main lines with a resolution of 30'
and a spacing of 20', giving a mass estimate of 3 ± 1 x 10^ M© . Mon R2 was
also included in the star counting project of Tomita (1987; 1990), which covers over
2000 square degrees of the sky with resolution ranging from 7' to 20'. This work
resulted in a mass estimate of 3.7 x 10'' M© for Mon R2. Although these studies do
provide valuable information about the structure of the GMC, their poor resolution
or inadequate sampling simply does not allow detailed study of the structure and star
formation in the cloud. The only one data set in the literature that has reasonably
good resolution, sampling, and coverage for Mon R2 is the ^^CO J = 1 - 0 map
obtained using the Bell Lab 7 m telescope (Bally, Langer & Liu 1991). But Bally,
Langer k Liu (1991) concentrated on the comparison of the gas emission with dust
emission and made no efforts to analyze the detailed structure of the giant molecular
cloud.
Relatively better studied is the central core of the GMC, in which a velocity
gradient has been found and interpreted as rotation (Loren 1977; 1981; Willson
k Folch-Pi 1981; Heyer et al 1986; Richardson et al 1988; Montalban et al 1990;
Wolf, Lada k Bally 1990). But rotational axes determined by these studies differ
considerably. This core is definitely a very dense one as indicated by the detection of
various high density tracing molecules (Loren, Peters k Vanden Bout 1974; Kutner
k Tucker 1975; Sume k Irvine 1977; Linke k Goldsmith 1980; Goldsmith k Linke
1981; Macdonald et al 1981; Torrelles et al 1983). It manifests variety of interesting
'-^including Mon R2 and the filamentary clouds to the south of Mon R2. I personally think such
a name is confusing given the large size of the region, and thus I will not use this name in this
thesis.
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phenomena including water masers (Downes et al 1975; Morris k Knapp 1976;
Knapp k Brown 1976; Rodriguez et al 1980), HH objects and even an ultra compact
HII region possibly powered by a star with ionizing flux equivalent to BO type (Valee,
Viner, and Hughes 1979; Gilmore 1980; Rodriguez et al 1980; Massi, Felli, and
Simon 1985). These are strong indicators that it is an active region of massive star
formation. The Mon R2 main core was in fact one of the earliest molecular cores
found to possess the violent molecular outflow phenomena (Loren 1976; 1977), but
the broad linewidth observed was thought to be due to free-fall collapse until the
first bipolar outflow was identified in L1551 by Snell, Loren k Plambeck (1980).
The Mon R2 bipolar outflow (Loren 1981) is by far one of the largest in size and
in mass among the some two hundred outflows identified (Bally and Lada 1983;
Lada 1985; Bally and Lane 1991). It is suggested that this outflow consists of
possibly two distinct pairs of bipolar outflows with flow axes almost perpendicular
to each other (Wolf, Lada k Bally 1990; Meyers-Rice k Lada 1991). Optical and
infrared polarimetry studies of this core region reveal a peculiar arc-like magnetic
field orientation which is in general coincident with the bipolar outflow direction
(Zaritsky et al 1987; Hodapp 1987; Novak 1988).
Roughly 45' to the east of the main Mon R2 core, there is another well studied
dense core harboring active star formation. This region first received attention
because several objects in this region were identified as possible Herbig-Haro objects
by Gyulbudaghian, Glushkov k Denisyuk (1978, GGD), and this region is thus
referred to as GGD 12-15 region (Cohen k Schwartz 1980). Similar to the main core
in Mon R2, this core has a compact HII region powered by a BO star (Rodriguez
et al 1980). A bipolar outflow and a number of masing sources are also detected,
indicating the youth of this star forming region (Rodriguez et al 1982).
As for the stellar content of this GMC on a large scale, the only systematic
work in the last 15 years or so after the pioneering works on the R-associations
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(HR) is the radio continuum survey by Hughes and Baines (1985). These authors
firmly detected three thermal sources, the aforementioned compact HII regions in
the GGD1M5 region and the main core. They also found a new radio source with
thermal power-law index located roughly at the middle of the line connecting the
two cores, which is not associated with any peak in the molecular emission. This
research seems to confirm the previous result that star forming activity as indicated
by the thermal radio sources and reflection nebulae is mostly along a narrow band
across the two dense cores from east to west. Hughes and Baines (1985) suggest
that star formation took place or is still taking place in a line or an annular ring in
this GMC.
In summary, the GMC Mon R2 seems in many ways to be a promising target
of a study designed to fulfill the thesis motivations outlined in the previous section.
The relative closeness of Mon R2 {D ~ 830 ±50 pc, Racine 1968; HR) and the small
uncertainty of this distance determination are very desirable for many aspects of
this research. One advantage, for example, is that the error in the determination
of the mass of the cloud and of its clumps caused by the uncertainty of distance
is relatively small. Also, the fact that this cloud (the central position of the core
is / = 213.0°, b — —12.5°) is located ~ 180 pc below the galactic plane definitely
reduces the chance of possible contamination by background and foreground clouds
in radio observations, and thus conclusions sensitive to this contamination problem
can be drawn with reasonably small risk. In addition, the giant bipolar molecular
outflow in the core provides an ideal target to fulfill the author's strong interest in
the structure of outflows and their relation to the structure of their parent molecular
clouds.
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1.4 Thesis Layout
We start by presenting our large data base (for both gas and dust emission) and
examining the global spatial and kinematic structure of the giant molecular cloud
in Chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 4 examines the structure of the two dense cores,
and Chapter 5 presents our discovery of a well-shaped bipolar outflow shell and
our modeling of the bipolar outflow. Chapter 6 is devoted to investigations of the
distribution of stellar contents of the CMC and the relationship between the stellar
objects and the diffuse gas and dust. We discuss the dumpiness of gas in the CMC
in Chapter 7. We summarize our main conclusions of the thesis in Chapter 8.
Table 1.1. Reflection nebulae in Mon R2
No. a(1950)
,^(1950)
1 060431 .7
2 0G0459.4
3 0G0503.2
4 000503.
G
5 0G0519.2
G 0G0521.4
7 0G0521.1
8 0G05.39.3
11
12
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17
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2G
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3G
37
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0G0747.3
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0G0S28.4
0G0S29.5
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0G0838.2
-0G2941 .8
-OC 1755.2
-0G1903.G
-OGl 743.8
-OGl 749.5
-0G2G33.8
-0G0S59.G
-OGl 144.8
-OGl.32 1.7
-OGl 532.8
-OGl.327.4
-OGl 1.33.4
23 0G0921.2
-0G0825.4
0G1017.0
0G1017.8
OGl 21 7.8
OGl 225.0
OGl 252.8
OGl 02 1.9
0G0831.4
0G0519.G
0G0G10.4
0G0524.1
0G0929.9
061109.1
060925.
S
00060G
-061122.0
-060945.2
-0619.32.1
-062131.8
-0624,39.8
-061207.6
-061413.0
-002223.1
-065400.6
-051537.1
-05.5558.9
-0623.59.9
-062744.8
-063000
12.49
12.33
14.14
10.31
0.43
0.70
0.75:
0.90
14.22: 0.78:
AO:
R2V
12.51 0..39: A5:0i)
1 oo.
14 fl9 u.y.j:
CI . ^ 1 U.dO HI V
9.G7 0..54 R2V
8.09 0 33 Rl Vr> 1 V
13.00 0.66
12.83 0.92
9.22 0.40 R3V
10.26 0.29 R5V
1 1.40 0.27 R8V
13.G3 0..58:
12.84
15.12 Op
13.37 1.10
1 3.-39 0.75
12.20 0..58
12.23 0.76 R8-A0
10.89 0.02 R4V
13..3G 0.42
12.23 0.86
12.16 0.40
10.98 0.32 R7V
10.53 0.48 R5V
17: TT
Re
HRl,IRA 806045-0,5.54
HR2
HR.3
HR4, v(]RG7,NGC2170
SAO 132861, R,F,TN2.049
CF.D0G3,DG088, T,RN0994
HR5a,IRAS0G0,53-0G22
HR6,TRAS0G0,53-0G14
HR7
HRS,v<]RG8,DG089,NGC21 G7
HF,TAV0,54 ,CED0G5,SA0 1 32867
TRA 8060,55-06 13
HR9,v(IRG9,nG090,CED0G6
LRN0995,HFTAV0.55,8AOl.32868
IRAS060,5G-0621
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HRl 4
HRl 5
HRl 6
HRl 7
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HRl 9,IRA 80608.5-06 13
HR20
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1
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2
HR25
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IRAS06062-0G.55
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IRAS061 11-0624
TRA806094-0C28
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Chapter 2
Gas Distribution in Mon R2
2.1 Observations
2.1.1 FCRAODaU
We have made observations of ^^CO J = 1 - 0 emission from Mon R2 using
the QUARRY 15 element focal plane array on the 14 m FCRAO telescope in New
Salem, Massachusetts between 1991 April and 1992 January. A detailed description
of the system can be found in Erickson et al (1992). The mapping was centered
on a(1950) = 06'^05"^22^ ,5(1950) = -06°22'25", the position of the infrared star
cluster in the core of Mon R2 (Beckwith et al 1976). The spacing of the data is 25"
while the FWHM beam size of the telescope is about 45" at 115 GHz and 47" at 110
GHz. The main beam efficiency was estimated to be 0.45 (Patel 1992). A filterbank
with bandwidth 250 kHz (corresponding to a velocity resolution of 0.65 km s~'^ at
115 GHz) was used as the primary spectrometer with 32 channels for each of the 15
receivers (we centered the filterbank on Vlsr = 9.9 km 5~^), which employed cooled
Schottky barrier diode mixers with a common single-sideband filter and cooled image
termination. Chopper wheel calibration was used and the data were taken in a
position-switching mode with a common reference position at q;(1950) = 06''11"^00*,
(5(1950) = — 04°30'00"^ The single side-band system temperature of the system
ranged from ~ 650 K to ~ 1600 A', depending on elevation and weather conditions.
^This position was verified to be free of ^^CO J = 1 — 0 emission down to an rms noise of 0.05 K
by positional switching measurements between this position and a second reference position of a
couple of degrees away.
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Integration times were regulated according to system temperature in order to yield
a channel-to-channel rms noise level of ~ 0.5 A'.
The first photons from Mon R2 for this project were received by the QUARRY
focal plane array on the 3rd of April, 1991. When this mapping project was finally
ended on the first day of 1992, I had passed > 250 happy hours at the QUABBIN
observatory, and obtained about 167,000 '^CO J = 1 - 0 spectra which cover
~ 8.05 square degrees region. We also mapped two dense cores in ^^CO 7 = 1-0,
C5 J = 2 - 1
,
HCO^ J = 1 - 0
,
HCN J = 1 - 0
,
and C^«0 J = 1 - 0
,
as
will be discussed in Chapter 4. In this chapter, we concentrate on the large scale
kinematic structure of the giant molecular cloud.
2.1.2 Bell Labs Data
Observations of ^^CO J=l-0 emission for the CMC were made with the AT&T
Bell Laboratories 7 m telescope at Crawford Hill in Holmdel, New Jersey. An SIS
receiver with a single-sideband receiver temperature ranging from 90 to 200 K was
used. A 128 channel filterbank with a 0.25 MHz bandwidth was expanded using
a spectrum expander (Henry 1976) to give a 100 kHz resolution. The mapping is
centered on 06'^05"^22.0% DEC = -06°22'25.0" and made with a map spacing of 1'.
Frequency switching was used for most data with frequency-offsets of ±3.2 MHz.
Integration times were chosen automatically to yield a a channel-to-channel rms
noise of 0.3 K. The FWHM beam size is about 90" at 110 GHz, and the main beam
efficiency is 0.87.
2.2 Morphology of Gas Emission in Mon R2
Figures 2.1 and 2.2 display the ^^CO J = 1 — 0 peak antenna temperature
and ^^CO J = 1 — 0 integrated intensity, respectively, overlayed on the POSS red
print. Figures 2.3 to 2.10 and 2.11 to 2.18 present the velocity channel maps
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Figure 2.1. Contour Map of the ^^(70 J = 1 - 0 peak antenna temperature (solid
contours) overlayed with POSS red print (halftone). Levels of contours are 1.5, 2.5,
... 14.5 K.
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Figure 2.2. Contour Map of the ^^CO J = 1 — 0 integrated intensity (solid contours)
overlayed with POSS red print (halftone). Levels of contours are 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 12,
15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 K km/s.
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for ^^CO J = 1 - 0 and 7 _ i n • • . ,u a J
_
l - o emission, respectively. To facilitate
our discussions throughout the thesis from here to there, we have indicated in all
these velocity channel maps the positions of reflection nebulae. Although we will
not discuss star formation until Chapters 4, 5 and 6, to avoid duplication we have
also included in these maps the IRAS point sources. These IRAS point sources are
selected based on simple color criteria (see Chapter 6). Even a quick examination
of these images reveals the following main features.
1. 12(7(9 J = 1 - 0 and i^CO J =1-0 maps reveal generally the same morphology
for the giant molecular cloud, and they all seem to be wispy, filamentary and
tenuous, giving the impression of unity and connectedness. But ^^CO J =
1 - 0 appears much more filamentary with more visible individual features,
while 12(7(9 J = 1 - 0 appears to have more connectivity. This is consistent
with the large optical depth of '^CO J = 1 - 0 as a result of the much larger
abundance of CO.
2. The outline of the gas emission {^^CO J = 1 - 0 in particular) is in general
consistent with that of the regions with strong extinction (Kutner k Tucker
1975; see also Tomita 1990), which were roughly divided into several dark
clouds denoted L1643, L1644, L1645 and L1646 (Lynds 1962; POSS overlay
1979; Dixon & Sonneborn 1980), except the gas emission appears much more
wispy and filamentary than the extinction map reveals.
3. The strongest emission of both ^^CO J = 1 - 0 and ^^CO J = 1 - 0 occurs
at a(1950) = 06'^05'"22% <^(1950) = -06°22'25", where, as pointed out in
Chapter 1, active star formation has been taking place in the dense gas traced
by millimeter transitions of molecules such as CS, NII3, HCO'^, HCN, etc.
(see Chapter 4 for a detailed discussion). In fact, that is also where a cluster
of reflection nebulae, RN3-8, are located (Figure 1.1). Hereafter we will refer
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Figure 2.3. ^^CO J = \ — 0 emission for two different velocity channels within a
bandwith of 0.65 km . The background level is 1 K (white), and the foreground
level is 6 K (black). Reflection nebulae are indicated by solid squares, and IRAS
point sources are indicated by solid circles.
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Figure 2.4. Same as Figure 2.3, but for Vlsr = 7.62 and 8.27 km
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Figure 2.5. Same as Figure 2.3, but for Vlsr - 8.92 and 9.57 km s ^
25
a (1950)
Figure 2.6. Same as Figure 2.3, but for Vf^sR = 10.23 and 10.88 km 5-^
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Figure 2.7. Same as Figure 2.3, hut for Vlsr = 11-53 and 12.18 km s-'
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Figure 2.8. Same as Figure 2.3, hut, for Vi^sR = 12.83 and 13.48 km 5"^
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Figure 2.9. Same as Figure 2.3, but for Vlsr = 14.13 and 14.78 km s
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Figure 2.10. Same as Figure 2.3, but for Vlsr = 15.43 and 16.08 km s ^
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to this peaked emission region as "the main core". Roughly 45' to the east
of this core, there appears a second emission peak of ^^CO J = 1 - 0 and
i^CO J = 1 - 0
,
which coincides with another small cluster of reflection
nebulae, RN17-22 and RN30 (see Figure 1.1) and which is also a site of star
formation and strong emission of the aforementioned high density gas tracers
(again see Chapter 4 for a detailed discussion). Hereafter we will refer to
this core of gas as the GGD12-15 region for historical reasons (e.g., Little,
Heaton k Dent 1990). To the east of this core, we find a few more regions of
intense emission almost all of which are centered on small groupings of reflection
nebulae. We will call these regions according to their association with reflection
nebulae. Specifically, they are the RN23 region, the RN24-25/RN29 region, and
the RN26-28 region, as labeled in Figures 1.1 and 1.2. Notably, RN24-25/RN29
region is also where GGD16-17 (GGD) are located.
4. One very peculiar fact is that some reflection nebulae, such as RNll-16 region
and RNIO region, seem to be coincident with minima of gas emission. These
are actually related with HII regions (RNll-16, Hughes & Baines 1985; RIO,
HR). We will discuss the significance of this fact in Chapter 6,
5. Both the main core and the GGD 12- 15 core have very low and very high velocity
gas emission, which are the known bipolar outflows as mentioned in Chapter 1
(see Chapter 5 for a detailed discussion).
6. In the western portion of the cloud, there appears a strikingly sharp N-S
oriented ridge of emission, most conspicuous in high velocity channels. There
also appears a roughly East-West oriented emission ridge in the eastern portion
of the cloud along the remarkable cometary shape of the GGD12-15 region and
a chain of other cores.
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7. The sharp emission ridges appear corrugated, suggesting kinematic instabihty
of shock front development (Chevalier & Theys 1975; Vishniac 1983; Hunter et
al 1986; Kimura k Tosa 1988; Elmegreen 1989; 1992).
8. At low LSR velocities the gas emission shows very wispy features and is con-,
centrated mainly in the central part and at the S-E corner, while at higher LSR
velocities the gas emission appears more in the outer part of the mapped region,
along the N-S emission ridge, and in the N-W corner in particular. This velocity
gradient is along the elongation of the cloud, which in turn is consistent with the
direction of the galactic plane and the magnetic field (Dyck k Lonsdale 1979).
But the velocity gradient is opposite to that expected from galactic rotation
(Hughes & Baines 1985). The ^'^CO J = 1 - 0 peak antenna temperature map
and some velocity channel maps on a large scale are actually suggestive of a
circular morphology (conspicuous in the channel map at Vlsr = 10.2fcm s'^ at
the lower-left portion) except in the very north where the roughly vertical
emission ridge appears. This large-scale circular feature seems to correspond
very well to the enhanced background optical emission (Figure 1.1).
9. Between the adjacent velocity channels (0.65 km separation for ^^CO J =
1-0 and 0.5 km for ^^CO J = 1 - 0 ), many small features may appear
or disappear or take a rather different shape, indicating the importance of the
complex kinematic motions in the cloud.
10. ^^CO J — \ — 0 line profiles all over the cloud are mostly single-peaked, but
they do show up as double-peaked features in five regions; the main core,
GGD12-15, a small region above NGC2182, south-east corner and south-west
corner. ^^CO J = 1 — 0 emission agrees with that of ^^CO J — I — 0 emission
except in the main and GGD12-15 cores, indicating that the double-peaked
line profiles of ^^CO J = 1 - 0 in the two cores are the result of self- reversal.
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11. At velocities close to V,sr = U km s'^ there appears an eggplant-shaped shell
feature extending from the main core to the N-W direction to the N-S emission
ridge for about 25' or so. This is the limb-brightened shell of the blue-shifted
bipolar outflow lobe, as we will further discuss in Chapter 5.
12. Large or small voids or holes, several of which are roundish, are conspicuous
on some velocity channel maps.
2.3 Comparison of ^^CO J = 1 - 0 and ^^CO J =1-0 Emission
Before we go too far in this thesis, let us first examine a "simple" question that
most people would ask: is ^^CO J = 1 - 0 a good kinematic tracer as ^^CO J =
1 - 0 is in Mon R2 ? To answer this question, let us first briefly review the results
of previous research concerning ^^CO J = 1 - 0 and ^^CO J = 1- 0 emission. Few
people would argue against the fact that ^^CO J = 1-0 integrated intensity can
be reliably transformed into the total column density of H2 along a line of sight^
since the pioneering works of Dickman (1976, 1978a) (see also later discussions by
Frerking, Langer k Wilson 1982; Langer et al 1989; Jarrett, Dickman k Herbst
1989; Dickman & Herbst 1990). It is, however, very controversial what ^^CO J =
1-0 exactly traces. Since the universal abundance of ^^C is believed to be 60-89
times that of ^^C in nature, it is natural that ^^CO emission from molecular clouds is
typically found to be stronger than that of ^^CO. But the ratio of ^"^CO J = 1-0 and
^^CO J = 1 — 0 peak intensities are generally found to be in the range of a few
to ten except for the wings of line profiles, much smaller than the abundance ratio.
This can be easily explained in terms of the larger ^^CO J = 1 — 0 optical depth
and significant saturation. It is based on this knowledge that peak temperature
of ^^CO J = 1 — 0 is generally used as a gas thermometer (at least for material
^At least for small to moderate visual extinction A^,.
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Figure 2.11. ^^CO J = 1 — 0 emission in two different velocity channels within a
bandwidth of Q.bkm . The background level is 0.5 K (white), and the foreground
level is 4 K (black). Reflection nebulae are indicated by solid squares, and IRAS
point sources are indicated by solid circles.
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Figure 2.12. Same as Figure 2.11, but for VisR = 8.75 and 9.25 km s''^
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Figure 2.13. Same as Figure 2.11, but for Vlsr = 9.75 and 10.25 km s ^
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Figure 2.14. Same as Figure 2.11, but for Vlsr = 10.75 and 11.25 km s ^
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Figure 2.15. Same as Figure 2.11, but for V^sr = 11-75 and 12.25 km 5"^
a (1950)
Figure 2.16. Same as Figure 2.11, but for Vlsr = 12.75 and 13.25 km s
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Figure 2.17. Same as Figure 2.11, but for Vlsr — 13.75 and 14.25 km s ^
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Figure 2.18. Same as Figure 2.11, but for Vlsr — 14.75 and 15.25 km 5-^
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near cloud surface)(cf. Goldsmith 1988). The central issue is what the integrated
intensity of ^^CO J = 1-0 traces. Theoretically, one would not expect that the
integrated intensity of an optically thick species to be able to provide any reliable
information about the column density because of saturation (see Langer et al 1989
for a case), but in case both '^CO J = 1 - 0 and ^^CO J = l-O data are
available, the two integrated intensities are found to be correlated (Dickman 1978a;
Liszt 1982). It is based on this empirical fact that some authors do believe that
i^CO J = 1 - 0 integrated intensity is a linear tracer of column density just as
i^CO J = 1 - 0 integrated intensity does (Liszt 1982; Sanders, Solomon k Scoville
1984; Dickman, Snell k Schloerb 1986; Scoville k Sanders 1987; Solomon et al 1987).
Langer et al (1989) studied the dark cloud B5 in Perseus with their data set of CO
isotopes and extinction, and found that although ^^CO J = 1-0 integrated intensity
does show a positive correlation with that of ^^CO J = 1 - 0
,
the relationship is
not linear and resembles the growth curve of a saturated line, implying that this
positive correlation is the result of saturation broadening effects.
In this section, we wish to examine the relationship of ^^CO J = 1 - 0 and
13(70 J = 1 - 0 data to see if ^^CO J = 1 - 0 can be used as a reliable kinematic
tracer. Although we do provide least-squares fits to correlations, a comprehensive
approach to what ^'^CO J = 1 - 0 and ^^CO J = 1 - 0 exactly trace quantitatively
is beyond the scope of this thesis.
2.3.1 Pixel-Pixel Correlation
To compare the ^^CO J = 1 - 0 and ^^CO J = I - 0 emission for the whole
GMC, we have smoothed and resampled the FCRAO ^^CO J = 1 - 0 data onto the
resolution and sampling of the Bell Labs ^^CO J = 1 — 0 data. First we notice that
the ratio of ^^CO J = 1 — 0 and ^^CO J = I — Q integrated intensities in the region
covered by both tracers ranges from as low as close to 1 in the GOD 12- 15 region to
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about 5 in the weak emission region. Thus under the assumption that the '^C to
'^C abundance ratio in the cloud is close to the solar system value of 40-89 (Geiss
1988; Langer & Penzias 1990), ^^CO J =1-0 should be generally optically thick
while 13(70 J = 1 - 0 may be marginally thin.
Figure 2.19 shows the quantitative pixel-pixel comparison of the ^^CO J =
1 - 0 and 13^0 J = 1 _ 0 emission. While the scatter is fairly large, a clear
correlation does exist between the two gas tracers. The correlation can be best fit
by IT*X'CO)dv = 5.0 + l.3!TXC^C0)dv. Notice that ''CO J = 1 - 0 data
has a main beam efficiency of 0.5, while '^CO J = 1-0 data has a main beam
efficiency of 0.9. Also, we smoothed the ''CO J = 1-0 data to the resolution
of the '^CO J = I - 0 data. The peculiar thing is that at higher '^CO J =
1 - 0 integrated intensities, there appear to be two separated branches. The lower
branch is very similar to what is found by Langer et al (1989) for the dark cloud B5.
A closer examination of the data leads to the conclusion that the lower and upper
branches correspond to the emission from the GGDI 2- 15 core and the central core
region, respectively. In both regions, ''CO J = I - 0 emission shows self-reversal
absorption, as will be further discussed in Chapter 4. Figures 2.20 and 2.21 show
the comparison between "CO J = 1 - 0 and '^CO J = 1 - 0 emission from the
two core regions. Both the "CO J = 1 - 0 and '^CO J = I - 0 data are taken
with the FCRAO 14m telescope. Although in both cases "CO J = 1 - 0 and
^^CO J = 1 — 0 integrated intensities demonstrate a remarkably linear correlation,
the two cases differ quantitatively. The maximum '^CO J = I — 0 integrated
intensities are comparable in two cores, but the "CO J = 1 - 0 intensity of the
GGD12-15 region is only about half of that of the main core^. The correlation
^The bad possibility that this lower CO emission for GGD 12-15 is a result of unexpected gain
change can be ruled out. First, the telescope gain change was constantly monitored by taking a
spectrum every a few minutes at the central position of the main core. Second, that CO antenna
temperature of GGD 12-15 region is about only half of that for the main core is consistent with
observations carried out almost two decades ago by Kutner and Tucker (1975).
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between the integrated intensities of "CO J = 1 - 0 and "CO J = 1 _ o for
the main core and the GGD12-15 core can be best fit by !T;("CO)dv = 4.2 +
3.0/r;(.3CO),i„and/r;(-COy„=10.0+1.4/r;C3COM..respectively. Notice
that both
-'CO J = 1 -0 and '^CO J = 1 -0 data have a main beam efficiency of 0.5
for the cores. As expected, correlations are also found between "CO J =1-0 peak
antenna temperature and "CO J = 1-0 integrated intensity as well as between
CO J = 1 - 0 and '300 J = 1-0 peak antenna temperatures for the whole Mon
R2 region, as shown in Figures 2.22 and 2.23. Again we see the different behavior
of the main core and the GGD12-15 core. Lea.t squares fits are given in the top-left
corner of the plots.
2.3.2 Gas Column Density and Mass in Mon R2
If the ^2^0 J = 1 - 0 peak antenna temperature traces the kinetic temperature
which can be approximately taken as the average excitation temperature of the
J = 1 -0 along the line of sight, then one may obtain the ^^CO column density
under the assumption of LTE. Figure 2.24 presents the column density map
calculated using the LTE method as described by Dickman (1978b). We assumed a
^^CO abundance of 2 x 10"^ relative to H2 and also corrected for He contribution by
a factor of 1.4. The highest column densities are found to be ~ 80 x 10^^ H2 cm~^
in the main core and the GGD12-15 region. From this map, we obtain a total mass
of 4 X lO'^ Mq for the cloud covered by both our '^CO J = 1 - 0 and ^^CO J =
1 - 0 data. The uncertainty caused by the rms error of the data is small, but given
the systematic errors accompanying various assumptions, this value is should only
be trusted within a factor of 2.
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Figure 2.19. Pixel-pixel comparison of ^^CO J = l-O and *^C0 J = 1-0 integrated
intensities for the whole GMC. The solid line is the least-squares fit
JTXC''CO)dv = 5.0 + l.3JTXC^C0)dv.
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Figure 2.20. Pixel-pixel comparison of ^^(^(^ J = l-O and ^^CO J = 1-0 integrated
intensities for the central core region. The solid line is the least-squares fit
JT;^C^CO)dv = 4.2
-f 3.0JT^C^CO)dv.
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Figure 2.21. Pixel-pixel comparison of ^^CO J = 1 -0 and ^^CO J = 1-0 integrated
intensities for the GGD12-15 core region. The solid line is the least-squares fit
IT;^C^co)dv = 10.0 + \ AfT;C^co)dv.
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Figure 2.22. Pixel-pixel comparison of ^^CO J — I — 0 peak antenna temperature
and ^^CO J = I - 0 integrated intensity for the whole GMC.
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Figure 2.23. Pixel-pixel comparison of ^"^CO J = 1 - 0 and ^^CO ,7=1-0 peak
antenna temperatures for the whole GMC.
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Figure 2.24. II2 column (Innsiiy of Mon H,2 calculated using the UVK method as
described by Dickman (19781)). The peak values in this maj) is ~ 80 x 10'^' ll^ nn~'^.
The positions of the reflection nebulae arc indicated by Arabic numbers, and the
IIIAS |)oint sources are lab(^led by solid circles.
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2.3.3 Summary
In summary, we find that
-CO J = 1 - 0 and ^^CO J=l-Q emission in Mon
R2 manifests a remarkable correlation, indicating that ^CO J = l-O could in
general be as good a morphological tracer as '^CO J = 1 - 0 . But this correlation
may differ from region to region quantitatively, possibly an indication of different
physical conditions in different regions, and the fluctuations of the data are large.
Thus, caution must be exercised when ^CO J = 1 - Q integrated intensity is used
for quantitative purposes on small scales.
2.4 Kinematics in Mon R2
The morphological appearance of a GMC alone can be be misleading. A tele-
scope samples all the material in the beam emitting at the observed wavelength no
matter how far away the material is physically in space. Cloud blending in the defi-
nition of clouds, GMCs in particular, has never ceased being a controversial problem
(cf. Clemens 1985; Blitz 1987; Issa, MacLaren & Wolfendale 1990; see Chapter 7
for more discussion). Fortunately, the Milky Way is a spiral galaxy, and systematic
velocity changes of material with galactic radius are expected. This enables the
velocity of the material to be used effectively to clarify or relieve ambiguities. For
the case of Mon R2, we will see that the kinematics of the molecular material suggests
strongly that there is little possibility that all the molecular material observed in
Mon R2 region is other than that of a single giant molecular cloud. Based on the
results of the previous section, we feel confident using our ^CO J =^ 1 - 0 data set
obtained with FCRAO 14m telescope for the following qualitative research on the
large scale structure in Mon R2, given its larger coverage, much superior sampling
'^Note the use of ^CO J =^ 1-0 lines for the simple kinematical study is problematic in the very
small localized regions where ^CO J = 1 — 0 lines are double-peaked as a result of self- reversal.
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sampling and angular resolution (thus a larger spatial "dynamic range'-) as well as
its capability of tracing regions where '^CO J = 1 - 0 is too weak.
2.4.1 A Large Expanding Bubble Shell
As we have noted in the previous discussion, a conspicuous feature of the cloud
on a large scale is the existence of circularly-shaped, diffuse ^^CO J = 1 -0 emission,
which is remarkably consistent with the outline of the enhanced diffuse background
optical emission visible on the POSS prints. Clarifying the nature of this large scale
feature is a critical step for understanding the structure of the CMC.
We find that spatial-velocity (SV) diagrams are extremely informative and
useful. Figure 2.25 presents an SV diagram along an east-west cut through the main
core. Figure 2.26 shows the SV diagram along a declination cut from south to north
at a = 06''07"'22^ From these figures, several statements can be readily made. 1.
Gas at the inner part of the cloud is blue-shifted relative to the gas in the outer part
(eastern and western portion of the cloud) as is indicated by the smooth, blue-shifted
bow-shaped feature roughly centered at a(1950) = 06''07"'20% (5 = -06°22', close
to a cluster of reflection nebulae, RNll-16 (also referred to as NGC 2182). The
maximum velocity displacement of the blue-shifted gas relative to the outer ambient
emission is ~ 4 - 5 km s~'^ . 2. The main core, including the bipolar outflow
originating in it, seems to be part of the blue-shifted bow-shaped feature. 3. The
spatial extent of this bow-shaped feature is ~ 130', which corresponds to 31.4 pc
at a distance of 830 pc (HR). 4. Despite the large size, the bow-shaped feature
appears impressively continuous and coherently shaped, making other possibilities
such as chance superposition of the gas along the line of sight very difficult to accept.
5. The blue-shifted "bow" has no red-shifted counterpart, and the velocity of the
material shows a remarkable symmetry on both ends.
^Ratio of the number of pixels to the resolution, Scalo 1991.
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Figure 2.25. An SV diagram along a right ascension cut from east to west going
through the center of the main core at (5 = -06°22'25". The contour levels are 0.7,
1.4, 14 K.
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Figure 2.26. An SV diagram along a declination cut from south to north
a = 06'^07"^22^ The contour levels are 0.7, 1.4, 14 K.
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Now the question is: what do these features tell us ? After having done extensive
SV examinations along different cuts of our images, we are convinced that the large-
scale structure of this giant molecular cloud can be best explained by the existence
of an expanding shell with a projected center close to the NGC 2182 region. The
front side of the bubble is moving towards us at a radial speed of ~ 4 - 5 fcm
,
corresponding to the "bow" feature seen in Figure 2.25, while the backside is mostly
missing with perhaps only a small quantity of puffy red-shifted material (at ~ 14
km ). This judgement is also consistent with the big vertical ridge at those
channel maps at velocities higher than 10.23 km 5-1 and the smaller arc feature to
the ea^t of the main core seen in the velocity channels with velocities between 10.23
to 11.53 km 5-1
;
the large-scale N-S emission ridge (which runs almost all the way
from North to South across the image) is likely to be the non-spherical portion of
the shell seen edge on, while the smaller arc features are cross-sections of the bubble
at blue-shifted velocities. Given the presence of the reflection nebula RNIO close
to the northern portion of the N-S ridge, which powers up an optically visible HII
region, the non-spherical symmetry of the bubble is not difficult to understand. We
will further discuss this point in Chapter 6.^
2.4.2 Complexities
It is obvious that a simple large expanding bubble can not provide all the features
necessary to explain the morphology of Mon R2. In fact, SV diagrams along different
cuts are not always as simple as suggested by Figure 2.25. Figure 2.27, for example,
shows an east-west oriented cut at a declination some 16 arcminutes to the north.
Although the large "bow" feature again appears, superposed on it is a smaller "bow-
like" feature centered at a position close to the GOD 12-15 core region, red-shifted
^For readers who like to jump to conclusions without caring about the details, the cartoon
presented in Figure 6.7 may serve the need.
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Figure 2.27. An SV diagram along an casl-wcst ctil, at (5(1950) = -06°05Ml". The
contour I(>vel,s are 0.7, l.'l, H K.
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relative to the blue-shifted gas. Its existence is noticeable as a "hole" in the velocity
channel images of
-CO J = 1 - 0 and
-CO J = 1 - 0 emission, and is also seen
on SV diagrams along declination cuts, including the one shown in Figure 2.26.
Double line profiles of both ^CO J = 1 - 0 and ^CO J = 1 - 0 in this region
provide additional evidence for the reality of this feature. Figures 2.28 and 2.29 show
another pair of SV cuts going through a position (a(1950) - 06^^09-40%
,5(1950) =
-07°01'15") along right ascension and declination, which show also double line
profiles with respect to the large blue-shifted "bow", with both red-shifted and
blue-shifted emission. The emission through these positional cuts seems to be weak
and broken into pieces.
We see three possibilities that may give rise to these distortions. First, the
red-shifted material is part of the blue-shifted gas of the large shell slowed down
(or retarded). Second, these figures could be a small bubble which occurred on the
large blue-shifted shell. Third, these features arise because we are viewing through
chords of the large bubble close to the edges.
After careful examination of the features, we feel that its roundish shape and
smooth variation with respect to velocity is not likely to be a result of the first
process, and instead they are more suggestive of the second or the third possibility.
The second possibility is particularly attractive given the star formation on the
compressed shell layers (see Chapter 6). In other words, it is possible that we
are witnessing small bubbles on large bubbles. As we will see in Chapter 4, the
eggplant-shaped bipolar outflow shell conspicuous on the velocity channel map of
—CO J = 1 - 0 at Vlsr = 10.88 kin provides a convincing example of this
assertion. But this does not mean that the first physical process is not a likely
physical process in the cloud. Figure 2.30 displays an SV cut going through the
main core along declination. Clearly, we see amazingly complicated velocity changes
with position. Wc fc(;l that most of these are the result of retardation in motion of
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Figure 2.28. An SV diagram along an east-west cut at <^(1950) = -07°01'15"). The
contour levels are 0.7, 1.4, 14 K.
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Figure 2.29. An SV diagram along a declination cut at a{l%0) = 06''09'"40'. The
contour levels are 0.7, 1.4, 14 K.
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Figure 2.30. An SV diagram along a declination cut at fv(1950) = 06''05'"22' going
through the main core, 'i'he contour levels are 0.7, l.'l, H K.
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the massive and dense clumps of ga. relative to the less dense gas exposed to the
same pressure from the bubble cavity.
2. 4. 3 Kinetic Energy
It is not easy to calculate the kinetic energy of the cloud's expanding motions
because it requires the determination of a reference velocity relative to which the
neutral material moves, which in turn is a model-dependent physical quantity. But
if we accept the assumption that majority of the cloud mass is being swept up into
shells and the geometry of the shell is semi-spherical, then an order-of-magnitude
estimate k E = 1/2MAV' ~ 6 x lO^^ ergs, where the cloud ma^s M is taken to
be the LTE mass of 4 x 10^ M©
,
and the shell expansion velocity AV is taken to
be 4 km
.
Obviously, this corresponds to the total kinetic energy in all three
dimensions. Various possible uncertainties are involved in this estimate. First, it is
clear that the real geometry of the large-scale shell cannot be strictly semi-spherical.
Second, not all the mass is swept up in the shells. Third, in addition to the large-
scale expansion, there are other components of systematic motions, including the
bipolar outflows in the cores. Fourth, the mass estimate itself is subject to various
uncertainties. It is almost impossible to give a reliable quantitative estimate about
the total uncertainty of the given kinetic energy.
One other way to estimate the total kinetic energy of the large bubble is to
calculate the kinetic energy for each pixel of the map using the ^^CO J = 1 - 0 and
^^CO J = I — 0 data under the assumption of LTE, and then sum over the whole
cloud. Of course, it is a necessity to presume a reference LSR velocity Vq] we
take the Vlsr of the N-S emission ridge of 12 km as an approximation. This
procedure gives an estimate of 1 x IC*^ ergs which includes the "kinetic energy"
due to turbulence and should be regarded as overall energy. But it is important to
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note that this estimate of kinetic energy is only for one dirr>ension - along the line
of sight.
Given the various uncertainties and the difficulties, we feel that the total kinetic
energy of the systematic motions of the large-scale expanding bubble is likely to be
in the range of 5 - 10 x 10^^ ergs.
Chapter 3
Dust Distribution in Mon R2
3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2, we examined the gas distribution in Mon R2. Starting with this
chapter we will examine other important aspects of the CMC - dust distribution,
star-formation and dumpiness. We devote this chapter to the dust emission in Mon
R2.
Dust presumably comprises only 1% in mass of the interstellar medium, but it
is important in many astrophysical situations by virtue of its absorption of short
wavelength energy and re-emission at much longer wavelengths. After stars form
within interstellar clouds of gas and dust, their emission at short wavelengths is
largely absorbed by ambient dust grains and they remain hidden from optical
observations for some period of time (cf. Leung 1976; Scoville & Kwan 1976; Scoville
1985; Shu, Adams k Lizano 1987). Observing the emission of dust at much longer
wavelengths is a major tool for understanding the star forming processes (cf. Beich-
man 1987). Since dust thermal emission in the far infrared to millimeter wavelength
range (hereafter we refer to this range as FIR) is likely to be optically thin, the
surface brightness in this range of a source is a good tracer of the dust distribution
(cf. Werner et al 1976; Hildebrand 1983; Goldsmith, Snell, k Lis 1987; Draine
1990). The spectral energy distribution provides a measure of the temperature
distribution of the dust along a line of sight, which carries valuable information
about the central proto- or young stars (cf. Beichman et al 1986). Retrieving of
this information is a non-trivial problem. Numerical radiative transfer techniques
have been developed (cL Leung 1975; 1976; Scoville & Kwan 1976; Rowan-Robinson
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1980; 1986; Dent 1988; Lis & Leung 1991). These techniques, while powerful, require
explicit assumptions about the source geometry, homogeneity, density distribution
central star luminosity, and dust thermal equilibrium, in addition to the necessity
of explicitly assuming constituents, size distribution and emissivity of the dust.
However, it is often the case that we make a few flux measurements towards a
position of a cloud at frequencies which are believed to be optically thin, and we do
not have detailed data about the source geometry, density distribution, radiation
field, etc. The problem is: how do we obtain the maximum amount of meaningful
information about the sampled dust column ?
A method widely employed by astronomers is to assume a single- or multi-
temperature dust model. This method takes two different forms in the literature
depending on the emission source. For star-forming condensations, the typical ap-
proach is to treat the exponent of the power-law dust emissivity as a free parameter
and use the gray-body emission formula to fit the source spectral distribution (cf.
Erickson et al 1977; Mundy, Wilking k Myers 1986; Gordon 1987; 1988; Walker,
Adams k Lada 1990; Mezger, Wink k Zylka 1990). For diff-use emission in the
interstellar medium, such as the abundant data furnished by the IRAS satellite, it
is more common to obtain two-band intensity ratios, from which dust temperature
and column density can be derived under an assumed dust emissivity law by using
the gray-body emission formula (Kuiper et al 1987; Langer et al 1989; Jarrett,
Dickman, and Herbst 1989, Bally, Langer k Liu 1991). But dust grains are in
reality very likely to be distributed continuously over a broad temperature range
at a particular position within a cloud (Panagia 1975). First, interstellar grains of
various sizes co-exist (cf. Mathis, Rumpl, k Nordsiek 1977; Mathis 1990) and will
attain rather different temperatures even if they are exposed to the same ambient
physical conditions (radiation field, etc.). There are also small particles which may
be transiently heated (Sellgren 1984; Leger k Puget 1984; Weiland et al 1986;
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Leene 1986; Puget & Leger 1989; Laureijs et al 1989; Desert, Boular^ger & P.get
1990; Boulanger et al 1990). Second, the ambient physical conditions of dust grains
along lines of sight through the cloud and over the extent of telescope beams for
observations are likely to be quite different, so that the dust grains are heated
and cooled at different rates. Because dust emission is highly sensitive to dust
temperature, it is very unlikely that assuming a single average temperature or several
temperatures is a satisfactory approximation to the dust emission problem. Bally,
Langer k Liu (1992) extensively studied the emission of the Orion-Monoceros
molecular complexes with single- and two-component models, and demonstrated
the inadequacy of using these models to convert the intensity images into dust
column density images. In addition, for the case of star-forming condensations,
the current approach of using the single- or multi-temperature model also implies
that the average dust emissivity changes significantly from source to source (Walker,
Adams k Lada 1986).
In comparison, a more promising approach appears to be the expansion of the
original concept of dust temperature distribution (Leung 1975; Scoville k Kwan
1976; de Muizon k Rouan 1985) and to include temperature fluctuations caused by
all possible sources considered in theoretical modeling (cf. Draine k Anderson 1985;
Pajot et al 1986; Dwek 1986; Guhathakurta k Draine 1989; Heyer et al 1989; Xie,
Goldsmith k Zhou 1991). Xie, Goldsmith k Zhou (1991) developed an inversion
technique for obtaining analytical expressions for the temperature distribution of
interstellar dust, and thus to determine the total dust column density from an
infrared spectrum. In this Chapter, we apply this new method to the large-scale
IRAS data for Mon R2. The development of the new method has been part of the
thesis project, but in order to minimize duplication, we shall try to avoid repeating
what we have presented in that publication. Instead we shall try to provide more
guidelines concerning the correct use of the method and its limitations. We start
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with presenting the observational data in the next section, and we then nrove to
an examination of the widely used color-ratio regime and present a modified Wien
displacement law in Section 3.3. We consider the concept of dust temperature
distribution in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5, we apply the dust inversion method to
IRAS images to convert them into dust column density images. We compare the
dust emission with the gas emission in Section 3.6. Section 3.7 summarises this
chapter.
3.2 Observations
The IRAS satellite was designed to survey the FIR emission presumably from
point-like (or small) sources. But it has also produced a wealth of valuable data
for the spatially extended emission from dust grains in the interstellar medium,
which has been widely used by astronomers to infer information such as the dust
temperature, dust distribution and even constituents of interstellar grains in relation
to the fascinating phenomenon of star formation. This has been carried out despite
the fact that IRAS data suffers from calibration uncertainties at low level emission
intensities (Langer et al 1989).
We have obtained from IPAC/Caltech co-added IRAS BIGMAP images of 4° x 4°
for all four IRAS bands for Mon R2 with a spacing of 1'. As a standard BIGMAP
product, the images for all the four bands have a common resolution of ~ 3' x 5', as
determined from the point spread function of point sources within the region. The
small and large values correspond to in-scan and cross-scan directions, respectively.
In the case of Mon R2, the cross-scan direction is along right ascension. The
zodiacal background emission seems to have been effectively removed, and we see no
significant gradient^ across the whole area of the images. The background emission
from the galactic plane does not seem to be a problem either, presumably because
^ Mon R2 GMC actually subtends a large portion of the 4" x 4° field provided by the BIGMAPs.
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Mon R2 is
~ 13° degrees below the galactic plane. But to relieve further possible
uncertainties in the relative intensities of four IRAS bands caused by the background
emission problem, we used the POSS red print as a reference and subtracted a
constant from the IRAS BIGMAP images so that the intensity values at positions
where POSS red print has minimal extinction are essentially zero.
Figures 3.1 to 3.4 presents the IRAS BIGMAP images in the four bands over-
layed onto the ^^00 J = 1 - 0 peak antenna temperature image. After comparing
with Figures 2.3 to 2.18. we notice the following main characteristics.
1. Some point-like sources are strong at the 12 or/and 25 microns bands, but do
not appear in the two longer wavelength bands. For these sources, the fact that
the I^CO J = 1 - 0 emission at the position does not show any enhancement
suggests that they are likely to be stars not related to the molecular cloud.
2. The string of cores along the east-west direction across the cloud identified
in Chapter 2 corresponds to a chain of strong infrared emission peaks in all
four bands, presumably as a result of both the radiation heating of the dust
grains by embedded stars and the enhanced column density. But what appears
striking is the exception for the RNll-16 region (also NGC2182), where all the
four bands of IRAS emission peak but ^^CO J = 1 - 0 appears weak. Given
the reported radio HII region of unknown nature located there (Hughes and
Barnes 1985) and its near coincidence with the hypothetical center of the large
blue-shifted bubble shell (see Chapter 2), this source could be of significance
to the structure of the cloud (see Chapter 6).
3. Unlike the gas emission, IRAS images do not show any signs for cavities or
holes all over the cloud. In addition to the discrepancy between gas and dust
emission around the RNll-16 region, the dust emission is also strong close to
the RNIO, where there is little gas emission to the east of the N-S emission
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ridge. The difference in resolution between the gas and the dust images does
not explain this discrepancy.
3.3 On the Concept of Color Ratio
com-
Taking the ratios of the intensities at two different wavelengths has been
mon practice in the use of the IRAS data for studying the properties of the dust
grains associated with point sources and with diffuse interstellar gas. In the spirit
of emphasizing basic understanding of old concepts before trying new things, we
contribute this section to examining the physics associated with the color ratio.
The concept of color ratio used in the study of thermal dust emission is possibly
borrowed from optical astronomy. In the study of the emission from a star, for
example, the emission at the wavelengths generally observed is optically thick and
the star's luminosity can be well described by the Planck function multiplied by
the star's surface area. Thus the problem has only two parameters; the effective
surface temperature and the size of the star, which theoretically can be determined
by two flux measurements at the two different wavelengths. Specifically, since the
color ratio eliminates the size of the star, it can be used as a direct measure of the
star's effective emission temperature.
In the case of thermal FIR emission from dust grains, however, the situation
may not be as simple. First, the emission is likely to be optically thin and samples
the dust grains at various physical conditions and possibly even different grains as
we argued in Section 3.1. Second, both dust emissivity and dust column density
enter as multiplicative factors to the Planck function. Under the extreme situation
that all dust grains along a line of sight sampled by the two wavelengths have the
same temperature, the problem reduces to a two-parameter (dust temperature and
dust column density) problem (if the dust emissivity is assumed to be known),
which can be solved by use of two flux measurements. But a different problem
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arises when the amount of dust mass is a function of dust temperature, i.e., the dust
temperature distribution is not a delta function. This is because emission at different
wavelengths is sensitive to grains at different temperatures, and even if one argues
that an effective temperature can be defined at each wavelength so that the integral
over temperature in the expression of the emission intensity can be eliminated, a
color ratio would still not cancel the dust column density term and the problem can
not be solved. In fact, in this case, the color ratio along a line of sight is a function
of the effective dust temperature and the column densities of all the dust at those
temperatures; there are thus four unknowns for any two intensity measurements at
two wavelengths. In this case, variation of the color ratio from one line of sight to
another cannot easily be interpreted because the effects of dust column density and
dust temperature cannot be disentangled. Therefore the difficulty of using color ratio
is an intrinsic one. Given the complexity of physical conditions in molecular clouds,
we strongly suggest that use of the color ratio technique must be made with extreme
caution. If one is to draw conclusions concerning the types of dust grains, their
abundances and their temperatures based on color ratios or color-color techniques
(cf. Boulanger et al 1990; Laureijs, Clark k Prusti 1991), proper decoupling of the
dust temperature and the column density should be made.
3.4 Modified Wien Displacement Law
Emission at short wavelengths is sensitive to hot material while emission at
longer wavelengths is generally dominated by cold material. For blackbody emission
intensity measured with respective to wavelength, this is expressed quantitatively
by the famous Wien displacement law, A^(/zm) = 28%/T{K). We find that its
counterpart for the "grey body" emission of dust grains with emissivity expressed
as Q DC A~" can be written as
Xmifirn) = ;
—
-—
-. (3.1)
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Assuming a = 1, this formula predicts that the four bands of IRAS, 12, 25, 60 and
100 microns, should be most sensitive to dust grains at temperatures of 201, 9C, 40
and 24 K, respectively.
3.5 Dust Temperature Distribution
3.5.1 Theory
Consider the thermal emission of dust grains in a molecular cloud. Let the
specific intensity be denoted by {erg s'^ Hz-^ sr'^ cm-'), the mean ab-
sorption coefficient (also referred to as dust emissivity in this paper), per gram
of dust material, K,{gm-' cm'), and the emission coefficient per unit volume,
{erg s'' Hz'' sr-' cm-^). For spherical grains of radius a and density p k = ^
^' ^ 4ap'>
where Q is the often-used dimensionless absorption efficiency or dust emissivity
(Hildebrand 1983; Casey 1991). If dl{cm) is the positional displacement along a
line of sight, and Pd{r){gm cm'"") is the mean density of dust material within a
volume element whose position is uniquely expressed by r in a spherical coordinate
system, we may define the optical depth r^/) = -
J!, pd{f)K,dl into the cloud from
its surface (/ = 0) towards us, and we have the emergent intensity (cf. Spitzer 1978)
I{iy) = 5,(2.7/0e-^''(^)
-f j,{r)e-^dl. (3.2)
In the above equation, B^{2.1K) is the cosmic microwave background radiation and
L is the extent of the cloud along the line of sight.
A volume element in a molecular cloud may contain dust grains of different sizes,
shapes and compositions. As mentioned in the introduction, even if these grains are
exposed to the same ambient physical conditions they will attain very different
equilibrium temperatures, and smaller grains may even have a time-dependent
temperature due to transient heating. Assume that the bulk thermal emission of
an ensemble of grains of different sizes, shapes and compositions does not change
sign.ficantly with time, despite temperature fluctuations. Since we are considering
the far mfrared to millimeter range, a single grain ^ is likely to be optically thin to
Its own emission. If the grain has a temperature T' and contributes a mass density
then the contribution of this grain to the total emission coefficient, according
to KirchhofF's law, is just =
.^^^.(rO, where B.{T) is the Planck function.
The total emission coefficient from all grains within a unit volume at a position f is
If we define P{r^T)igm cm'^ R-^) as the mass of dust per unit interval of
temperature per unit volume at position f, and assume the mean absorption coeffi-
cient of the ensemble of grains can be meaningfully characterized by a temperature-
independent (Draine k Lee 1984), we may write j,(r) = P{r,T)B^{T)dT
.
Notice that normalization requires P{r,T)dT = p,{r). Eq.(l) leads to the
emergent flux at the cloud surface (/ = 0) within a solid angle Q
F{v) =
^
B42.1K)e-^^dQ + dT£ d^£ dlP{f, T)e-^^B^{T). (3.3)
We define Wiu,T){gm R-^) = j,' P{r,T)e-^'^dm to be the dust tempera-
ture distribution, where D{cm) is the distance to the cloud. We then have
F{.) =£ B42.7R)e-^^i^)d^ ^ w{., T)B,{T)dT. (3.4)
In the optically thin case (r,(I) < 1), the exponential terms in the above equation
(in both the first term and the expression for W{v,T)) can be approximated by 1,
W[u, T) will thus be independent of frequency and can be interpreted as the total
mass of dust within the solid angle considered and a unit temperature interval at T
{W{T) = ^). A position-switched observation subtracting the "off source" signal
produced by the background from the "on source" emission gives
^(^)
--^2 I W{T)B,{T)dT. (3.5)
Since this equation does not explicitly contain the source size, it applies to both
"resolved" and "unresolved" sources. For the case of diffuse emission, the typical
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quantity used is the intensity /f J/) = (fFCjyW^O f^r u r r-, ry {i^ at {u)ldil for each hne of sight. In this case,
the above equation becomes
roo
^M = «._( G(T)B^(T)dT, (3,5)
where G(T)(gm c^- = P(r,T)H is the dust column density per unit
temperature interval.
/(.) is determined observationally, and solving for the dust temperature distri-
bution G{T) from Eqs. 3.5 and 3.6 is the first step towards understanding the dust
emission. One way to accomplish this is to assume a parameterized functional form
for this distribution with parameters being estimated by fitting Eqs. 3.5 and 3.6
to the observed source spectra (Pajot et al 1986; Heyer et al 1989). There are at
least two drawbacks to this approach. First, assuming a form for G{T) is partially
assuming a solution. Second, when the spectrum G{u) is not simple, finding the
appropriate G{T) can be a formidable task.
Xie, Goldsmith k Zhou (1991) have recently used an inversion method for
solving for G{T) analytically based on Chen's modified M6bius inversion theorem
(Chen 1990). Fitting a function G{u) to the observed spectrum, it can be shown
that the dust mass distribution as a function of temperature can be expressed as
G[T) =A £ ^Mf^ulnl (3.7)
where w = ^, //(n) is the M6bius function in number theory, and
^W =
^"''f2£5^('')l' (3-8)
where Z,"^ stands for the inverse Laplace transformation, and h, k and c are Planck
constant, Boltzmann constant and the speed of light, respectively.
3.5.2 Dust Column Density Distribution
Xie, Goldsmith k Zhou (1991) used a simple power-law form for characterizing
the IRAS emission and then convert it into the dust temperature distribution
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along a line of sight. That work concentrated on the application of the inversion
technique, leaving many important issues unaddressed. In this section, we will
start with discussing some of those that we deem relevant to this thesis. First,
it is worth pointing out that the power-law form used is neither required by the
inversion method, nor necessary for fitting the spectra. In principle, one may use
any functional forms (e.g., polynomials) to fit the spectra, as long as a reasonably
good fit can be achieved and the functional form does not deny the existence of the
inverse Laplace transformation. In reality, one may wish to minimize the number of
free parameters given the limited number of data points, and one should be careful
about the function's behavior outside the frequency range of the available data points
because theoretically the dust inversion method uses the entire range of frequencies
from zero to infinity. Although the power-law form has a desirable behavior at
short wavelength extreme, it predicts far too big an emission intensity at long
wavelengths. With this form for the spectrum, the dust temperature distribution,
m fact, also takes a power-law form (Xie, Goldsmith k Zhou 1991). The net effect
of this undesirable behavior of the spectral fit at long wavelengths is to cause an
overestimate of the amount of cold dust and possibly a correspondingly smaller
amount of warm dust.
Given the fact that we do not have available data points for longer wavelengths,
we see only two ways other than giving up. One is to "overcome" the difficulty
by arbitrarily bending down the spectral fit at wavelengths longer than 100 pim,
which will lead to a corresponding "bending down" at low temperatures (cf. Xie
et al 1993). But we feel this is uncertain and correspondingly dangerous. The
other way is to try to circumvent the difficulty by restricting the interpretation
of the results. We can take two steps in this direction. 1. The modified Wien
displacement law provides us a good guideline concerning the temperature range of
the dust that IRAS data really samples. For a = 1, the high and low temperature
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limits are 201 and 24 K, ,.espective,y. 2. Given the amount of d„»t. we notice
that
.ncreasing the dust emissivity is equivalent to augmenting the dust emission
Within the specified temperature range, our test runs show that the error i„ U,e
dust temperature distribution caused by the unrealistic rise of the adopted spectral
fit at long wavelengths is much smaller than that caused by the order-of-magnitude
uncertainty of the emissivity at long wavelengths (Draine 1990). Part of the reason
is that the dominant fraction of the amount of overestimated dust mass caused by
the power-law spectral fit falls below the low temperature limit set by using the
modified Wien displacement law. Realizing this, we decide to use K^(gm-' cm') =
2.5 X 10"^(//^), which is roughly the upper limit for the theoretical emissivity
(Draine 1990), in order to further compensate the possible overestimate of dust at
the lower temperature end.
With these considerations, we adopt a simple power-law form S{MJy) = au' to
fit the four-band IRAS data for each pixel of the images. Although the power-law
form of the spectral fit itself is less problematic at the short wavelength end, the
interpretation of the emission intensity data at this end may be complicated by
the possible existence of transiently heated PAHs (Desert, Boulanger k Puget
1990). These very small grains (or large molecules) may make a considerable
contribution to the emission spectra at wavelengths from a few microns up to 25
microns (Puget, Leger k Boulanger 1985). While the determination of the dust
temperature distribution under the dust inversion method does not specifically
involve the types of dust grains, the problem arises because the dust emissivity
of PAHs may not be appropriately accounted for by simple power-laws. Forcing
grains to take a simple power-law form will certainly cause an error in the dust
temperature distribution at the high temperature end. Hut since our main concern
here is the dust column density along each line of sight, which is typically dominated
by the amount of cold dust instead of hot dust, it can be hoi)cd that the dust column
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densHy i.age obtained fro™ the inversion method reflects reliably the change from
pixel to pixel.
We present in Figure 3.5 the dust column density image of Mon R2 derived using
the dust inversion method. The maximum value of this image is 4 x 10- gm cm'^,
which is equivalent to the mass column density of 1.2 x 10- an-\ Despite its
inability to give definitive information about the total dust column density along
each line of sight, the dust inversion method does seem to to be superior in a
number of important aspects. First, it takes into account of the dust temperature
distribution and avoids the obvious inadequacy of the single-temperature model.
Second, it is free of the unphysical abrupt pixel to pixel variations encountered in
the attempts to use a two-temperature model (Bally, Langer k Liu 1991). More
importantly, except for two of the many point sources which are obviously not
related with the molecular clouds, our derived dust column density image is free of
the unphysical holes in column density found close to embedded heating sources,
which are generally encountered when the traditional single-temperature model is
used (Langer et al 1989; Snell, Heyer k Schloerb 1989; Jarrett, Dickman k Herbst
1989).
Before concluding this section, we emphasize that IRAS data alone, no matter
what method one uses, will not lead to any reliable information about the total
dust column density along each line of sight. The best that one can hope is that
the amount of dust as obtained from IRAS data using the dust inversion method
may provide a not-so-terribly biased percentage of the total amount of dust, for
localized regions at least, in the same sense as the total amount of dust is believed
to be a fixed percentage of the total amount of interstellar gas, or the CO or ^^CO
is believed to be proportional to the total amount of gas. Although all these may
be rather "ad hoc", given the lack of better approaches it is reasonable to hope the
best. But it is exciting to note that combination of the COBEYIR data with IRAS
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Figure 3.5. Dust column density image. The peak value in this image is
~ 4 X 10-^ gm cm-^. The contour levels are 20, 40, ...100, 200, 1000 x 10"® g cm-^
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data may shed Hght on the problem (Langer 1992) as for the case of star-forming
condensations (Xie et al 1993), although the resolution of the resulted images would
be much lower than the IRAS data can provide alone.
3.6 Pixel by Pixel Comparison of Dust and Gas
Figure 3.6 presents the pixel by pixel correlation between the LTE gas column
density and the dust column density obtained using the dust inversion method.
A positive correlation trend is clear, but the behavior of this correlation differs
significantly at low and high column densities. We have divided the correlation into
two parts separated at N^te = 10 x lO^^ H, cm-\ For the first part with N^te =
1 - 10 X lO^i H2 cm-\ the best least-squares fit achieved is Nlte{10'^^ H2 cm-^) =
0.21
-h 1.5 X lO^aiRAsigm cm-^). For the second part with Nlte = 10 - 60 x
10'' H2 cm-\ the best fit is TVlteIIO^^ H-, cm-'') = 6.6+1.3 x lO'ajnAs{gm cm-').
If the total amount of dust is 1% in mass of the total gas represented by the LTE
column density derived from ''CO J = 1 - 0 and '^CO J = 1 - 0 emission,
the theoretical relation between gas column density and dust column density is
Nlte{10" H2 cm-') = 2.14 x 10V(^m cm-'). We have assumed 40% mass con-
tribution from Helium in obtaining the above relationship. Thus, the proportional
constant in the best least-squares fit of the LOWER column density region implies
that IRAS data, under our inversion technique, samples only 1.4% of the total
amount of dust. The proportional constant in the best least-squares fit of the
HIGHER column density region implies that /i?y45 samples 16% of the total amount
of dust. These values are in general agreement with the results of previous studies
using single-temperature models (Snell, Heyer k Schloerb 1989; Langer et al 1989;
Jarret, Dickman k Herbst 1989).
One interesting point of the above results is that IRAS seems to sample different
fractions of the total amount of gas at low and high column density regions. This
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Figure 3.6. Pixel by pixel correlation between the LTE gas column density and the
dust column density.
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can be understood as follows. In low density regions where there is no significant
embedded heating sources, it is possible that only small grains are heated warm
enough to emit significantly at IRAS bands, while majority of the large dust grains
which dominate the dust mass are not warm enough to emit significantly at the
IRAS bands and thus are under-sampled. In core regions where there is significant
internal heating, larger dust grains are warm enough to be sampled by IRAS data.
In other words, there is serious sampling bias as far as IRAS data are concerned
regarding regions having significantly different physical conditions. This sampling
bias might also explain the large scatter in Figure 3.6. But, the large scatter may
result also partly from the fact that in many situations the //, column density
does not represent the total gas column density, because hydrogen may well be
in neutral atomic or even ionized form. This point is supported by the striking
discrepancies between the dust column densities and the LTE gas column densities
around RNll-16 region and the RNIO region.
3.7 Conclusiusions
We have discussed difhculties with the use of single- or multi-temperature dust
models in deriving dust temperature and column density. An inversion method has
been implemented for analyzing dust emission spectra at FIR wavelengths in terms of
a contmuous dust temperature distribution, and has been applied to IRAS BIGMAP
images of Mon R2. Although it is impossible to constraint the amount of very cold
dust using IRAS data alone, we suggest that the column density image obtained
with proper care serves a good mapping of the variation of dust column density. We
iiave derived a modified Wien's displacement law to constrain the interpretation of
the results concerning the range of dust temperature that the 7/2/15 data sensitively
samples.
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The dust column density i„,ge derived using the inversion method has a „u,ch
better correlation with the gas column density image than any /fl4S image alone
w.th the gas column density. Even so, the quantitative correlation between the
dust and ga. column densities ha. large scatter, and differs at high and low density
regions. These results are interpreted in terms of the existence of non-molecular
gas, and the insufficient heating of the large dust grains in weak emission regions
not associated with active star forming activity.
c ii a i' t e r 4
Star Forming Cores in Mon R2
^.1 Introduction
Wc liave shown so far that the basic structure of the entire Monoceros R2 CMC
is don^inated by a very large half bubble shell (Diameter ~ 32 pc) consisting of
mostly blue-shifted gas. As we have summarized in Chapter 2, there appears also
a chain of strong emission regions associated mainly with grouping of reflection
nebulae. Two of these emission cores, the main core and the GGD12-15 core, which
received considerable attention in the past, appear to be interacting with the bubble
activity. Although considerable understanding has been achieved of the structure
of these two cores, many interesting and important questions remain unaddressed.
As anticipated, understanding the overall structure of the CMC has provided quite
a few important clues to the structure of the cores. Conceivably, understanding
the cores is definitely a necessity for understanding the origin of the huge bubble
shell and the nature of the interactions between the cores and the bubble. Studying
the structure of these cores is a critical step towards understanding the obviously
ongoing star formation in the cores of Mon R2.
Studying these cores is also of great interest, in a general sense, for understanding
dense cores as a distinct class of objects. Systematic observational studies of dense
cores were first performed in Z/-, emission (llo & Townes 1983; Myers k Benson
1983; Myers 1983; 1987). l-br this rc^ason, dense cores are often referred to as
ammonia cores. Star formation in these cores was systematically examined by
Beichman ct al (1986). Several of the main results of these studies are: 1). The
average density of these regions is ~ 10'^ nn"'-^. 2). The ammonia emission from
cm s
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these small dense cores often have subsonic velocity dispersion of ~ 0.4 k
which is much smaller than the typical Hnewidths of molecular clouds. 3). These
cores are often sites of star formation as indicated by their association with IRAS
point sources, most of which have no optically visible counterparts. Thus these
IRAS point sources could be embedded protostars. The CS survey of dense cores
carried out by Zhou et al (1989), however, reveals a rather different picture. First,
the dense cores appear larger and more extended in CS emission than in ammonia
emission. This is obviously not an expected result because CS transitions typically
have a larger critical density for collisional excitation and dense cores are believed
to be centrally condensed. Second, CS transitions lead to a much larger velocity
dispersion (supersonic for the typically assumed kinetic temperatures) for these
cores. This complexity of dense cores was further strengthened by the work of
Goldsmith et al (1992), who mapped the NGC 2071 core with numerous millimeter
molecular tracers and found that each of them revealed a considerably different
morphology for the core.
We have made observations of two dense cores in Mon R2, the main core and the
GGD12-15 core, in ''CO J = 1 - 0
,
'^CO J = 1 - 0 and C^«0 J ^ 1 - 0 transitions
as well as several high density tracers such a.s CS J = 2 - I, HCN J=l-0
and HCO+ J = 1 - 0, using the 15 element QUARRY focal plane array system at
FCRAO. The HIRES images of //?/15data produced by IPAC also prove very useful
in revealing the morphology of the dust emission from the cores. We will present the
results of this research in this chapter. As we realize that the structure of the cores
are greatly affected by star formation processes, we concentrate on the interaction
of the outflow with the ambient gas.
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4.2 Observations
4.2.
1 Milhmeter Wave Moiecuiar Observations
Before the QUARRY 15 element array (Erickson et al 1992) was available at
FCRAO, we mapped the main core region in a number of millimeter transitions
using the single beam receiver on the FCRAO 14 m telescope, in the period of
October 1989 to March 1990. The primary filterbank used had 256 channels each
of 100 kHz bandwidth, corresponding to 0.26 km/s resolution at 115 GHz, and
the main beam efficiency was estimated to be 0.55, slightly higher than that of the
QUARRY array. We first mapped the central 14' x 14' region in ^^CO J = 1 - 0 and
'^CO J = 1 - 0 with a spacing of 30", and a smaller region of 4' x 4' region in
J = 1 - 0 . Then we mapped the central 4' x 4' region in high density tracers
such as C5 J = 2 - 1
,
i/CiV J = 1 - 0
,
HCO- J = 1 - 0 . These maps were
too small to cover the emission region of interest. So when the QUARRY system
became available in April 1991, we mapped the main core again in '^CO J = 1 - 0
,
CS* J = 2 - 1 and i^CTV J = 1 - 0 to achieve a larger coverage, and we have
also mapped the GGD12-15 core region in "cq J=1-0,C5J = 2-1
HCN J = 1 - 0 and HCO^ J = 1 - 0 . All these observations were carried out
during the period of mapping the whole Mon R2 in ^^CO J =\-Q from 1991 April
to December. The parameters for the QUARRY mapping of the cores are essentially
the same as used for mapping '^CO J = 1 - 0 (Chapter 2), so we will omit any
description here.
Although the data sets for the main core taken with the single beam receiver
have a smaller spatial coverage than the new QUARRY data, they prove essential
for the study of the kinematics of the core because of their much better spectral
resolution and coverage. In fact, for quantitative analysis of the high velocity gas in
the bipolar outflow of the main core, because the velocity coverage of the filterbank
available with QUARRY at the time the data were taken was only about 20 km 5"\
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wh^ch can not provide reliable information for the gas at the highest velocities in
the bipolar outflow region, we sampled a strip of more than 30 arcminutes long in
CO with 30" spacing along the outflow axis, using the single-beam receiver system
when the QUARRY system was taken down in April 1992.
4.2.2 IRAS HIRES Images
The resolution of the IRAS BIGMAP seems to be inadequate for the study of
the cores, and we have therefore obtained the HIRES product from IPAC/Caltech
for the Mon R2 region. The resolution achieved after 20 iterations is 0.76' x 0.46'
,
0.80' X 0.40', 1.04' X 0.60' and 1.48' x 1.11' for 12 ^m, 25 60 ,m and 100
respectively (IPAC Users' Guide, 1989). The larger and smaller values correspond
to the cross-scan and in-scan directions, respectively. For Mon R2, the cross-scan
direction is in Right Ascension. The images have dimensions of 481 x 481 pixels
with 15" sampling, covering a 2° x 2° region. Although these images provide no
information about the absolute intensity of the emission and thus can not be used
for photometric purposes, they appear very useful for revealing the morphological
structure, as we will see in this chapter.
4.3 The Main Core
4.3.1 Review
As mentioned in Chapter 1, this core region received considerable research
attention from infrared, optical as well as radio astronomers. A radio HII region
(also visible on the POSS prints), PKS 0605-06 (0213.7-12.6), was first detected by
Shimmins et al (1966) and was later studied in radio continuum by Downes et al
(1975), Gilmore, Brown k Zuckerman (1975) and Vallee, Viner k Hughes (1979).
Downes et al (1975) pointed out that this HII region has at least two components at
5 GHz; a small, high density one of ~ 15" in size and a large low density envelope
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~ 2 - 3' in size, and that the 1111 region is powered by an ionizing star of BO
type (ZAMS) or earlier. This result was later confirmed in the observations by
Gilmore (I980a,b) and Massi, Felli & Simon (1985). Massi, Felli & Simon (1985)
have indicated that the small, high density component is of the "blister" type with
a sharp emission edge on the S-E side (see also Torrelles ct al 1990). Downes ei
al (1975) also reported the detection of type I Oil and 11,0 masers (Knapp &
Brown 1976; Morris & Knapp 1975; Genzel k Downes 1977; Rodriguez cl al 1980;
Rodriguez & Cant6 1983) in the vicinity of the small, high density component oi
the HII region.
The central
~ 1' x 1' region was studied intensively in the near and far infrared
(Beckwith et al 1975; Loren 1977; Cohen k Frogel 1977; Thronson et al 1980;
Sargent et al 1981; Hackwell cl al 1982; Hodapp 1987; Aspin and Walther 1990).
One main result of these studies is the finding of an infrared cluster of more than 10
members (Aspin k Walther 1990) and a shell-like structure with highly polarized
NIR emission. The total infrared luminosity is estimated to be 3 x 10^Lq (Thronson
et al 1980; Sargent et al 1981; Walker, Adams k Lada 1990; Xie ct al 1993).
Loren, Peters k Vanden Bout (1974), Downes et al (1975) and Kutner k Tucker
(1975) first detected molecular emission from the core. It is found that the HII region
is on the far side of the molecular core since the H2CO 6 cm line is seen in absorption
against the radio continuum (Downes et al 1975; Loren 1977). Loren (1977) first
suggested that the cloud core is rotating about an NW-SE oriented axis based on
his 12(70 J = 1 - 0 and '^CO J = 1 - 0 data. This claim of rotation was later
supported by the ammonia observations (Willson k Folch-Pi 1981^). Loren (1977)
first noticed the broad emission wings of the ^^CO J = 1 - 0 emission and concluded
that the self-reversal of CO line profile along with the high velocity gas indicates
•Note the incorrectly labeled orientation of the galactic plane in the figures of this paper. The
actual galactic plane is oriented roughly at 90'' to what is labeled (e.g., Maddelena ei al 1986).
The conclusions of the paper concerning the galactic plane should thus be changed accordingly.
that the molecular core is undergoing gravitational collapse (see also SncU & Loren
1977). The theoretical work Leung & Brown (1977) reached a similar conclusion
although they argue that expansion n.ust be present to explain the broad emission
w.ng while setting up an upper li.it of . 1 , ,He velocity of collapsing
mofon^based on the analysis of the self-reversal dip of
-CO J = 1 _ 0 relative
to the "CO J = 1 - 0 emission peak. Loren (1981) reanalyzed the high velocity
emission in Mon R2 region in terms of a bipolar molecular outflow (see also Bally &
Lada 1983). The structure of the outflow is studied in detail by Wolf, Lada & Bally
(1990) and Meyers-Rice & Lada (1991). Torrelles et al (1983), Heyer et al (1986)
Richardson el al (1988), Wolf, Lada & Bally (1990) and Montalban et al (1990)
have studied the core region with numerous high density molecular tracers such
as CS, HON, HCO* and NH,. These observations seem to reveal an elongated
structure perpendicular to the outflow axis. But the ammonia maps of Montalban
e< al (1990), which have a resolution of 42», reveal a considerably more complicated
structure consisting of as many as 7 clumps distributed around the infrared cluster
of stars.
Zaritsky et al (1987) have used a CCD imaging technique to study the polar-
ization of background stars in a 9' x 9' region in Mon R2 and have found that the
polarization direction is roughly along the galactic plane, which is coincident with
the bipolar outflow direction. Jarrett et al (1992) studied a number of 20' x 20'
fields in Mon R2, and their results confirm the general orientation of the magnetic
field in the core region.
4.3.2 Dust Emission
Figure 4.1 presents the IRAS HIRES images at the four bands for the core.
Reflection nebulae are indicated by numbers and IRAS point sources are labeled by
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solid cCes. These IHAS sources are all the sources hsted in the ^5 Point Wee
Catalog falling in this region.
An elliptical ring-like emission feature is conspicuous in the 60 and 100 ,m
are located the group of reflection nebulae, RN3, RN4 (vdB67), RN6, RN7 and RN
9(vdB69)
^
while the ultra compact HII region appears as a very strong IRAS point
source IRAS 06053-0622 in the center of the ring-like feature. It ,s this unresolved
source that contains more thanlO infrared stars along with a shell-like nebulosity (cf
Hodapp 1987; Aspin & Walther 1990). RN 5 & 31 are coincident with IRAS06053-
0622. Connected with the ring-like feature, a second ring-like nebulosity visible on
the 60 and 100 images extends to the NE. RN 8 (vdB68)3 falls inside this second
ring-like feature, on which are found another group of IRAS point sources. In fact,
it appears that both ring-like features are clumped into more point-like sources than
can be explained by known reflection nebulae and the IRASpoint sources catalogued
by the IRAS PSC Catalogue. Given the general consistency of the other features
in the images with known sources, we feel that the chance that these sources are
artificial results of HIRES algorithm is very small. Thus they could be real new
young stellar objects.
4.3.3 Gas Emission
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 present velocity channel maps of the main core region for
''CO J = 1 - 0 and '^CO J = 1-0, respectively. On the scale of the plots, the
two CO isotopes show a similar structure. The eggplant-shaped shell identified in
Chapter 2 appears in some velocity channels of both ''CO J = 1 - 0 and ^^CO J =
1 - 0 maps. Figure 4.4 presents an overlay of the peak antenna temperature of
3
Note that this source is incorrectly labeled vdB68 in HR.
Note that this source is incorrectly labeled as vdB69 in HR.
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Figure 4.1. IRAS HIRES images of the main core region. Reflection nebulae are
labeled by numbers and IRAS point sources are labeled by solid circles.
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Figure 4.2. ^^CO ,7 = 1-0 emission from the main core region of Mon R2 at
difFcrent velocity channels. Gray scale ranges from 1 K (white) to 15 K (black).
The reflection nebulae and IRAS point sources are labeled by solid squares and
circles respectively.
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Figure 4.3. ^^CO J = \ - 0 emission from the main core region of Mon R2 at
different velocity channels. The gray scale ranges from 0.5 K (white) to 7 K (black).
The reflection nebulae and IRAS point sources are labeled by solid squares and
circles respectively.
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''CO J
= 1 - 0 and the integrated intensity of ^^CO J - i n . .J- _ 1 _ u iMgure 4.6
presents an ove.Uy of the C5
. = 2 _ , HCNJ^,.,
,„,„„a te^pc-atu.
maps
^ Th,s is consistent with the previous observational results in the sa™e
tracers (cf. Richardson et al 1988). The interesting point is that these two clu.ps
appear symmetrically displaced with respect to the outflow axis. All these data sets
were obtained using the QUARRY system. The emission of the two high density
tracers, C5 J
= 2 - 1 and ^CiV 7 o
.
seems more spatially confined to
the center, and reveals the same feature - two clumps separated by about 0 43
pc; one to the NE and one to the SW relative to the (0, 0) position where an
mfrared star cluster resides. Figure 4.5 shows the peak antenna temperature map
of C5 J = 2 - 1 emission compared to the POSS red print. Figure 4.7 presents an
overlay of the eggplant shaped-outflow shell with the CS J = 2 - 1 emission. These
two clumps can also be seen in the »C0 J = 1 - 0 maps. It is difficult to see this
feature in the "CO J = 1 - 0 maps. It is my impression that "CO J = 1 - 0 peak
antenna temperature manifests an elongated ridge perpendicular to the outflow
axis and displaced a bit to the NW along the outflow axis relative to the clumps in
the aforementioned high density tracers. If we take the peak antenna temperature
of "CO 7 = 1 - 0 as tracing the surface kinetic temperature of the gas, then we
may interpret this elongated structure as a hot ridge.
We also obtained //C0+ J = I - 0 and C^'O J = 1 - 0 maps using FCRAO 14
m telescope before the QUARRY system was available. These maps cover a smaller
area. Figures 4.8 presents integrated intensity map in HCO+ J = 1 - 0 overlayed
with the "CO J = 1 - 0 emission. Figure 4.9 presents integrated intensity of
C'^O J = 1 - 0 overlayed with that of C5 J = 2 - 1 emission. The structure
revealed by HCO* J = 1 ~ 0 map is clearly different from that revealed by the
•The integrated intensity maps and llie peak antenna lennperalure maps for these two tracers
show essentially the same morphology. We choose to present the peak antenna temperature maps
here because they have a smaller noise
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Figure 4.
'1. An overlay of the peak antenna temperature of ^'^CO J = 1 - 0 emission
(halftone) with the integrated intensity of '""CO J = 1 - 0 emission (contours) for
the mam core of Mon R2. The gray scale ranges from 5 K (white) to 17 K (black),
and the contour levels are 2.5, 5.0, 37.5 K km s-\
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Pn.Q " T'^^^ ?^ ^"'"""^ temperature map of C5 J = 2 - 1 (contour)
1V (l^alftone) for the main core region. Contour levels are 0.8
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Figure 4.6. An overlay of the peak antenna temperature map of
CS J = 2-1 (halftone) with that of HCN J = 1 - 0 (contours) for the main
core of Mon R2. Gray scale ranges from 0.3 K (white) to 4.8 K (black). Contour
levels are 0.5, 1.0, 5.5 K.
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Figure 4.7. An overlay of the '''CO J - 1 - 0 emission (lialftone) at a velocity of
10.88 km s ' with the peak antenna temperature map of C5 J = 2 - 1 emission
(contours) in tiie main core. Gray scale ranges from 1 K (white) to 15 K (hhick).
Contour levels are 0.8, 1.3, 4.8 K.
13 9^
.
' = ' - ' ^"'"^'^^ ^ = 1 - 0 n>aps, although it also showstwo cl^ps. Because the C-^O
. = , _ o emission is ve.. weak, the signa, to noise
of ou. data does not allow a fi™ assessment of the
.o.phology. But it see.s thatO
^ = 1 - 0 has also a somewhat different distribution from that traced byC5 J = 2 - 1
,
and HCN J = 1 _ o .
4.3.4 Discussion
The morphology of the core does not appear the same in the various molecular
tracers. While the C5 J = 2 - 1
,
'^CO J = 1 - 0
,
and /fCTV J = 1 _ 0 reveal
similar structure,
-CO J = 1 _ 0
, C^O 7=1-0. HCO* 7 = 1 - 0 and NH, do
not. The ammonia map of Matalban et al (1990) shows a more clumpy structure
(consisting of as many as 7 clumps) than our maps presented above, although the
spatial resolutions of these maps are comparable. This result is in general agreement
with that of Goldsmith et al (1992) for the core of NGC2071. which also harbors
a bipolar outflow. Goldsmith et al (1992) argued that these differences can not be
explained in terms of radiative transfer effects. They attribute the differences to
chemical differentiation due to time-dependent chemical processes in regions with
active star formation. One interesting difference between Mon R2 and NGC 2071 is
the emission intensity of C'«0 J = 1 - 0 with respect to high density tracers such as
C5 J = 2 - 1
.
and HCO^ J = 1 - 0 . In both cases, the strongest peak emission is
about IK. but this appears comparable to, or even stronger than C5 J = 2 - 1 and
HCO+ J = 1 - 0 in the case of NGC2071, while the CO J = 1 - 0 intensity
is as much as five times weaker than 05 J = 2 - 1
,
HCO^ J = 1 - 0 and
HCN J = I - 0 in Mon R2, which have comparable peak antenna temperature of
~ 5 K. Goldsmith et al (1992) argued that C'«0 has the least fractional variation
affected by the chemical processes and the fractional abundance of 05 is enhanced
by roughly an order of magnitude in NGC 2071. In the case of Mon R2, the higher
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Figure 4.8. An integrated intensity niap of
.7 = 1-0 (halftoncO overlayed
on that of '^CO J = ] - Q (contours) for (he main core of Mon H2. The gray scale
ranges from 3 A' km .s"' (white) to Hi A' kiu .s"' (hhvck). Contour levels ar(> 12, M,
42 A' ,s-'.
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Figure 4.9. An integrated intensity map of C'O J = 1 - 0 (halftone) overlayed
on that of J =3 2 - 1 (contours) for the main core of Mon R2. The gray scale
ranges from 1 K km s'^ (white) to 4 K km s-' (black). Contour levels are 4, 5,
1 5 K km s ^
.
s.Sn.ficantl3, g.eate. enhancement of the OS abundance. We also notice that the
fact that CS J = 2 ~ ] ^^rn t ^1, f^O^=l-0,and//CWJ
= l-0inthecaseof
Mon R2 reveal rather similar structure is distinctively different from NGC20Y1 in
wh.ch ca.e none of these tracers agree so well in their morphology (Goldsmith et at
1992). Th,s may suggest drastic differences of physical processes which govern the
fracfonal abundances of various chemical molecules in different sources. As pointed
out by Goldsmith et al (1992), such a chemical complication strongly cautions us of
usmg one particular tracer to infer physical quantities for star-forming dense cores
because the abundance of a particular tracer could be largely affected by the local
physical processes.
Despite these complications, the interesting location of the two clumps seen in
CS J = 2-1, ^^CO J = l-0,.ndHCNJ = l-0 maps relative to the
outflow axis (see Figure 4.7) is strongly suggestive of the way that bipolar outflows
are collimated. Figure 4.10 shows the location of the infrared sources with respect
to the two clumps. Richardson et al (1988) suggested that this elongated structure
may be a rotating toroidal disk which collimates the bipolar outflow. This idea can,
in fact, be traced back to Torrelles et al (1983), who made an ammonia survey of
outflow regions searching for these large toroidal disks using single-dish telescope.
They found an elongated ammonia structure perpendicular to the outflow axis for
Mon R2, which they interpret as evidence for a large disk which collimates the
outflow. Torrelles et al (1990) made ammonia observations using the VLA and
found an interesting arc-like condensation of ~ 2' in size at a position which is 45"
to the SW direction of the central compact HII region. This position is roughly
coincident with the SW clump identified in our J = 2 - 1
,
//CA^ J = 1 - 0 and
^^CO J = 1- 0 maps. Torrelles et al (1990) interpreted the arc-feature as evidence
for interaction of the stellar winds with ambient gas.
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Figure 4.10. The peak antenna temperature map ofCSJ = 2-l emission from the
main core. The gray scale ranges from 0.5 K (white) to 4.8 K (black). The Arabic
numbers indicate the infrared star cluster, following Beckwith et al (1976) Hodapp
(1987) and Aspin k Walther (1990).
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Do these c,u.p. of p,a, a
.o,e in co„i™atin, the bipo,„ outflow
. A.they the toroidal colligating disks (To.elles
„/ ,083; Rodngue.
,987; ,988) .
F.gu.e 4.,, shows a spatial velocity diag.a. along a cut going through the two
c-u^ps
,„
Pigu. 4.10 using our data obtained with the s.ngle hea. receiver atFCRAO telescope. The spectral resolution is 0.3 km
. ,t is clear that theNE clump is blue-shifted by 0 5 /tm .-i TV.- •y u.o c s
.
This IS consistent with the result of
R-chardsor, et al (,990). Although this is obviously in accord with the rotational
d.rect,o„ expected for a rotating toroidal disk, we feel that the situation may not
be so simple. First, different tracers show vastly different morphologies and it is
not clear whether the two clumps revealed by C5 J = 2 - 1
, ^^CO J = , - 0 and
HGNJ=l^G are simply chemical inhomogeneities, along with different structures
revealedby '^CO J = 1
-0, J = 1-0 C'^O 7-1 n amu •1 u
,
u J 1
-0 and A' emission.
Blake, van Dishoeck & Sargent (1992) studied the circumstellar disk of HL Tauri,
They found that CS is depleted at least by a factor of 20-50. Although this may
not have much to do with the Mon R2 case, it surely suggests the complexities of
chemical processes in circumstellar region. Second, if it is a toroidal disk, then this
toroidal disk has an infrared star cluster forming inside and even an ultracompact
HII region (Ma.si, Felli k Simon 1985) and a small shell-like feature (Hodapp 1987;
Aspin k Walther 1990). Third, the velocity shift between the two CS clumps could
be due to the fact that this core is located on the western side of the large blue-shifted
bubble shell of the whole CMC. Figure 4.12 shows an SV cut along the outflow axis
in the C5 J = 2- 1 emission map. Apparently, it also shows a velocity gradient. The
rotational direction implied by this velocity gradient is definitely not that expected
for a toroidal disk. This velocity gradient is likely a manifestation of the bipolar
outflow.
Figure 4.13 presents a comparison of the dust emission with respect to the outlow
shell on a larger scale. One conspicuous feature is that the IRAS ^omi sources on
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Figure 4.11. An SV diagram of the (75" J = 2 - 1 emission along a cut going through
tlie two CS clumps. Contours arc 0.3, 0.6, 5.1 K
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Figure 4.12. A SV diagram of the J = 2 - 1 emission through a cut along the
outflow axis. Contours are 0.3, 0.6, 5.1 K.
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tigure 4.13. HIRES image at 100 microns (contours) overlayed on theCO J = I ~0 emission at Vf^sR = 10.88 km 5"' (halftone). The grey scale
ranges from
1 to 14 K. The contours are 10, 20, 100, 150, 300, 400, 500 1000
3000, 5000, 10000, 20000 MJy/sr.
.oca,,, vertica, cavity wal,
„, .^CO i = 1 _ o e^iesion to t„e east of t„e eggp,a„t
==haped bipCar outflow
.„e„. A second conspicuous feature is that RN8 (vdDC8)
wh,ch ,s obvious,, powering a Str6™gren sphere (H,l), is iocated in the she,, cavit^
to the northeast of the main core, and is apparent,, part,, responsible for the
loca,,, vertica, cavit, she,, or even the star formation on the wa„ (see Chapter 6).
Presumab,,, the ionizing photons and possibl, ste„ar winds of this BI star have
Ceared out a snra,, cavit, near it. This is consistent with the ,ow ,„drogen densit,
of 3 - 30 around this nebuiosit,, estimated b, HR. RN9(vdB69), simiiar to
RN8(vdB68), is also iocated in the cavit, to the east of the dense gas core, but
from the shape of the cavit, wal. Cose to this star and the spectra, t,pe (B2V)
of this star, it is perhaps of ,ess importance for the formation of tire large bubble
she,,, a,though it may have the power to Cear out a sma„ cavit,. In genera,, neither
RN8(vdB68) nor RN9(vdBC9) is ,ike,, to be the source responsibie for the ,arge
cavit, shell identified in Chapter 2. Their location in the large cavit, is largel, the
result of another source located somewhat to their east blowing awa, their ambient
gas. This point is supported by the association of RN4 (vdB67) with molecular gas.
RN4 is powered by a B2V star. RN4-6 and RN31 are also sti„ embedded in gas. This
is consistent with the Cassification of these sources as Orion popuiation stars (HR).
The association of these reflection nebulae with the gas is also seen in Figure 4.14,
which presents an overlay of the dust emission with (75 J = 2 - 1 emission. The two
CS clumps fall on the strong source IRAS 06052-0622, whiCi is unresoived at GO
and 100 microns, but barely resolved into multiple sources in the ,2 and 25 microns
bands (Figure 4.1). As reviewed earlier in tliis section, this infrared source consists
of a shell-like feature nebuiosit, in high resolution NIR observations (Hodapp 1987;
Aspin k Walther 1990). But the peculiar thing is that the shell-like feature in the
NIR is surrounded by the large ring-like feature in the HIRES images as discussed
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I'lgiiic /l.H. CS
./ - 2 - 1 peak antenna temporat.uro (contours) compared to the
lllli/'JS JOO fmi image (lialftonc). Contour levels are 0.5, 1.0, 5.0 K.
above. The ,.estion is: what causes these shell or ring features on different scales .
While the internal shelMike feature is probably caused by the IRS2 source (Hodapp
1987; Aspin
^ Walther 1990), it is not obvious what causes the the large ring-like
structure on which a number of reflection nebulae are seen.
An equally puzzling (but perhaps related) question is the existence of the re-
flection nebula RN 37(DG 092) to the south-east of the core, which is clearly also
an emission nebulosity as seen from the POSS red print. This patch of nebulosity
ha. a large area and extends all the way to the core with streaming dark lanes (HR)
reminiscent of foreground extinction. The radio map of the low density HII region
obtained by Gilmore (1980a,b) seems to show radio emission with a continuous
extension towards this nebulosity, but the map does not have large enough coverage
to clarify the nature of this nebulosity. We feel that it is possibly an HII region
obscured by the foreground material (mostly the blue-shifted shell). We also notice
that this object is coincident with a radio source detected at 3.2 GHz with a flux
of 180 ± 50 mJy (Hughes & Baines 1985). From the estimated upper limit for the
flux based on the non-detection of this source at 10.5 GHz, Hughes k Baines (1985)
estimated a lower limit for the spectral index of
-1.3, based on which they argue
that this source maybe a non-thermal source. It is not clear to what extent this
result should be trusted. Further study of this region to clarify the nature of this
source and the RN 37 region should be very useful.
4.4 GGD 12-15 Region
4.4.1 Review
This core is located roughly 45' to the east of the main core. This region
first received attention because several objects in this region were classified as
possible Herbig-Haro objects and catalogued by GGD (Gyulbudaghian, Glushkov
k Denisyuk 1978), and is thus referred to as GGD 12-15 region (Cohen & Schwartz
m
,
S™.,a.
.o the eo. in Mon a., this co. is found to Have a compact
reg,on powe.ed by a B0.5 ZAMS star (Rodriguez e< „/ 1980). A bipolar outflow
and a water nraser are also detected, indicating the youth of this star forcing region
(Rodriguez e< a/ 1982). Cohen & Schwartz fiqsnw„ a ,.06 o n (1980) found no emission lines from the
core, which led thenr to conclude that GGD12-15 are reflection nebulae rather than
H-H objects. The K-band observations of Cohen & Schwartz (1980) and Reipurth
^ Wamsteker (1983) reveal a number of nebulosities in the region, corresponding
to GGD12-15. GGD12 is the brightest powered by an emission star LkH. 338
(Herbig L Ra. 1972; Cohen t Kuhi 1979), while the compact HII region seems to
be associated with GGD14. This region was later studied in the NIR and FIR by
Harvey et al (1985) and Olofsson & Koornneef (1985). Harvey et al (1985) identified
13 infrared objects in a 1' x 1' region. They found a FIR object coincident with the
compact HII region with a total luminosity of ~ 10^ I, and a 20 ,m peak coincident
with the H,0 maser with a total luminosity of ~ 200 - 1000 L©
. They argued
that this weaker infrared source possibly has a disk-like structure surrounding the
exciting B type star and may be responsible for the bipolar outflow.
Several molecular studies of this region have appeared recently. Gusten k Mar-
caide (1986) mapped the GGD12-15 region in ammonia, which shows the presence
of at least three velocity components at 9.7, 11.2 and 12.2 km s''
,
in addition
to the presence of the bipolar outflow. Heaton et al (1988) and Little, Heaton &
Dent (1990) have mapped the region in ^^O 2 - 1, ^^CO J = 1 - 0 and HCO+
lines. But their maps have rather limited coverage. Except for their CO 2 - 1 data,
the sampling of their maps is inadequate for understanding the detailed molecular
structure of the region.
In this thesis, we have mapped the GGD 12-15 region in a number of molecules at
millimeter wavelengths using QUARRY. The HIRES images also prove very useful
for revealing the dust emission on the scale of interest.
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iA.2 The Structure of GGD 12-15 Core
Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show velocity cl,a„nel n^aps tor "CO J = 1 - 0 and
"CO J
= 1 _ 0
,
respectively. Figures 4.17. 4.18. 4.19 and 4.20 show comparisons
of the
.ntegrated intensity or peak antenna temperature maps ol emission of theseCO isotopes and several high density tracers. '^CO J = 1 - 0 and "CO J =
1 - 0 emission is very extended, while the high density tracers are concentrated close
to the mfrared star cluster revealed by K-band images (cf. Harvey et al 1985). In this
small region, all the high density tracers reveal a rather similar structure. Unlike
the main core, the morphologies of this dense core revealed by these tracers, except
"CO J = 1 - 0
,
seems to show better agreement with each other. This may suggest
that the main and the GGD 12-15 cores have physical and chemical differences or
the star formation activities in them have different ages and properties. Although
the bipolar outflow in GGD 12-15 has a velocity of ~ mm (Rodriguez et at
1982; Little. Heaton & Dent 1990)^ much higher than the ^ 20 km for the main
core outflow, its mass and energy are only ~ 1 and ~ 10« ergs (Rodriguez et al
1982; Little, Heaton & Dent 1990). respectively, more than two orders of magnitude
smaller than those of the main core (~ 200 and ~ 3 x 10" erg,, Wolf. Lada
& Bally 1990). Figure 4.21 presents HIRES ime^ges in the four /fi45 bands for the
GGD 12-15 region. Similar to the images for the main core, ring-like features appear
conspicuous in the 60 and 100 fim images. Reflection nebulae are labeled by numbers
as tabulated in Table I.l. and IRASpoint sources are labeled by solid circles. These
/ft/15 sources are all the sources listed in the IRAS Point Source Catalog falling in
this region. Amazingly, similar to the ring-like feature in the main core, reflection
nebulae and IRAS point sources are again dominant features of the dust emission
ring, and tlie central strong IRAS point source IRAS 06064-0611 (unresolved in the
"The spectral coverage of our data obtained using QUARRY system was inadequate for the
study of the bipolar outllow. We thus quote the results of previous research in the following.
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Figure 4.15. ''CO J = 1-0 emission from the GGD 12-15 region at different velocity
channels. The gray scale ranges from 1 K (white) to 10 K (black). Reflection nebulae
are labeled by solid squares, and IRAS point sources are indicated by soHd circles.
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Figure 4.16. "CO J = 1-0 emission from the GGD 12-15 region at different velocity
channels. The gray scale ranges from 0.5 K (white) to 7 K (black). Reflection
nebulae are labeled by solid squares, and IRAS point sources are indicated by solid
circles.
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Figure 4.17. Integrated intensity map of HCN J = 1 - 0 (contours) overlayed on
that of CS J = 2 - I (halftone) for the GGD12-15 region. The gray scale ranges
from 0.5 (white) to 7 K km s'^ (black). Contour levels are 1.5, 3.0, 20 K km s'^
.
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Figure /1. 18. Iiii(>gratc(l inicMisiiy map of '-'CO J = 1 - 0 (contours) ovcrlaycxl on the
peak antenna temperature of ^^CO J = ] - 0 (halftone) in the 00012-15 region.
Contour levels are 2, 4, 21 K km s'K The gray scale ranges from 1 K (vvliite)
to 10 K (I)laek).
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Figure 4.19. The integrated intensity map of (75 J = 2 - 1 (contours) overlayed on
that of '^CO J = 1 - 0 (lialftone) in the GGD12-15 region. The contour levels are
1, 2, 8 K kms K The gray scale ranges from 2 (white) to 20 K km s''^ (black).
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Figure 4.20. The integrated intensity map of J = 2 - 1 (contours) overlayed on
that of HCO+ J = 1- 0 (halftone) in the GGD12-15 region. Contour levels are 1,
2, 8 K km s-\ The gray scale ranges from 1 K km 5"^ (white) to 9 K km s''^
(black).
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Figure 4.21. HIRES images for the GGD 12-15 region. Reflection nebulae
labeled by numbers, and IRAS point sources are labeled by solid circles.
60 and 100 bands) is resolved into two sources in the U and 25 ,m bands The
lower one is likely RN 18 (NGC 2183), while the infrared star cluster found by K
band imaging (Reipurth ^ Wa.steker 1983; Harvey et al 1985) is centered on the
upper one within a 1' x 1' region. Figure 4.22 presents an overlay of the integrated
mtensity of C5 i = 2 - 1 emission with the HIRES 100 ,m image. The high density
gas seems to be confined to the center of the large ring-like feature revealed by the
HIRES images, where young stellar objects are emerging.
4.5 ''CO J = 1 - 0 Self-Reversal
Finally, we point out that the red-shifted self-reversal dips of ''CO J = 1-
0 relative to the -CO J = 1 - Q peaks in the main core region, which were taken
to be evidence for gravitational collapse (Loren 1976; 1977; Snell k Loren 1977;
Leung & Brown 1977), occur on a relatively large scale with an elongation along the
outflow axis. Figure 4.23 displays some ''CO J = 1 - 0 and ''CO J = 1-0 hne
profiles in this core region. The linear size of the region which has self-reversal
CO J = 1 - 0 profiles is as large as 1.5 pc. Although the self-reversal dips of
CO J = 1 - 0 are indeed generally red-shifted relative to the ''CO J = 1-0 peaks
by up to 1 km S-' and the stronger one of the "CO J =1-0 double peaks is on the
blue-shifted side as expected by the gravitational collapse model (cf. Anglada et al
1991), it seems rather difficult to imagine that gravitational collapse is taking place
in such a large scale around a cluster of infrared objects, some of which are perhaps
clearing out the ambient gas around them, as evidenced by the ultracompact HII
region and shell-like feature in the NIR images on a much smaller scale.
"CO J =1-0 line profiles in the GGD12-15 region also have self-reversal dips,
which occur in an elongated region of ~ 1.5 pc, roughly along the bipolar outflow axis
and centered on the infrared star cluster (also a compact HII region). Figure 4.24
displays a panel of "CO J = 1 - 0 and "CO J = 1 - 0 line profiles in the core.
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Figure 4.22. Integrated intensity map of the J = 2 - 1 emission (contours)
overlayed on the HIRES 100 fim image for GGD12-15 region. Contour levels are
1.5, 3.0, 4.5, 6.0, 7.5 K km s-'.
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Figure 4.23. ^^CO J = 1 - 0 and ^^CO J = 1 - 0 line profiles in the main core
region of Mon R2.
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Figure 4.24. ^'^CO J = 1 - 0 and ^^CO J - 1 - 0 line profiles in the GGD 12-15
core region of Mon R2.
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The se,f.„l dip. show a somewhat
.o.e complex behavio. At see positions
the self-reversa, dips a.e blue-si,ifted relative to the "CO , = 1 _
„ peak with the
stronger one of the "CO
. = 1 _ o double peaks on the red-shifted side, while
at some other positions they manifest Just the opposite behavior. The self-reversal
d.ps of "CO J = 1 - 0 are sometimes coincident with the '"CO J = 1 - 0 peaks A
similar phenomenon is also observed in Rosette molecular cloud (Blitz & Thaddeus
1980; Patel, Xie & Goldsmith 1992). Thus, these cases seem very different from the
case of B335, where the ^'^CO 1 - ^ n .^\( ^OU J
- 1 - 0 self-reversal occurs in a very small area
and can perhaps be interpreted as a manifestation of inside-out collapse (Zhou et al
1992).
One simpler alternative explanation consistent with the structure of the cores
in Mon R2 is that the far side of a slab of gas is compressed, heated and pushed by
shocks to move with a relatively small velocity relative to the cooler pre-shocked gas
on the near side, and the stronger emission from the hot shocked gas is absorbed
by the cool gas in the foreground. Within this picture, the displacement of the
'^CO J = 1 - 0 slef-reversal dips relative to the '^CO J = l-O peak can be
blue-shifted or red-shifted, depending on the relative velocity between the foreground
cool gas and the background hot gas. This simple scenario may occur in situations
such as expanding bubble shells of HII regions, for example. But self-reversal occurs
only under special, restricted conditions. Two of them that we can readily name
are the following. First, there must be considerable gas at a comparable velocity
so that the optical depth of ''CO J = 1 - 0 at that velocity is large enough.
This means that the velocity difference between the cool and hot gas should be
small enough that the cool and warm gas overlaps in both spatial and velocity
dimensions. Second, in order for self-reversal to be significant there must also exist
significant pre-shocked cool gas. These restrictions would seem to rule out ubiquitous
^'00 J = I - 0 self-reversal because, for example, most of the shocks that we claim
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to be witnessing l.ave probably developed into such an advanced stage that there
.3 not nnuch cool pre-shocked gas overlapping with the background warn, gas both
spatially and kinematically on the near side.
Chapter 5
The Well-Shaped Shell of the Central
Bipolar Outflow
5.1 Introduction
S.nce the discovery of the first molecular bipolar outflow associated with a young
stellar object more than a decade ago (Snell, Loren & Plan^beck 1980), extensive
observational and theoretical studies have been undertaken. At present, the bipolar
outflow phenomenon seenrs to be one of the most widely observed phenomena
associated with star formation (of Bally & Lada 1983; Lada 1985; Snell 1987; 1989-
Shu, Adams & Li^ano 1987; Bally & Lane ,991). However, outflow research is stili
at a stage where phenomenological models remain useful tools for improving our
understanding about this physical process. In particular, geometrical considerations
play a critical role for evaluating models in terms of morphology a. well a. energetics.
Several examples are the filled biconical lobe model by Cabrit & Bertout (1986;
1990); the shell model by Moriarty-Schieven (1988) and Moriarty-Schieven & Snell
(1988; 1989); the thin paraboloidal shell model by Meyers-Rice k Lada (1991)
and the simple yet powerful shell model by Shu et al (1991, hereafter referred
to as SRLL; see also Maiison & Chernin 1992, hereafter referred to as MC). The
model presented by SRLL not only has the potential to explain the important
characteristics of observed outflows, but also naturally links the bipolar outflow
phenomena witli star-forming activity. One basic element in the SRLL model is
an elongated, thin, closed expanding shell of swept-up ambient gas, driven through
momentum conservatioji by a radially directed stellar wind. However, previous
observational studies concentrated on characteristic outflow velocity, overall mass
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and encseUcs as wei, U,e association wiU, ,ou„g ste„a. objects. Reiativeiy few
observational studies have been published with data providing convincing evidence
for the existence of shell structure, while so^e studies argue for filled, biconical or
cyhndr,cal lobes instead of shells (Cabrit k Bertout 1986. 1990; Richer. Ilills &
Padman 1992). Detection of shells and direct comparison of the spatial shape of
an observed shell with that predicted b, theoretical models would be helpful for
resolving some important issues.
The Mon R2 bipolar outflow (Loren 1981) is by far one of the largest in size and
in mass, among the two hundred or so outflows identified (Bally and Lane 1991).
Torrelles et al (1983) argue that the bipolar outflow in Mon R2 is collimated by
a toroid which directs the initially isotropic stellar winds along polar directions.
Wolf, Lada k Bally (1990) and Meyers-Rice & Lada (1991) have presented detailed
observational studies of the Mon R2 outflow. Although they discuss evidence for the
existence of thin shell, they do not find limb-brightened shells in their spatial maps.
The outflowing gas appears to have several components, which Meyers-Rice k Lada
(1991) explain in terms of the existence of two distinct pairs of bipolar outflow with
flow axes almost perpendicular to each other.
In this chapter we report an observational project on the the structure of the Mon
R2 bipolar outflow, which focuses on the finding of a well-shaped bipolar outflow
shell, and compares its spatial shape and its structure with the SRLL model.
Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 present an overlay of the high velocity gas with POSS
red print and with the shell seen in velocity channel at Vlsr = 10.88 km s-\ respec-
tively. The (0,0) position in these figures is the a(1950) = 06''05"'22% (5(1950) =
-06°22'25"position, where a UC IIIl region and a small cluster of infrared stars are
located. Figure 5.3 shows the spatial velocity cut along the outflow axis. Following
Meyers-Rice & Lada (1991), we identify four lobe features: the extended blue lobe
(EBL), the compart blue lobe (CBL), the compact red lobe (CRL) and the extended
ta (arcmin)
Figure 5.1. An overlay of the high velocity gas emission (contours) on the POSS
red print (halftone). Solid contours are for the blue-shifted emission {Vlsr = 2-8km s-'); contour levels are 1, 2, 35 K km s-\ The dashed contours are for
the red-shifted emission (Vlsr - 12 - 18 km 5-^; contour levels are 2, 4, 20K km s ^
.
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Figure 5.2. High velocity gas emission (contours) compared to the outflow shell at
Vlsr = 10.88 km (halftone). The gray scale ranges from 1 K (white) to 15 K
(black). Contours are the same as in Figure 5.1.
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red .obe (ERL). While the EBL component is e,o„,.ed towards the Nonh-West
the ERL co.„„ ^ ^^^^
^^^^^^^
^
.
F.,u.es 4.2 and 4.3 is the appearance of an e^p.ant-shaped thin she., feature
(conspicuous in several channel n,aps with velocity close to ,0.88 tHe
centred velocity of the core, extending fronr the (0.0) position to the North-West
for about 22 arcmin.
Figure 5.2 clearly shows that the blue-shifted lobe of the well-known bipolar
outflow is located well within the boundary of the shell, suggesting that we are
witnessing the limb-brightened thin shell swept up by collimated stellar winds from
a central driving source of the bipolar outflow as predicted by outflow models (cf
Snell 1987; SRLL).
5.2 The Outflow Shell
5.2.1 The Model
The SRLL model expresses the shape of the whole, closed outflow shell with an
analytical formula, while other models (cf. Moriarty-Schieven k Snell 1989; Meyers-
Rice k Lada 1991) have considered only shells with open ends. Figure 5.4 is a
schematic of the model (cross-section in the plane containing the outflow axis and the
line of sight, i.e.,
<^ = 7r/2). The basic formulae can be summarized as follows (SRLL;
MC). In a spherical polar coordinate system {r,e,cf>), both the stellar winds from
the star and the ambient surrounding medium are assumed to have axial symmetry
and reflection symmetry about the equatorial plane {0 = 7c/2). The ram pressure
force per steradian, f{^i)[g cm s-' sr-'], of the wind is assumed to be a function
only of //(=r cosO)
fifi) oc P{fi), (5.1)
and the density of the ambient material pir,ii)[g cm-^ sr-^] can be expressed
/^(r,/^)oc^, (5.2)
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Figure 5.3. 'J^lic spatial-velocity diagram, along the outflow axis, from (7 5 -10) to
-15, 20). Contour levels are 0.3, 0.6, ...,5, 7, 15 K. We follow Meyers'- Rice k
Lada (1991) in labeling the main features.
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Figure 5.4. (a) Schematic diagram for the outflow shell geometry; (b) Simplified
schematic SV diagram along the outflow axis at an inclination angle f, calculated
from the model assuming infinitely thin shell without line broadening.
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approach is to let and have a power-iaw form (MC), /^(,) « ,1 , ,QM oc With these simplifications, and assuming further that the Stella,
wnds move out by sweeping the ambient medium into a thin shell with momen-
tum conservation ("snowploW.,, and that the net mass flow along the 0 direction
.n the thin shell is negligible, the shell velocity along each radial direction
{0 = constant) will be,
where S = + «/2. Since is independent of time, the shell will develop
self-similarly, r.(,) = The line of sight velocity of the swept-up ga. is
vi = v,{fi){s\n e sin i sin + cos l9 cos i). (5 4)
Figure 5.4b shows an SV diagram along the projected outflow axis =
./2) with
an inclination z, assuming a perfect thin shell without line-broadening.
5.2.2 The Outflow Shell
Can the model account for the observed "eggplant" shaped shell and major
characteristics of the high velocity gas ? First, the shell in reality is of finite
thickness with velocity broadening as a result of turbulence (SRLL, MC), and the
emission from the swept-up gas in the shell is expected to show limb-brightening
in velocity channel maps, as can be easily demonstrated by deriving the locus of
constant-velocity emission from the swept-up gas. This explains qualitatively why
the limb-brightening (outflow shell) only shows up in a few velocity channel maps
in Figure 4.2. As for the shape of the shell, it can be shown that the maximum
extents of the outflow shell along and perpendicular to the outflow axis projected
on the plane of the sky are, respectively.
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and
Ls = vot{cosO,Ysm{i-6,),
where Ot = arctanf^^iil^^^lizliaililiflLi^^ e
28 ). Second, in the plane determined by
the i,„e of sight and outflow axis, the blue-shifted ,i„e of sight velocity of the swept-
UP ga.
,„ the shell is n,axin,i.ed at the following positional offset from the outflow
center along the outflow axis,
and achieves a maximum value,
Vmax = T;o(cOS 6^^ COs{i - 6^), (5 g)
where 0^ = ^y^^ -(^+i)+((S+l)^+4S tan^ .^1/2
^ 25tant )
Notice that the quantities W., L„ A. and
.... on the left hand sides in
equations 5.5 through 5.8 are all quantities that can be determined observationally.
Specifically, the maximum width and maximum length of the Mon R2 outflow
shell are found to be 11' 6.2 pc) and 22' (~ 3 pc) respectively. A. and can
be determined to be about 16' (~ 4.3 pc) and 8 km/s, respectively, from the S-V
diagram along the outflow axis. In obtaining the value for we have taken the
centroid velocity of the quiescent gas to be V,sr = 11.0 km/s. This is a bit larger
than the V,^sr velocity of 10.0 - 10.5 km/s revealed by optically-thin tracers (Wolf,
Lada k Bally 1990), but given the velocity gradient on the scale of the outflow
(Figure 5.3), 11 km/s seems to be a better reference velocity to use for the EBL
component under discussion. Using Equations 5.5 -5.8, the four unknowns Vo. S
and i can be obtained numerically, giving Vq = 17.0 km/s, S = 6.0, i = 70° and
^ = 3.2 X 10" years. Figure 5.5 presents an overlay of the modeled constant velocity
locus with the velocity channel map at 10.8 km/s. We see that the model explains
quite well the shape of the observed outflow shell.
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Figure 5.5. All overlay of the modeled coiistaiit vcdoeity loe.is with l li(> vcdoeiiy cliaii
nel map at 10.8 A:;//./.s. Unlik,> olher givy-sral(< plots, dark gr(<y seal(> eoriv-spoiids to
small antenna teiiipcn-ature, while white convsponds to lar^v antenna tenipcMature.
Tlic grey scale ranges from M K to 1 1\.
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5.3 Overall Structure of the Mon R2 Outfl(low
en^ssion and .he n,.b.Mghte„ed she,, caused the ste„a. winds directed towards
the no.h.west. An i^.ediate question is: what about the opposite,, directed
ste„ar wind fron> the centra, source ? Indeed, a. mentioned in Section 2, severa,
features are Ceariy identifiable in the spatiai-vCocity diagram (Figure 5.3), and
we have only explained the EBL component so far. Meyers-Rice & Lada (1991)
dev,sing a paraboloida, she,, mode, with an open end for Mon R2, have concluded
that the ERL component is the counterpart of the EBL, and attributed CRL and
CBL components to the existence of a second bipolar outflow with axis perpendicuiar
to the EBL-ERL bipoiar outrtow, though they were pu^z,ed by the obvious bending
of the ERL component (see Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3). What is remarkab,e is that
they estimated the inCination angle of the EBL-ERL outflow to be roughly 66',
which is consistent with our results, despite the use of a very different shell model!
We interpret this as a manifestation of the fact that inferred outflow properties are
highly sensitive to the inclination angle i.
Several facts together seem to be difficult to understand within this double-
bipolar-outflow picture. First, the ERL component appears bent spatially; second,
all the components, CRL, ERL, CBL and EBL, have comparable velocity extents;
third, the two bipolar outflows have the same center and have axes perpendicular
to each other. Although it is not impossible for such two outflows to exist, we
feel that it may seem too much a coincidence. Such a doubt is enhanced by the
finding of the large-scale bubble s,,e„ (Chapter 2). ,n fact, the core appears to
have already become a "peninsula" in the cavity presumabiy because of the s,ower
ve,ocity it achieves relative to the loss dense ambient gas, as can be seen in the
velocity channel maps presented in Figure 4.2. The reality of this peculiar bubble
structure of the region is strengthened by the puzzling "bent" morphology of the
ncous
ure
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rnagnetic field i„ U,e co. (ZaHts.y a
,087; Hodapp 1987; Novak et al 1989-
Jarrett et al 1992).
'
How does a stellar wind affect the gas in this peculiar, initially inhomoge e
environment 7 Plausibly, geometry is again the key. Figure 5.6 depicts the pict
that we have developed so far of the overall structure of the Mon R2 outflow. We
think that the stellar winds directed into the ambient medium to the North-West
of the cavity give rise to the EBL component outlined by the limb-brightened shell
feature (Figure 4.2), while the oppositely directed stellar winds are flowing largely
towards the bubble cavity to the east. The first stream of stellar wind towards
the North-West (hereafter referred to as NW wind) sweeps up the ambient gas
into an elongated shell roughly in the fashion described by SRLL model. The
second stream of the stellar wind moving towards the South-East (hereafter SE
wind) gradually finds increasing difficulty in traveling straight ahead along the polar
direction. There could be several efi-ects which influence the development of the SW
wind. 1) The density of the gas outside of the very dense core may increase in
the SW direction because of the shock compression from the large cavity. As a
result, the outflow shell swept up by the initially collimated bipolar stellar winds
may achieve a larger velocity perpendicular to its axis, and may be forced to develop
in the lateral directions. This efl-ect can be seen qualitatively from the "snow-plow"
modeling discussed in the previous section; a small or a negative /? will reduce
the major-minor aspect ratio of the outflow efi-ectively (Equation 5.3); 2) the same
efl^ects on the bipolar outflow shell may also be caused by the direct compression
from the high pressure of the cavity or the expanding wall of the cavity, as is likely
that the bipolar outflow shell driven by the NE wind may be breaking out of the
core. Such a compressed outflow shell, if observed with a large inclination angle,
would show both red- and blue-shifted lobes with the red-shifted lobe possibly larger
in extent; and such a pair of blue- and red-shified lobes, if interpreted as a second
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pair of bipolar ouUlow,
„o„,<l
..o have an "axis" perpendicular to the
..fi.t" pa,
of bipolar outflow, as can be seen in Figure 5.6.
5.4 Conclusions
Most outflow models, energy driven or n,„mentum driven, seem to agree on the
existence of shell structure (cf. Snell, Loren & Plambeck 1980; K6nigle 1982; Draine
1983; Dyson 1984; Lada 1985; Moriarty-Schieven & Snell 1988; 1989; Meyers-Rice
& Lada 1991; SRLL). The search for outflow shells and detailed studies of their
properties are of great importance for understanding the nature of this fascinating
phenomenon of star formation.
We have made CO observations of the massive bipolar outflow in the central
region of Mo„ R2. We have found an "eggplant-shaped" bipolar outflow shell
outlining the extended blue lobe of the bipolar outflow. The projected lengths
of the major and minor axes of the shell are about 5.7 pc and 2.5 pc, respectively,
and the average thickness of the shell is estimated to be ~ 0.3 pc. We interpret this
shell as "limb-brightening" of the bipolar outflow shell swept up by stellar winds.
We have found that the spatial shape of the shell can be satisfactorily accounted for
quantitatively within the framework of the Shu et al model with radially directed
stellar wind. We have determined that the outflow axis is inclined 70° with respect
to the line of sight.
Our data confirm the "bent" morphology of the red-shifted lobe, the overlapping
of blue- and red-shifted emission in the center of the outflow. We suggest that these
are the results of the red-shifted lobe of the bipolar outflow being axially compressed.
The likelihood of a highly asymmetric development of the red-shifted lobe rests on
the finding that the massive core, including the bipolar outflow itself, is located on
a large-scale expanding bubble shell in the giant molecular cloud.
While there seems to be the tendency to seek shell features from high velocity
gas, wc point out that "limb-brightening" of shells may also reveal themselves in
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Large-scale
Figure 5.6. A cartoon depicting the physical picture of the overall structure of the
Mon R2 outflow.
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moderate and even low velorifv a-^o ^ j- i ,c ty gas, depending largely on the inclination angle of
the outflow axis with respect to the line of sight.
Chapter 6
The Origin of Bubble Shells and Triggered
Star Formation
6.1 Review
Shell structures in the interstellar n,e<iium are observed in ga. and dust tracers
such as HI (cf. Heiles 1979; 1984; Hu 1981) and /«45(Schwartz 1987; Van Bnren &
McCray 1988) on linear scales ranging fro„> hundreds of parsecs or n.ore to tenths
of parsecs. Stars are believed to be responsible for almost all of these bubble shells;
some are manifestations of star formation, some others evolution or even death
(supernovae) of stars. In general, birth, advanced evolution or death of a single star
can generate small to moderately-sized bubbles from tenths to tens of parsecs in size,
while the death or birth of a group of stars (supernova) may produce supershells (cf!
McCray k Kafatos 1987; Mac Low & McCray 1988). But there do not seem to be any
examples of a group of evolved late type stars working together to produce a large
bubble shell. While supernovae do occur, in or near molecular clouds (cf. Herbst
& Assousa 1978; Wheeler, Mazurek & Sivaramakrishnan 1980), the most frequent
events that create bubble shells in molecular clouds are surely star formation. Young
stellar objects have at least two major means to significantly affect their maternal
cloud. One is by their Lyman photons which create hot, ionized bubbles (Terzian
1968; Terzian k Balick 1974; Panagia 1973, 1991; Spitzer 1978; Tenorio-Tagle 1982;
Churchwell 1991). But only massive young stars have significant ionizing flux. The
other means is mass loss effects or stellar winds (Castor, McCray k Weaver 1975;
Falle 1975; Dyson 1977; 1989; Weaver et at 1977; Shull 1980, 1982; Koo k McKee
1992a,b) which are now believed to accompany the birth of almost every young
stellar object (Panagia 1991; Shu 1991).
Besides the bubble cavities th;,f fl.
events is U.at a new ,ene.tJ ^"^ ^""^^ °' ^"^^
shells with a , , T " ""^^ '°™ "'^ shoc.-co„p.essed bubble
1 : r ' ^ - •-.i.e.(^-^. '^'-e.een
. BH. Bnbble sMls
.HI,
.i^e..
.
ma E,.e,een supe.novae explosions (He.bst . Assonsa
.S.S; McC.a.
1; El„e,een o. stella. wl„,s (Weave. . . Kl.e.een
1 92). Th,s concept of triggered star formation can be traced back at least to
Blaauw (,964). wl.o Hrst considered the linear age sequence of subgroups in OB
-socations as a nranifestation for se,uential star formation. But the reshap.ng
of clouds in interstellar
.ediu™ by high pressure events received earlier attention
(Bo. & Reill, mi; Opik ,953; Oort 1954; Dibai
,958). WHh the available
large a,r,ount of observational data about star fornration in nrolecular clouds in
the last
,5 years or so, it has become clear that star formation processes are widely
associated with shock processes, which are known to cause severe compression of
ga. m molecular clouds. As a result, since the theoretical modeling of triggered
star formation in molecular clouds associated with OB associations by Elmegreen &
Lada (,977), triggered star formation has almost become the dominant mechanism
used for the explanation of star formation on various scales, and one finds less and
less reliance on the Jeans instability in recent papers for star formation on a large
scale. The recent articles by Blaauw (1991) and Elmegreen (,992) serve as a rather
complete review of the present research status in this field. Elmegreen (,992) places
triggered star formation in three different categories according to the strength of the
triggering; strong, moderate and weak. Strong triggering refers to the star formation
purely caused by high pressure events; no star formation would have occurred but
for the infiuence of shocks. Moderate triggering is referred to the star forming
processes sjied up by external high pressure events. Finally, weak triggeri,ig is
-'..-^iveno., t„o,
.efinlte,, provide useful couceptua. ground, for U,e di.eu.l„„
of Uiis l,y,)(> of problems.
In Chapter 2, we l.ave see,, that the ga. distribution iu Mou R2 demonstrates
sharp e,„is.si„n rid.es (Figures 2., to 2.18) in some velocity channels along with
many other features, which can be interpreted a. a v,.ry large bubble shell (dia„,eter
~ 30 But, why are they there, how are they formed, and what are their
l>.",-t,es ! ,n this (Chapter, we will address these questions. We first show evidence
for shock compression of sharp emission ridges in section 0.2. Then we discuss the
origin of these bubble shells in Section 6.3. In Section G.4, we examine star formation
related to these bubble shells an,l th,. properties of the sharp emission ridges. Finally,
in Section 6.5, we suininarize this chapter.
6.2 The N-S Emission Ridge
The sharp emission ricl,<-,s i,. Figures 2.3 to 2.18 arc« one of the conspicuous
features in Mon 112. Take N-S ridge as an exan.ple, fron, left to right, the ennssion
of all tracers increases fro„, a mininnnn value (essentially zero) to a .naximum
withir, a few arcminutes, and then decreases slowly to zero again. The sharpness
of the intensity jumps across the edge in ^'CO J =1-0 emission can be sec., ir,
Figures 6.1, which di.spiays emission intensity cut for '^CO .7=1-0 emission at
different v(>locities along right ascension at (^(1950) = -05°32'.
We p(,intc(l out in chapter 2 that ''CO J = \ - 0 is optically thick almost
everywhere in Mon H2, while th(> '''CO J = [ - 0 peak optical depth is lower than 1
except in the dense cores and ,s()iii(> positions along th(> sharp emission ridges where
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A cut from
( 8.00. 50.00 ) to ( -27 00 no ^(Aa(arcmin). A(5(arcmin)) ' ^^ ^^ ^
:
'
' t ' ' ' I ' ' ' I ' ' ' I I
Aa (arcmin)
Figure 6.1. A^cut along right ascension at A(1950) = -05°32' showing the intensity
variations of ^^CO J = l-O emission at different velocities as a function of position.
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even
-CO J
- 1 - O is marginally thick. If we interpret
-CO J = 1 _ n , •
the kinetic temperature and
-CO J - 1 n . • "
a« tracing
lign aensity tracers including CS J =
2 - 1
,
HON J = 1 - 0 and i/CO+ 7 - i n
- ^ - ° the northern portion ofthe N-S r.dge using the QUARRY systen, at FCRAO. Unfortunate,, had weather
cond., dev.tating,, a.ected our p,a„, and .e ended up ohtaining on, a nrap
o ^CO J
= 1 _ 0 for an area of 12' x 5' across the N-S ridge. Fortunately enough
the detection of HCO^
. = , _ o alone see.s to he sufficient to show that the sha.p'
em,ss,on ridge consists of ,r,aterial with densities of > 10< cm-^ not merely an
enhancement of coiunrn density or excitation temperature. Figure 6.2 displays some
HCO+ J =1-0 line profiles.
Before we conclude this section, we point out again that the velocity dispersion
of
-CO J = 1 - 0 and -CO J = 1 _ 0 lines is relatively small at the emission
nm, while it gets considerably larger when the emission intensity decreases in the
puffy emission area to the right of the rim. This point can be seen in Figures 2.25
2.27 and 2.28, which show SV cuts of
-CO J = 1-0 across the N-S emission ridge
along right ascension.
6.3 The Origin of the Large-Scale Bubble Shell
6.3.1 IRAS point sources
Besides the reflection nebulae association, the best existing survey of young
stellar objects in the whole Mon R2 region is the IRAS PSC catalogue. To reduce
the chance superposition of IRAS point sources which are not associated with Mon
R2, we selected them based on the criteria outlined by Beichman et al (1986).
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Figure 6.2. Line profiles of HCO+ J = 1 - 0 across the sharp emission ridge. The
coordinates are offsets in arcminutes relative to the center of the main core, which
has coordinates of a(1950) = 06^05"'22*, (5(1950) = -06°22'25".
iiiy ai Lz f^m) and sources only detecterl inn u- ,
/T
" lected at 100 //m which could be infrarpH
zz:::::7 ^^^^^-- --
(E— 1987; Parker 1991). But we
e conclusions that we are to draw. Since ail the selection criteria in the current
Lterature are purely e.pirica,, we decided to use the „ost conservative selection
cnteria which are
.ost like., to be correct. Table 6.1 tabulates the properties
of these selected IHAS point sources which fall in the Mon R2 region capped in
0 J -1-0. We adopt a convenient formula (Casoli et at 1986; Parker 1991)
^0.79 + 2.0 + 3.9 + if), to estimate the /ft45 luminosity
of these sources. Because some sources have only upper limit estimates for some
bands, we have calculated two luminosities for all the sources, lower and upper limits
The results are included in Table 6.1. While some of these sources have luminosities
comparable to fow mass stars, some of them are undoubtedly suggestive of embedded
high mass stars.
Figures 2.3 to 2.10 in Chapter 2 presented an overlay of
-CO J = 1 -0 emission
at a velocity of 10.88 with the /flX5 point sources and reflection nebulae. It
is clear that neither the IRAS point sources nor the reflection nebulae are uniformly
distributed across the whole area. Instead, we find that the regions with significant
gas emission are the preferred sites of these objects. Specifically, we notice that the
N-S oriented sharp emission ridge in the western portion of the cloud contains a
large proportion of the IRAS point sources, while the E-W oriented emission ridge
in the eastern portion of the cloud harbors most of the reflection nebula*. Masers
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Table 6.1. IRAS point sources in Mon R2.
06027-0714
06045-0554
06046-0536
06046-0603
06047-0546
06049-0541
06049-0504
06050-0623
06050-0509
06051-0653
06052-0533
06052-0512
06053-0622
06053-0614
06054-0515
06055-0524
06055-0653
06056-0621
06056-0700
06058-0615
06059-0632
06060-0657
06060-0617
06068-0643
06068-0641
06070-0619
06084-0611
06085-0613
06086-0611
06093-0608
06094-0628
06103-0612
06111-0624
06123-0619
06124-0621
06125-0658
-0.25
0.76
-0.25
-0.25
-0.25
0.36
-0.29
11.82
-0.39
-0.25
-0.25
-0.25
469.50
0.78
0.84
-0.45
0.52
7.07
-0.26
0.71
0.38
0.92
0.28
0.73
0.98
2.95
27.13
2.99
2.38
6.60
-0.25
4.02
0.44
0.36
1.82
-0.25
0.96
0.99
0.25
2.24
1.66
1.84
0.36
118.60
1.48
0.25
0.60
0.68
4095.00
1.07
1.37
0.44
2.11
29.28
0.69
0.83
4.42
1.57
1.23
1.35
2.00
15.25
603.50
3.27
2.57
12.34
0.32
20.77
0.48
0.42
2.07
0.19
4.93
0.98
3.42
15.32
4.83
4.47
1.16
-441.60
4.18
2.18
13.10
2.50
13070.00
-6.05
-2.41
4.80
3.85
13070.00
2.24
18.38
9.64
-3.59
-18.38
1.91
-1.91
177.50
3613.00
-3613.00
-3613.00
140.50
7.03
70.31
0.69
-1.87
15.64
-0.51
FlOOJJy]^
6^35^
4.96
-9.49
28.32
3.96
-9.49
-10.26
-20190.00
10.26
-5.21
22.30
-15.94
20190.00
-81.76
-33.97
-10.40
4.76
-20190.00
-11.19
-154.50
6.52
-9.74
38.98
-8.47
-8.47
314.40
4876.00
-4876.00
-4876.00
249.40
25.17
122.80
-11.24
21.17
53.84
4.12
2.39
2.21
1.00
7.91
2.47
2.52
0.48
74.26
2.85
0.68
5.91
0.98
8032.48
1.52
1.75
1.45
3.18
23.59
0.92
6.03
5.82
1.95
4.91
2.09
2.24
88.63
1755.03
5.42
4.30
75.74
4.50
45.91
0.97
2.80
12.79
0.51
2.70
2.21
2.28
8.23
2.78
3.48
1.88
2226.89
3.34
1.53
6.23
2.91
8032.48
11.33
5.80
3.07
3.18
5414.27
2.38
21.63
5.82
3.85
9.62
2.94
3.59
88.63
1755.03
1424.36
1423.23
75.74
4.82
45.91
2.11
3.28
12.79
0.96
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and GGD objects a.
.osU. located
.„ dense co.es, ™a.be p.tia,, a
.es.U ofbiased observations. ^
To pa.tia,„ cHec. w.etW these ,UAS sources a.
.eal, dust condensate,
eated
,y e.Bedded .eal .oun, ste„a. objects
.athe. than dust condensations heated
y externa, sources such a. shocks, we show in Figures 6.3 to 6.6 K-ba„d images for
IRAS 06045-0554, IRAS 06046-0536, IRAS 06046-0603 and IRAS 06049-0541 which
are typ.cal sources located on the N-S sharp emission ridge. The data werJkindly
obtarned for us by Michae, Skrutskie and Michael Meyer using their infrared canrera
at the UNAM 2.1 nr telescope in Septenrber 1991. Except IRAS 06046-0536 for
wh,ch the K-band image shows a faint feature of questionable reality, all the iuAS
pent sources have at least one counterpart at K-ba„d. Given the color selction
cnter,a that we used, we feel that these IRAS point sources are possibly real stellar
objects. Since the K-ba„d images have a 3. sensitivity of 15™, which is not very
deep, and IRAS 06046-0536 is indeed the faintest one a. seen fron, the estimated
/«^5 luminosities in Table 6.1, it is possible that even this source is a real low mass
*tellar object embedded in the cloud. Of course, the possibility that these objects
are background and foreground stars cannot be ruled out. To further clarify this
problem, intensive NIR photometry of the /fl4S point sources located on the sharp
emission ridges is planned and will be carried out in 1993.
6.3.2 The Formation of The Mon R2 Bubble Cavity
6.3.2.1 Possible Powering Sources
Mon R2 is clearly not associated with any known OB associations. But one
important aspect of the star formation in Mon R2 seems to be the existence of
at least two generations of stars. The first generation is represented by some
of the reflection nebulae powered by B and A type ZAMS stars (HR; Table I.l
in this thesis), whose ages range from 6 million to 10 million years (IIR). The
55 0-
6 4 33.0 32.5 32.0 31.5 31.0
a (1950)
Figure 6.3. K-band image for IRAS 06045-0554
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Figure 6.4. K-band images for IRAS 06046-0536.
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Figure 6.5. K-band images for IRAS 06046-0603.
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Figure 6.6. K-band images for IRAS 06049-0541.
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second generation of young stellar objects are represented by the ultracompact HII
regrons, some reflection nebulae illuminated by emission stars (Be stars) or Orion
population stars (HR), IRAS point sources in the cores and sharp emission ridges,
whose ages may be on the order of 10^ to 10^ as suggested by the ages of the
bipolar outflows (Wolf, Lada & Bally 1990; Meyers-Rice & Lada 1991; Chapter 5 in
this thesis). It is worth emphasizing that not all of the reflection nebulae tabulated
in Table 1.1 belong to the first generation (a classification wherever possible is given
in Table 1.1), and not all IRAS point sources tabulated in Table 6.1 belong to second
generation. In fact, the poor spatial resolution of the IRAS in many cases could not
resolve single stars, and sometimes each point source could be the result of a cluster
of infrared objects, as we have seen in Chapter 4 for the main core and GGD 12-15
core.
What is the origin of the bubble shells in Mon R2 ? These known young stellar
objects are surely good candidates. In a sense, almost all young stellar objects could
be "bubble blowers", because all of them are believed to go through the mass loss
stage. But not every one could produce the large expanding bubble shell in Mon
R2. First, the second generation of stars taking place in the sharp emission ridges
can be excluded immediately simply because of their unfavorable locations. The
location of the main core, the GGD12-15 core, and several other cores in the eastern
portion of Mon R2 on the large bubble shells attests that they are the "victims" of
the violent events, and thus young stellar objects inside them can also be excluded
from our consideration. This judgement is supported by the fact that all these
cores seem to have been re-shaped by the events responsible for the large bubble
shells, as discussed in Chapters 2 and 4. Also, the extent of the eggplant-shaped
outflow bubble shell from the main core, which is the most energetic one among
these cores, clearly defines the main core's influence on the GMC. In fact, all these
aforementioned objects do not seem to satisfy the following age requirement: given
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the dynamical crossing time scale of the large bubble shells, the high pressures must
have occurred at least ^ 5 x 10^ years ago. Second, sources which are responsible
for the large molecular cavity should not have much molecular material with it
Specifically, since we realize from the analysis in Chapter 2 that the original cloud
gas should have a LSR velocity of ~ U - 13 ybm .-i cK u .y 11 i6 ic s
,
we should not expect much
gas at this velocity to be associated with the suspected powering sources.
With these simple filtering steps, what remain among the known young stellar
objects would be a few reflection nebulae, some of which are associated with IRAS
point sources, namely, RN8-9, RN1M6 and RN36-37. Although RN8-9 (BIV and
B2V types, respectively) have cleared small molecular cavities around them locally,
their proximity to the cavity walls does not seem to suggest that they are solely
responsible for the large cavity in Mon R2 as discussed in Chapter 4. RN 10
(vdB70) has a Str6mgren sphere surrounding it visible on the POSS prints and
the corresponding spectral type is BlV (HR). Its IRAS counterpart is 06059-0519
with an IRAS Inmmosity between 1 to 10
. From Figures 2.3 to 2.10, it is clear
that this star has cleared out a molecular cavity around it and its stellar winds and
ionized photons are still eating the N-S ridge to its west. It is likely that this star
is responsible for the open northern end of the large bubble cavity (see Chapter
2) as well as the northern part of the N-S ridge, although other possibilities, such
as magnetic field, further discussed in the next section may also play a role. Its
location relative to the molecular gas is fully consistent with the fact that the
Str6mgren sphere has a larger extent and smaller surface brightness to the east
with an estimated density of ~ 10 cm-^ (HR). The radial velocity of the star is 13
km
,
which is in perfect accord with the velocity of the ^^CO J = 1 - 0 emission
on the ridge.
RN36 is a reflection nebula associated with IRAS 06094-0628 with an estimated
IRAS luminosity between 4.5 and 4.8 Lq (see Table 6.1). This star also seems
,
in
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to be associated with ^CO J = l _ o emission at V.,, ^ 7 - 9 3-
consistency with the fact that it emits considerably in IRAS. Thus it is possibl
that this star is embedded and heating up the dust. The peculiar thing is that the
patch of associated ^CO J = 1-0 emission is considerably blue-shifted relative
to the majority of the gas. The nature of the source is not known, but its IRAS
luminosity suggests that it is a massive young stellar object. It is not clear whether
it is a second generation star born on the gas shell moving towards us, or it is a first
generation star participated in the making of the bubble cavity.
RN 37 (DG 092) is the mysterious large sized, low surface brightness reflec-
tion/emission nebula discussed in Chapter 4. It is possible that it is an obscured
HII region. Its large size and location in the cavity strongly suggest that it may
be related to the formation of the cavity. Further observational efforts to reveal its
nature would be very interesting and rewarding.
RNll-16 are also very interesting objects in several respects. First, they are
located close to the projected center of the large bubble cavity. Second, IRAS
0607-0619 is coincident with RN13 (NGC 2182, vdB 72), which has a spectral type
of B3V (HR) and a visual magnitude of 7.9"^. The IRAS luminosity of this source
is estimated to be 88.6 Lq
,
not in conflict with the known spectral type of the star.
What is special about this source is that it has an IRAS color characteristic of an
HII region (Wood k Churchwell 1989; 1991). In the radio survey of Mon R2 at 3.2
and 10.5 GHz, Hughes and Baines (1985) found a thermal radio source G213.8-12.1,
corresponding to a B0.5V to BlV star. But the reported location of this radio source
is at a(1950) = 06'^07ml3 ± 2% 6(1950) = -06°14'30" ± 30", which is as much as
4' to 5' away from the IRAS source. Since it is difficult to attribute this difference
to positional uncertainties, we feel that either they are two distinct sources or there
is a relatively large extended HII region there, obscured by the large bubble shell
moving towards us. Given the significant diffuse IRAS emission around this position
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as we
and the lack of significant
'''CO J = 1 - 0 and ^VO 7 i n • •u d a uu* J = 1 - 0 emission, «o c
discussed in Chapter 3, we suffeest fV,^ • , ,
,
gg that there ,s a moderately sized, obscured HII
region on the far side of the cloud, with heated dust particles emitting in the IRAS
bands. Further studies to identify the nature of this region is perhaps the most
.mportant step towards a full understanding of the origin of the large bubble cavity
But except RN 13, none of RNn-12 and RN14-16 have 5 sources associated
with them, probably an indication that they have dispersed most of the material in
their immediate surroundings. This seems to be consistent with the known spectral
types B5V and B8V for RN14 and 15, respectively. The spectral types of RNll-12
and RN16 are not known. But from the large reddening of these objects, and the
fact that they have essentially the same distance (Racine 1968; HR) but are not
associated with IRAS point sources, it is reasonable to expect that they are stars
located in the cavity behind the large bubble shell moving towards us. The only two
other early type stars that we know of close to the projected center of the bubble
cavity are SAO 132894 (B9V) and SAO 132895 (B5V). The latter star is coincident
with RN 13. But it is useful to notice that none of these stars located close to the
kinematic center of the large bubble shell have known spectral types early enough
to provide sufficient energy (~ 5 - 10 x 10^« ergs, see Chapter 2) to have blown out
the large scale bubble shell.
6.3.2.2 A Qualitative Model
After the above examinations of the young stellar objects, we see three possi-
bilities. 1). There are 0 stars in the back side of the cloud, which are obscured
by the foreground material. 2). There were 0 stars formed in the back side of the
cloud, which left main sequence, and even exploded as supernovae. For these two
possibilities, the energy requirement of ~ 5 - 10 x 10^^ ergs does not seem to be a
problem, because 0 stars are well known to deposit significant mechanical energy
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to gas within the main sequence Hfe time. An 06.5 star, for example, is estimated
to transfer as much as 5 x 10- ergs into mechamcal energy (Tenorio-Tagle 1982)
during its main sequence life time of 3 x 10« years (Lang 1974). This energy, in fact
will be added to by the stellar winds of these and other stars (e.g., those known A
and B stars powering reflection nebulae), or by additional energy from supernova
explosions (Elmegreen 1992). 3). Although the cluster of stars with known spectral
types which are associated with the reflection nebulae have too little ionizing flux to
be responsible for the large bubble cavity and gas shells in Mon R2, it is possible that
these B stars have or have had strong enough stellar winds to have blown out the
large bubble cavity and filled it with hot shocked gas (cf. Castor et al 1975; Weaver
et al 1977; Dyson 1984; Koo k McKee 1992a,b). Assuming that the stellar winds
of these stars have lasted ~ 10« years, then the mechanical luminosity required is
~ 102 Lq
.
Since the known ZAMS stars located in the cavity alone add up to a
bolometric luminosity of ~ lO'*
,
a mechanical to bolometric luminosity ratio
of ~ 1% is implied. Given the statistical study of the bipolar outflows (Bally k
Lane 1991), this percentage appears a little high, but can not be ruled out. We
discuss the three possibilities in the following. We start with discussing the possible
existence of 0 stars.
At the time this research project was started, violent large-scale gas motions in
Mon R2 were not known, and the cloud had been regarded as a relatively "quiescent"
one. It was believed that the star formation in Mon R2 had not significantly
dissipated the gas in a global manner (HR; Hughes k Baines 1985). Indeed, besides
a couple of compact HII regions in the cores which are possibly the second generation
of star formation and are not causing much eff"ect on the gas on the large scale of
the cloud, most of the young stellar objects are B type stars associated with the
reflection nebulae. Given the cloud mass of ~ 5 x 10"^ Mq
,
which is comparable to
Orion B, the fact that no 0 type stars are seen in Mon R2 is in some sense disquieting
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(Karen Strom, private communication). HR were aiso somewhat pn.iea, and wrote
^' '-"^^
- 0 capable of dissipating a major
core"
ere were
lae
We can ask two questions. First, given the age of the B type stars associated
with the reflection nebulae of 6 - 10 x 10« years (HR), what happens if th
indeed 0 stars formed simultaneously with the stars powering the reflection nebu
as the first generation of star formation ? The answer is that it is possible that they
would have left the main sequence and their ionizing flux would now be reduced
significantly^Manfroid 1976; Beltrametti, Tenorio-Tagle & Yorke 1982). This is
because the more massive the star is, the sooner it consumes its hydrogen fuel. An
06.5 ZAMS star [1 = 1.5. 10^ L,
,
Panagia 1973), for example, has a main sequence
lifetime of
~ 3.6 x 10« years (Lang 1974). A BO ZAMS star {L = 2.5 x 10^ L@ ) has
a main sequence lifetime of ~ 1 x 10^ years. After that, the star's effective surface
temperature drops and the number of Lyman photons is significantly reduced. In
the case of Mon R2, the age determination of 6- 10 x 10« years by HR seems to be a
rather reliable result. They based this on two main aspects. 1). The color-magnitude
diagram of the star cluster powering up the reflection nebulae is well behaved with
little scatter and shows no sign of "turnup", which sets a conservative lower limit
of 6 x 10^ years. 2). The Bl stars are still on the main sequence, which sets
a conservative upper limit of 10^ years.^ Therefore, even if there were 0 stars
which formed simultaneously with the cluster of B stars powering up the reflection
4 acknowledge initial discussions of the problem with Bob Dickman and Bruce Elmegreen.
^From the luminosities tabulated by Panagia (1973) and the age estimate formula given by Lang
(1974), we estmiate a main sequence lifetime of 3 x 10^ years. Here we want to be conservative
about the age and follow HR in adopting ~ 10^ years as the upper limit for the age of the Mon
R2 reflection nebulae. Given the lack of knowledge about the conversion efficiency from the star
lummosity to mechanical luminosity of the gas, we have to treat the type and number of 0 stars
m Mon R2 as a free parameter in this hypothesis. A small difference in age estimate for the star
cluster does not affect our general consideration.
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untraceable (Manfroid 1976; Beltrametti, Tenorio-Tagle & Yorke 1982). The second
question is: can an 0 star be optically hidden by the foreground material moving
towards us 7 Given the column density of gas and dust determined in Chapter 2,
we feel that the possibility can not be ruled out.
The interesting point is that we may be fortunate enough to be witnessing
obscured 0 stars, or the remnant or "fossil" HII regions. First, the existence of the
large scale molecular cavity, systematic gas motions mimicing bubble shell motions
and the sharp emission ridges in a sense provide evidence for violent processes which
occurred
~ 5 x 10« years ago. Second, the radio continuum maps of the region
(Haslam, Quigley & Salter 1970; Reich 1978; Haslam et al 1982; Sofue k Nakai
1983) reveal an emission loop. Third, the mysterious RN37 (DG 092), which is also
located in the cavity, seems also to give one additional reason for suspecting the
existence of one or even more undetected or unrecognized 0 stars or their fossil
HII regions obscured by foreground cloud material. Fourth, the mysterious radio
source G213.8-12.1 is located close to the projected kinematic center of the bubble
shell. We notice that a B0.5 type determined by Hughes k Baines (1985) for this
source based on classical method could be a lower limit. The reason is that this
HII region may be an evolved one, and non-spherical development of the HII region,
such as a "blister" and "champagne" flow, may significantly reduce the amount of
detectable radio emission. In fact, it is also important to appreciate the fact that we
see mostly blue-shifted gas emission and little red-shifted emission from Mon R2.
The most natural explanation of this is that the first generation of star formation
occurred close to the far side of the cloud, and the molecular material is being
dispersed and pushed in the fashion of "blister" or "champagne" flow model (cf.
Israel 1978; Tenorio-Tagle 1982). Indeed, we find that if one or more 0 stars formed
simultaneously with the first generation of stars, but just recently left the main
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deposit as much as 5 x 10^° era tn fh^ ;^ • jrgs o the ionized gas during its lifetime of 3 x 10«
years. Although it is not clear how much enero-v ih. r. , ^n rgy the neutral gas obtains during the
.ts interaction with the ionised gas, it is reasonable to expect that the neutral ga.
en.s up with a few percent of the energy carried by the ionized gas, giving 10«e.,.
comparable to our rough estimate for the kinetic energy for the Mon R2 bubble
shells^
Within this scenario, the mysterious RN 37 could be interpreted as leakage
of the ionize, gas on the inner layer of the .ense shell; IRAS 06070-0619 coul.
be interpreted as due to ionized HII on the high density portion of the shell or
resulting from emission close to the obscured 0 type stars; and the radio thermal
source G213.8-12.I could be an obscured Hll region on the inner layer of the bubble
shell or even close to the obscured 0 stars.
Moreover, this hypothesis also provides a natural explanation to some other
P^^^^le^^elated^oU^ of the cloud. 1. As reviewed in Chapter 4, radio
recently
'
""^""^ """" f"'"™' °' "-as disappeared only very
Fll^' ""1. 'T^r^tZT,''''" f'""^ " '"f'^'^"' perspective using theElmegreen k Lada (1977) theory when we discuss the properties of the sharp emission ridges.
main
main
1980a
).
WH,>e
.t ,a.„ Canfied that the compact component is due to a BO star
embedded m the main core (Massi, Pelli . S.mon 1985), the di.nse component has
re^a^ned a pu.ie.
,„ our hypothesis, this diffuse component is naturaiiy interpreted
as the
.onized gas on the inner side of the large neutral bubble shell where the
core is located in the front (see Figure 6.7). This physical picture for the
core is similar to what Gilmore (1980b) adopted in his modeling of the inner few
arcmmutes region of the core. 2. The radio continuum maps of the region (Harlem
Quigley & Salter 1970; Reich 1978; Haslam et a, 1982; Sofue & Nakai 1983) reveal
an em,ssion loop, the nature of which can not be easily determined because of the
weakness of the emission (Reich 1978). In the 0-star hypothesis, this enhanced
em.ssion is naturally understood. 3. The enhancement of background red light in a
rather rou,>dish region (Figure 1.2) as discussed in Chapter 1 is simply due to the
H„ emission of the HII region. Figure 6.7 depicts the physical picture for Mon R2
GMC, which integrates the major features and physical processes as summarized in
the above.
It is worth pointing out again that in this physical hypothesis, we do not exclude
the possible effects of stellar winds from the hypothetical 0 stars and all the known
early type stars. We find that stellar winds from a few stars such as RN8-10 could
be locally important and cause serious deformations and add complexities to the
kinematics of the large bubble shell feature caused by the hypothetical 0 star(s).
As indicated in Figure 6.7, stellar winds from RN 10 could be responsible for the
open end of the major large bubble cavity in Mon R2, as discussed in the previous
section. But the problem is that, in comparison with the physical picture provided
above, the possibility that the large scale bubble shells in Mon R2 are PURELY
due to stellar winds of the cluster of the first generation stars is somewhat less
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igure 6.7. A cartoon depicting the physical structure of Mon R2.
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attractive, although the possibility can not he .led out. Fi.st, it is not Cea.- how
the stellar winds cause the enhancement of background red light (Figure 1.2) and
rad,o continuum in a rather roundish region. Also, unless add.tional earlier type
stars are proposed, the stellar wind picture does not naturally explain the presence of
the several mysterious regions including RN 37, G213.8-12.1, IRAS 06070-0619 and
the diffuse component of the HII region detected in the main core region. Second
th,s picture still leaves the question why there were no 0 stars formed in this region.
In the construction of the physical picture for Mon R2, we have not emphasized
the possibility that the 0 stars may have become supernovae. There are several
reasons for this. First, the line widths as well as the centroid velocity of "CO J =
1 - 0 are only a few km s- all over the whole cloud, and the kinetic energy
is
~ 5 - 10 X 10« ergs. All these do not seem to suggest the presence of any
major "super-violent" events such as supernova explosion, although the supernova
explosions can not be ruled out. Second, one may argue that the hypothetical 0 stars
may not had enough time to become SNs^ Third, there are no known supernovae
remnants associated with Mon R2. Although there is a known pulsar, PSR 0559-05
(a(1950) = 05'"59'»31'.62, ^(1950) = -05°27'46.4») (Manchester & Taylor 1981)
in the N-W portion of Mon R2, its distance implied by its dispersion measure is
3.3 kpc (Lyne & Graham-Smith 1990). This large distance, its location and the
morphology of the gas distribution in Mon R2 suggest that it is perhaps purely a
positional coincidence. Fourth, even if a supernova did occur in this "champagne"
flow case, because of its short lifetime, it may not play a major role in reshaping the
molecular cloud (Yorke et al 1989; Elmegreen 1992) compared to the long lasting
effects of OB stars' ionizing flux on the main sequence.
Finally, we point out that the elongation of the cloud (Maddalena et al 1986)
^The separation between the time that the 0 star leaves main sequence and the time tliat it
becomes an SN is typically a few million years (Weaver, Zimmerman k Woosley 1978; Beltrametli,
TenoricvTagle k Yorke 1982).
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and the large-scale bubble shell, and velocity gradient along SE-NW direction
consistent with the general direction of the nragnetic field (Dyck U LonsdaJe 1979)
It .s not clear what role the magnetic field plays in the formation of the bubble
shell in Mon R2. However, it is a reasonable speculation that the elongation of the
bubble shell together with the velocity gradient may be caused by the presence of the
magnetic field in the sense that ga. motion occurred preferably along the magnetic
field direction because of the difficulty of gas flow across the magnetic field lines.
We have carried out CCD imaging polarimetry of selected regions (Jarrett et a,
1992), and preliminary results of this study reveal that the magnetic field vectors
are aligned along the N-S ridge, while to the east of this ridge magnetic field direction
appears entangled. This suggests that magnetic field may be "frozen" in the shell
material, and dynamically important.
6.4 Triggered Star Formation in Mon R2
Figures 2.3 to 2.10 clearly shows that young stellar objects, IRAS point sources
in particular, are preferably found along the sharp emission ridges. A natural
question is: are these IRAS point sources triggered star formation or merely a
manifestation of the common knowledge that stars are born in molecular clouds
? The key to the answer seems to lie in the fact that there seems to have been
two generations of star formation in Mon R2, as discussed in the previous section.
Given the fact that the second generation of stars mostly represented by the IRAS
point sources with ages on the order of 10^ years tend to be concentrated in a few
dense cores and sharp emission ridges in the outer part of the cloud, in contrast
to the first generation of stars represented by most of the reflection nebulae (ages
on the order of 10^ years), we feel that there is little doubt that the formation of
the second generation of stars is triggered by the influence of the first generation of
star formation, at least in the sense of moderate triggering (Elmegreen 1992). In
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other words, we feel that the second generation of star formation found in the sharp
emission rims and dense cores is either enhanced by the shock compression due to
the first generation of star formation or is a direct result of the shock compression.
According to the classification scheme of Elmegreen (1992), Mon R2 case would be
triggered star formation on an intermediate scale.
Also, the first and second generations of stars in Mon R2 have an age difference of
6 - 10 X IQ'yrs and a spatial separation (At least between the IRAS point sources
on the N-S emission ridge and the majority of the B star clusters) on the order
of 10-20 pc. This is characteristic of the other cases of triggered star formation
on intermediate scales (Elmegreen k Wang 1988). Given the shock-crossing time
in this region of ~ 2.5 x 10« yrs, this shows good consistency with the expected
age separation if the second generation of star formation is induced by the first
generation (Elmegreen k Lada 1977).
Before we end this section, we wish to call attention to one IRAS source. Among
the IRAS point sources on the sharp emission ridges, a particularly interesting one
is IRAS 06046-0603. This source is located right on the tip of the eggplant-shaped
bipolar outflow shell (see the '^CO J = 1-0 emission at Vlsr = 10.88 km 5"! in
Figure 2.7). Curiously enough, this source is one of the only four IRAS point
sources in Mon R2 which were reported by Wood k Churchwell (1989) to have
IRAS colors characteristic of compact HII regions. The other three sources are
06053-0622, 06070-0619 and 06084-0611. 06053-0622 and 06084-0611 are known
compact HII regions in the main core and GGD 12-15 core, respectively, and 06070-
0619 is possibly associated with a radio thermal source as discussed in the previous
section. The questions are: is 06046-0603 a result of triggered star formation
? Is it associated with an HII region ? And is it related to the eggplant-shaped
bipolar outflow shell ? Further observations designed to answer these questions are
planned.
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6.5 Discussion
Tnggered star formation is not a new idea. Systematic observational studies
clouds in the Galaxy are reported to be undergoing triggered star formation on
intermediate scales (Elmegreen 1985). While most of the known examples have two
spat.ally well-separated star clusters with ages on the order of a few million years
the formation of the second generation of stars in Mon R2 is obviously just actively
takmg place with stars having ages on the order of 10^ years or less, and being
still deeply embedded in gas. The two generations of stars are completely separated
neither spatially nor kinematically. In fact, some of the first generation stars are still
trying to clear out their ambient gas. This is probably an indication that the gas
density before shock compression was reasonably large and triggered star formation
took place within a reasonably short time (Elmegreen 1992).
Up to date, the only systematic theory treating triggered star formation is the
one proposed by Elmegreen k Lada (1977)«, who considered the expansion stage of
an HIT region in a giant molecular cloud caused by the ionizing photons of OB stars.
A shock front (hereafter S-front) travels ahead of the ionization front (hereafter
I-front), and heats up and compresses the neutral cloud material before it becomes
ionized by the I-front (Kahn 1954; Oort & Spitzer 1955; Pottash 1958; Elmegreen
1976). Elmegreen & Lada (1977) concentrated on the properties of this layer of
gas between the I and S fronts, which they referred to as cooled, post-shock (CPS)
layer because the radiative cooling of the layer is believed to be relatively rapid.
Assuming a D-critical I-front, slab geometry, a cloud density of ^3 x 10^ hydrogen
^Although the gravitational instabilities of the cooled post-shock shells were later refined by
Elmegreen k Elmegreen (1978) and Elmegreen (1989), we find that for our qualitative discussion
in the following, the comprehensive discussions in Elmegreen k Lada (1977) are sufficient and even
more relevant.
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ato.s and ;V„ 06.5V stars in a
.e,io„ of 10 pc^ they show that the shock velocty
can be written as
Vs{r){km s-') = ^Ar-'l'Nll\-"\
(g^^
where r(pc) is the distance of the shock from the stars. They also give a simplified
expression for r after x 10^ years,
\i) - i.61\q n3 tQ
, 2)
an expression for the column density N of the layer,
N{cm-') = 3.09 X 10^Vn3(l - 0.18ro/r - 0.82(ro/r)^/'*) (6.3)
where ro(pc) = O.lOA^onJ^ is the thickness of a hypothetical layer of ionized hydrogen
which can be maintained by the ionizing flux. When the CPS layer is not yet
self-gravitating, they also show that the thickness of the CPS layer is
L{pc) = 4.8 X W-'r'/'N-'/\,T2, (6.4)
where is the neutral gas kinetic temperature in unit of 100 K. For Nqu^^ < 1,
Elmegreen & Lada (1977) also derived the distance r and time t when gravitational
instability occurs,
n{pc) = UAN',/\;'/\ (6.5)
and
ti{lO^ years) = 2.3n;'^\ (6.6)
If the large bubble shell in Mon R2 is mainly the result of 0 stars which are
obscured or left main sequence or even exploded as a supernova, as discussed in the
previous section, then it is reasonable to proceed in the following with a qualitative
comparison between the theory and our observations. We integrate hypothesis for
the origin of the large-scale shell and the triggered star formation scenario in the
following.
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1. 0 stars formed in Men R2 at positions close to the bacl< side of the cloud (a.
seen from the earth) 5 - 10 x 10« years ago. Soon afterwards, the HII region
broke out of the back side in the fashion described by the "Champagne flow-
model and formed a semi-spherical I-front bounded dense shell, which expands
with decreasing velocity.
2. The sharp emission ridges could be the I-front bounded CPS layers viewed
roughly edge on, where the S-front has passed and compressed the original
cloud gas into the present high density layer.
3. From the fact that front side of the cloud having a velocity of 4 - 5 A:m 5-1
,
a radius of ~ 15 pc and a column density on the order of 10 x 10^^ H2
,
No,
ns and te can be solved using Equations 6.1 and 6.2, giving te = 2.9, = 0.4
and TVo = 0.02. i.e., the original average cloud H2 density is on the order of
200 and the age of the 0 stars is about 3 million years. Given the Mon
R2 area of ~ 700 pc\ the above A^o implies 1.4 06.5 stars. All these derived
quantities seem to be reasonable.
4. From Equations 6.6 and 6.5, we obtain 3.6 x 10« years and 14 pc, respectively,
for the time and radius at which the gravitational instability sets in. Given the
size and estimated age for Mon R2 and the various possible errors in making
the estimates, we conclude that these values are in good agreement with the
fact that star formation is actively going on in the CPS layers in Mon R2, as
evidenced by the IRAS point sources.
5. Equation 6.4 gives a thickness of ~ 0.1 pc for non-strongly self-gravitating
layer, which is far smaller than the separation between the the rim of the N-S
emission ridge and many IRAS point sources. It is not clear whether it is
purely because the theory breaks down for the gravitationally-unstable layer
or because new generation of stars emerged ahead of the CPS layer as a result
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of the deceleration of the CPS layer (Elmegreen & Lada 1977) or due to so™e
Other reasons such as viewing angle.
6. The broader and weaker line profiles to the west of the N-S emission ridge could
be an indication of the passing shock front disturbing the pre-shock cloud ga.
or due to the stellar winds or ionizing flux from a new generation of stars
evidenced by the IRAS point sources disussed earlier in this chapter. The CPS
layer itself might even be in the process being broken apart by the ongoing star
formation triggered by the first generation of stars (Elmegreen & Lada 1977).
7. The cloud seems to be clumpy originally, and some large clumps had spon-
taneous star formation occurring at the time the O stars formed. At least
two of these clumps, now seen as GGD12-15 and the main core, have been
shock-compressed and bounded by ionizing flux and stellar winds, moving away
from the 0 stars due to the rocket eff^ects (cf. Kahn 1954; Oort k Spitzer 1955;
Bertoldi k McKee 1990). This interaction can be seen from the cometary
shape of GGD 12-15; we are seeing this object with a large viewing angle with
respect to the symmetry axis of this interaction. The main core may also be
suffering from the same effects, but because the symmetry axis has a large angle
with respect to the plane of the sky, we are looking at this cometary object
roughly tail-on. This point is supported by the blue-shifted velocity of the
core (Chapter 4). In both of these cores, a new generation of stars have been
triggered by the shocks which have passed, and coexist with the old generation
of stars, which are still on the main sequence. Some of the newly formed stars
are going through the mass loss phase and are seen to be powering bipolar
outflows. These cores are being gradually dissipated by the ionizing photons
and stellar winds from both generations of stars.
Chapter 7
Clumpiness in Mon R2
7.1 Review
As mentioned in Chapter 1, an important development in quantitative study of
clump properties as well as turbulence in molecular clouds has been the discovery
of Larson's laws (Larson 1979; 1981; Snell 1981). The sample of "clumps" used
in Larson (1981) includes dense cores, globules, dark clouds, and GMCs^ These
laws were later confirmed with different samples of "clumps" with slightly different
power-law exponents (Leung, Kutner k Mead 1982; Myers and Benson 1983; Myers
1983; Solomon et al 1987). Solomon et al (1987) used the Massachusetts-Stony
Brook CO survey data and identified 273 individual GMCs by applying a fixed
thresholding temperature to a data cube (L-B-V). They obtained the size-linewidth
relation first, and then used it together with the virial theorem to obtain clouds'
masses. Besides confirming Larson's laws, they further argued that the CO J=l-0
luminosity is correlated with cloud mass in the galaxy. But research in this direction
has encountered remarkable challenges in recent years (Issa, MacLaren k Wolfendale
1990; Adler k Roberts 1991; Scalo 1991). Issa, MacLaren k Wolfendale (1990)
carried out a study of Larson's laws based on the same data set that Solomon et
al (1987) used for their research, but found that serious uncertainties are involved
m defining a cloud by using a single thresholding temperature, and clouds at vastly
^Indeed, "clouds" and "clumps" can be regarded as synonyms. "Clouds" are often used for
more or less isolated molecular structures, while "clumps" are often used for sub-structures within
mdividual molecular clouds. But this difference is small and sometimes ambiguous. For example,
any cloud is a clump of a larger scale structure, and even giant molecular clouds can be regarded
as clumps on the scale of galactic disks. We feel that for the sake of studying Larson's laws at
least, we refer all sub-structures within Mon 112 as clumps in this thesis.
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different distances n,ay be mistakenly treated as a single GMC. Their conclusion
.s that the si.e-li„ewidth relationship in Solomon ei al (1987) is "not a genuine
reflection of the dynamical state of Giant Molecular Clouds (GMCs)". Since this
uncertainty in cloud definition leads to an overestimate of masses of GMCs, they
further question the presence of large GMCs claimed to be in or close to virial
equilibrium by Solomon et al (1987). The results of Issa, MacLaren and Wolfendale
(1991) received strong support from the independent theoretical investigation by
Scalo (1991) and Adler and Roberts (1991). Adler & Roberts (1991) generated
model galactic disks by N-body cloud-particle simulations. They found that clouds
identified using longitude- velocity diagrams are often chance superpositions of clouds
spread out along the line of sight in the model galactic disk, and that the size-
linewidth relationship is not a reliable indicator of the physical nature of the cloud
complexes.
Although the defending article written by Solomon and Barrett (1991) is also
convincing, it is clear that both of the two schools of thought cannot be correct. In
this situation, a close examination of Larson's laws based on high-quality data sets
for an individual GMC will help resolve the controversy. One important point that
has been recognized is that Larson's laws should also apply to sub-concentrations
within individual GMCs if they indeed represent a real physical characteristic of
molecular clouds (cf. Larson 1979; 1981; Carr 1987; Stutzki k Gusten 1991). One
great advantage of studying clumps within individual GMCs is that the distance
ambiguity problem is greatly relieved, and thus the physical quantities dependent
on distance can be better determined provided clumps are properly identified. But
efforts to study Larson's laws based on data sets for individual GMCs remain rare.
A few examples include Orion (Bally et al 1987), Rosette (Blitz 1987; 1991), Cep
0B3 (Carr 1987) and M17SW (Stutzki k Gdsten 1991).
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7.2 Definition and Identification of Clumps
The concept of clouds or clumps is intrinsic to our way of perceiving spatial
structures. It is by classifying and defining individual smaller features that we
gradually build the basis on which to recognize complex structures, from smaller,
simple features to large, complex features. This suggestive tendency in defining
features provides the background for our communication. The definition of clouds
and clumps has been our major way of studying the structure of interstellar medium,
but definitions of these features have also been the root of confusion (cf. Scalo 1991).'
The practical way of defining molecular clouds or clumps in observational astron-
omy is to identify "contour islands" in spatial maps or spatial-velocity (SV) maps of
spectral line emission from molecular tracers (Blitz 1980). While this can be done
by using our "eyes" (hereafter referred to as the "eye method"), which definitely
gives us the most intuitive identification, it is not practical for large amount of data
which contains many clouds or clumps. In this case, the only way is to automate
the identification using a computer and a given definition algorithm. The most
common algorithm is perhaps the one used for identifying molecular clouds from
galactic '^CO J =1-0 survey data (Clemens 1985; Scoville et al 1987; Solomon et
al 1987), which can be briefly summarized as follows. For a data cube T[nx,ny,nz)
whose elements are antenna temperatures of ^^CO J = 1 - 0 and whose dimensions
are positions and velocity, a thresholding temperature (typically a few times larger
than the rms noise) is chosen and the whole data cube is searched for elements with
values larger than this thresholding temperature. Then, a cloud is defined as the
ensemble of those pixels satisfying this selection criterion and also simply connected
(Anx = ±1, /^ny = ±1, l^nz = ±1). Hereafter we will refer to this method as the
"traditional method".
This "traditional method" of identifying clouds is undoubtedly consistent with
the intuitive "eye method" of defining clouds; the difference is only that the new
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the
method combines the spatial maps and SV maps, and draws "3D contours"- the
"enclosures" of the 3D contours are defined as molecular clouds. In a way' this
certainly better than defining molecular clouds as "contour islands" based
spatial maps or SV maps with eyes, because the latter cannot easily integrate
information from spatial and SV maps. But this new method is not as good as the
"eye method" in that it defines separable structures at one specific contour value
as "clouds", while our eyes actually pick up features at various contour levels. This
weakness is presumably very obvious, but few attempts to approach the problem
based on 3D data can be found in the literature.
Stutzki & Giisten (1991) developed a "Gaussian clump" method for analyzing
their J = 2~l data cube for the giant molecular cloud M17. This algorithm
can be briefly described as follows. Assuming a clump has a Gaussian intensity
distribution, the peak of the map is fitted by this intensity distribution until it
converges, then the fitted clump is subtracted from the map, and the fitting is
repeated iteratively until no more clumps satisfying some criteria can be identified.
One striking point of the work is that they identified as many as 179 clumps from
their J = 2-1 data consisting merely 280 spectra; implying that each clump
averages less than 2 map points (spectra). Despite the multiple peaks manifest
in the line profiles from M17, we feel that caution should be taken in interpreting
the results of this Gaussian clump program. Logically, given a single clump of
an irregular shape, fitting it to a Gaussian intensity distribution would leave a
residual map which can be further decomposed into smaller Gaussian clumps. This
could be in a sense similar to the attempt to decompose a rectangle into circles of
maximum size by iteration; the number of resulted circles is only limited by the
lower size limit for the circles imposed on the program. From this consideration,
we feel this algorithm, which assumes smooth morphology for clumps, could give
rise to "fictitious" clumps because clumps are generally corrugated and fractal
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(cf. Dickman, Horvath k Margulis 1991- Scalo IQQi ifiUHb iyyi, ^)cal 1991; see also next section
Chapter).
A more intuitive way of identifying clumps is perhaps to improve the "traditional
method" so that the computer program also picks out features at different contour
levels, in a fashion similar to the "eye method". Such a method actually exists
for 2D data (Houlahan 1989; Scalo 1991; Dickman, Horvath & Margulis 1991; Cer-
nicharo 1991; Houlahan & Scalo 1992). While Dickman, Horvath & Margulis (1991)
concentrated on the fractal nature of clump boundaries, Houlahan (1989), Scalo
(1991), Cernicharo (1991) and Houlahan & Scalo (1992) intended to characterize
the complex structure of interstellar molecular clouds, and developed the "structure
tree analysis" technique to characterize the complex, hierarchical structure. But it
is clear that this algorithm can be easily used for studying clump quantities. The
basic physical idea associated with this algorithm is in accord with a very important
observational fact; molecular clouds are found to show hierarchical structure in the
sense that large features can always be resolved into smaller sub-structures down to
the resolution limit (cf. Wilson & Walmsley 1989).
In this chapter, we implement this clump identification method with multiple
thresholding temperatures for analyzing our 3D data. Our algorithm is in general
similar to that of Houlahan k Scalo (1992) in identification of clumps, except that
we are dealing with 3D data here and necessarily have some special problems. Our
main concern in this chapter is to investigate the correlations of clump quantities,
and we do not analyze the "structure tree" in any statistical method as Houlahan
k Scalo (1992) attempted. We present our computer algorithm and its technical as
well as physical limitations in the next section. Section 7.3 presents the results, and
Section 7.4 is a discussion of the results.
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7.3 Computer Algorithm
7.3.1 Clump Identification
While
-CO J = 1 - 0 might trace column density on a large scale (see the
reasonably good correlation between
-CO J = 1 - 0 and ^^CO J = 1-0 emission
on a large scale in Chapter 2), ^^00 J - 1 n ic i r i ,^ - 1 - 0 IS surely preferable mass tracer to
''CO J = 1 - 0 on small as well as large scales because of its moderately small
optical depth relative to that of
-CO J = 1 - 0 . We use our
-CO J =1-0 data
obtained using Bell Labs 7m telescope for the dumpiness analysis, supplemented
by our
-CO J = 1 - 0 data for determination of related physical quantities. We
assume that ''CO J = 1 - 0 is optically thin.
Starting with
-CO J 1 -0 data in the format of 3D data cube with dimensions
being Velocity, RA and DEC, our computer algorithm to identify and analyze
dumpiness consists of four technical steps, which are detailed in the following.
1. The data cube is successively thresholded at increasing intensity levds from zero
to the maximum intensity G^ar of the cube with a preassumed increment AC.
At each grey level G, "clumps" are identified using the "traditional method"
(cf. Clemens 1985; Scoville et al 1987; Solomon et al 1987; Lee, Sndl k Dickman
1990), in which a "clump" is defined as an ensemble of simply conneded pixds
with intensities not less than G. When these dumps are identified, important
information such as boundary pixds and centroid positions are retained.
2. The second step of this algorithm is to compare the dumps identified at a
thresholding levd with those identified at a previous, low thresholding level for
containment test. This test is similar to that described by Houlahan (1989),
Scalo (1991) and Houlahan k Scalo (1992), except it is performed in three
dimensions, with information of containment (lineage) being recorded. At
the end of this process, the containment information is further analyzed in
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filtering out structures which are esspnti;,!!^ ih^entially the same as clumps identified at
previous low thresholding levels. The very important concept in the algorithm
IS the principle of "containment and splitting", i.e., only those clumps which
share with at least one other clump a "parental clump" identified at a previous
lower thresholding intensity level are counted as real clumps, while any clump
which is a unique "child" of a clump identified at previous lower thresholding
temperatures is regarded as a repetition of the same clump. Besides this
important physical restriction, we find that a few more restrictions must be
applied in practice to relieve the adverse effects of noise and data defects.
With suflficient tests of the program with authentic data, we find that two filters
are effective in filtering out the effects of noise. One is requiring a minimum
spatial area or perimeter of clumps. The other is requiring a minimum velocity
dispersion of a clump. Both these criteria are based on the fact that data pixels
should have un-correlated noise, so that requiring a sufficiently large spatial or
velocity size for a clump should effectively eliminate the adverse effects of noise.
3. When these real clumps are identified, a number of physical quantities such
as the centroid velocity, velocity dispersion, centroid spatial position, area,
perimeter, peak intensity, LTE mass and virial mass are calculated for each
clump and catalogued along with lineage information and levels at which the
clump has been identified.
4. The last step of the algorithm includes a managing program which plots struc-
ture trees, correlates relevant quantities, and performs curve fitting and other
data analysis tasks.
7.3.2 Determination of Pliysical Quantities
Step 3 of the computer algorithm presented above includes computation of
physical quantities of clumps. We briefly discuss a few obvious as well as subtle
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quantities from observations is a vprv A\m u ,
We K • fl controversial problem.brie y discuss a few obvious as wpII .c u.i , ,D ell as subtle problems in the following.
1. The rms noise of our "CO J - i n ^ . • ,^ ~ 1-0 data ,s about 0.3 K within a 0 5km s- channel, and the peak antenna temperature of the data cube is about
lOK. While it is ideal to have an essentially infinite number of thresholding
temperatures from 0 to the peak antenna temperature for the purpose of
buddmg structure trees, we find that an increment significantly smaller than
the rms noise begins to lose physical sense. This is similar to making contour
maps. Tests show that intensity increments significantly smaller than the rms
noise produce basically the same physical results as far as the study of the
clump physical quantities is concerned, with the help of noise control means
discussed above. Although the program imposes no restriction on the intensity
increment, we chose AG = 0.3/^ for this study.
2. When the data cube is thresholded or truncated by the finite number of thresh-
olding intensities (temperatures), the emission of a single clump identified at a
previous low intensity is partitioned into more than one individual clumps.
There is in fact another very important emission component left out: the
emission which is weaker than the present grey level, yet stronger than the
previous grey level. In a hierarchical picture of the molecular cloud, which is
a basic assumption of identifying clumps with multiple thresholding temper-
atures, this emission component can be naturally interpreted as "interclump
medium" consistent with the definition of the clumps. This concept is in fact
an operational need in the the way that "clouds" or "clumps" are identified
traditionally in the literature. This is so because identifying clumps from an
emission map would necessarily leave the weaker component as "interclump
medium", at least in an operational sense. Now the problem is, how do we
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take
.nto account of this component in computing physical quantities for the
clumps
? Conceivably, this component should also exist along a line of sight and
thus make an additional contribution on the order of the intensity level at which
the mterclump medium is defined, and thus its total integrated emission should
be subtracted from the hues of sight consisting the clumps in estimating the
clump quantities such as mass. But the problem is that the velocity dispersion
of the interclump medium, which is needed to perform such a subtraction, is
difficult to assess along each line of sight. As a zero order of approximation, we
decide to approximate this linewidth by the real velocity dispersion along each
line of sight. Then, assuming that
-CO J =1-0 peak antenna temperature
can be taken as the excitation temperature of '^CO J - 1 - 0
,
the mass of a
clump can be estimated under the LTE assumption as described in Dickman
(1978b).
It is important to realize that the velocity dispersion along each line of sight
for the identified clumps must be based only on the pixels with intensity larger
than the grey levels at which clumps are identified, because pixels with lower
emission intensities could belong to other clumps or interclump medium. First,
the velocity dispersion of the upper portion of a line profile at spatial position
(i, j) with intensity larger than the grey level G can be estimated by the rms
standard deviation (Dickman k Kleiner 1985)
< = (^^Tt^iv^^ - v]:^yi^,Ti'^yi\ (7.1)
where v['^ is the intensity weighted centroid velocity. Assuming the line profiles
of the clump to be Gaussian shaped, the real velocity dispersion of the line
profile can be obtained by applying a simple correction factor to Eq. 7.1 ^
^The parabolic extrapolation adopted by Lee, Snell t Dickman (1990) tends to underestimate
the correction factor for a Gaussian, presumably because Gaussian has a more extended wing than
a parabola (Lee, private communication).
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(7.2)
where TX is the peak antenna temperature along each line of sight.
3. With this estimated velocity dispersion along each line of sight for a clump, we
calculate the mass of a clump by using the LTE method described by Dickman
(1978b). To do this, we have smoothed, and resampled our '''CO J = 1-0 data
to the 1.5' resolution and the 1' spacing of the '^CO J = 1 - 0 data. The
computer program reads in the
-CO J = 1 - 0 data and finds the peak
antenna temperatures at corresponding lines of sight for the clumps identified
in the
-CO J = 1 - 0 data. These
-CO J = 1 - 0 peak antenna temperatures
are used as the excitation temperature (Dickman 1978b).
4. To estimate the total velocity dispersion of clumps, we consider both the
velocity dispersion observed along lines of sight and spatial velocity variations,
using the formulae of Dickman k Kleiner (1985). Specifically, the average
velocity dispersion along lines of sight for a clump is
-ios = {^.MLYlNf'\ (7.3)
where N is the number of lines of sight. The spatial velocity variation is
characterized by the centroid velocity dispersion given by
<^c = {^.Av]:' -v,YlNyi\ (7.4)
where is the average centroid velocity of a clump. The total velocity disper-
sion of a clump is given by
" = ("l + ol.YI\ (7.5)
The often used FWHM velocity dispersion is /S.V = 2.35(T.
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5. It is clear that clumps identified using the above algorithm can be of arbitr
shape, and their boundaries are fractal in nature (Dickman, Horvath & Margulis
1991; Scalo 1991), as we will discuss in the next section. But the characteristic
radms of a clump can be defined
.s R = 1/2(A/.)V2. k we assume the clumps
have a roughly roundish shape and uniform density 3, then the often discussed
virial mass can be shown to be (Langer et al 1989)
Mvir{Mq) = mOR{pc){AV)'{km s'^), (7.5)
where f is a numerical factor accounting for the neglected terms such as mag-
netic field, external pressure etc. In this study, we take / = 1.
7.3.3 A Few Obvious Limitations
Despite the care that we have taken in implementing the above algorithm,
serious limitations still exist. Most of these are due to the data itself and lack
of understanding about the "dumpiness". We analyze several major problems in
the following.
First, the definition of "clumps" is meaningful only in relative terms. While
the existence of clumps seems a necessity, as reviewed in Chapter 1, the size of
clumps is not well known and perhaps much smaller than both the spatial and
spectral resolution of our data (Tauber 1989; Tauber, Goldsmith k Dickman 1991).
Kwan k Sanders (1986) have devised a clumpy model for molecular clouds in which
small clumps with thermal linewidths and masses as little as 1 M® are coherently
organized in space and velocity into bigger units. They showed that this model, with
a sufficiently small volume filling factor, can provide a satisfactory explanation to the
^Unfortunately, we know that this is not the case. I believe that this assumption itself leads
to terribly large errors which make it almost impossible to assess whether clumps are in virial
equilibrium, not mentioning the possible efiects of interclump pressure, as we will discuss in the
next section.
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generally observed Gaussian line profiles of optically thick lines such as ''CO J =
1 - 0 . Obviously, the clumps that we identify using our '^CO J = 1 - 0 data for
Mon R2 and our clump finding program illustrated above are not the small clumps
in Kwan k Sanders' model. However, it seems rather reasonable that the clumps
that we identify are still meaningful even in this type of models if we understand
them as hierarchies of coherent structures of the small clumps.
Second, clump "blending" could still be a serious problem. Structures that have
spatial and velocity separations larger than the observational resolution limits can
in principle be decomposed by the above algorithm, but definitely not those that
overlap both spatially and kinematically.
Third, while the spatial dynamical range of our data (~ 200) is reasonably
large, its limited value still casts some effects to our result, e.g., the incomplete
coverage of the low intensity emission close to map borders is bound to cause an
error in determination of clump quantities. Fortunately, this effect only occurs at
low thresholding temperatures, and does not seriously affect our general results.
The intensity dynamical range, however, is relatively small (e.g., compared to that
of infrared emission maps). This causes the identification of clumps to have some
dependence on the thresholding temperatures. But tests show that the error caused
by this eff'ect is typically small provided the intensity increment of thresholding is
small, and can be controlled by filtering out small clumps which could be affected
by small intensity fluctuations.
7.4 Results
7.4.1 Fractal Nature of the Clump Morphology
Figure 7.1 presents a plot of log (Perimeter) versus log (Area). The area and
perimeter are well correlated with relatively small scatter, and the data is well fit by
a single power law of slope 0.80, giving a Hausdorff dimension of D// = 1.60 ± 0.02.
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Figure 7.1. A plot of log (Perimeter) versus log (Area) for the clumps identified in
Men R2. The solid line is the least square fit, which implies a Hausdorff dimension
of Dh = 1.60.
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This value is bigger than that determined by studies of other molecular clouds based
on IRAS images (Bazell k Desert 1988; Dickman, Horvath & Margulis 1990; Scalo
1991), which give values of ~ 1.1 - 1.4. Some unpublished results of analyses
based on CO data for various molecular clouds, as summarized by Scalo (1991), also
give values of Dh ~ 1.34-1.46. The physical point is that our results are consistent
with all these studies in revealing that the shapes of clumps are fractal rather than
smooth, possibly a strong indication that the clumps suffer a lot of complex physical
processes which determine their boundary shapes (Dickman, Horvath & Margulis
1990).
7.4.2 Correlations of Clump Quantities
Figure 7.2 presents a plot of log (AV) versus log (Area). Despite the relatively
large scatter of the data in both axes, the correlation of the two quantities is obvious
and is best fit by
A\/ = (1.17±0.10)i?°-'2±o.o4^
^^..^
where AV is m km s''^ and R in pc. It is noticeable that the power-law exponent of
0.42 ± 0.04 is larger than the value of 0.25 ± 0.06 determined for clumps in Cep 0B3
(Carr 1987), yet consistent with the value of 0.5 determined for clumps within M17
(Stutzki k Glisten 1990). But our value is in general consistent with the values of
0.4 — 0.6 derived for molecular clouds of various sizes in outer as well as inner Galaxy
(cf. Larson 1981; Leung, Kutner «^ Mead 1982; Myers & Benson 1983; Myers 1983;
Sanders, Scoville k Solomon 1985; Scoville et al 1987; Solomon et al 1987; Lee, Snell
k Dickman 1990).
Figure 7.3 plots log M^te versus log AV^. Again the correlation trend is apparent
and can be fitted by
MtTEiMQ) = (50.1 ± 0.2)AV'°^°-'(A:m 5"'). (7.8)
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Figure 7.2. log {AV) versus log (Area). The solid line is the least square fit.
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Figure 7.3. A plot of log {Mlte) versus log {AV) for clumps in Mon R2. The solid
line is the least square fit.
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The power-law exponent of 4 is in remarkable consistency with that reported by
Leung, Kutner & Mead (1982) for a sample of globules, by Bally et al (1987) for the
clumps in Orion A and by Stutzki k Gdsten (1990) for M17SW, yet significantly
different from the value of ~ 10, implied by the results of Carr (1987) for the clumps
within Cep 0B3.
Finally, Figure 7.4 plots log M^te versus log Mym- The correlation between
the two quantities is clear and can be fitted by
Mlte{Mq) = (0.11 ± 0.03)M^,28±o.o7(^^^_
This correlation between the two masses has been previously reported for other
samples of "clumps", and has been interpreted as evidence for clouds being in or
close to gravitational virial equilibrium (ScoviUe et al 1987; Solomon et al 1987;
Carpenter, Snell k Schloerb 1990; Lee, Snell k Dickman 1990).
7.4.3 Clump Spectra
Figure 7.5 presents a histogram of the distribution of clumps with their LTE
masses. The fluctuations are large. The solid line is a least-squares fit represented
by TV = (37 ± 13)MO-3i±oo7(M0). We excluded the first bin at the low mass end
because it obviously suffers from serious bias (incomplete sampling). This fit implies
dN/dM oc Af"i-3. The absolute value of the exponent is 1.3, compared to 1.1 for
clumps in p Oph (Loren 1989), 1.4 for clumps in Cep 0B3 (Carr 1987), 1.5 for
clumps in Rosette (BHtz 1991), 1.6 for clumps in Orion B (Lada, Bally k Stark
1991) and 1.7 for M17SW (Stutzki k Gdsten 1990).
7.5 Discussion
Our results in the previous section seem to support the existence of a size-
linewith relationship. Despite the fact that a large scatter exists in the log AV
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Figure 7.4. Plot of log Mlte versus Mvir. The solid line is the least square fit.
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Figure 7.5. Mass spectrum of the clumps in Mon R2; the fluctuations are large. The
solid line is a least-squares fit TV = (37 ± 13)M°-^^'^^-^\Mq). The first bin at the
low mass end has been excluded in the fitting.
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versus log R plot (Figure 7.2), we feel that the clear trend of correlation is difficult
to attribute to inadequate cloud identification. An important point is that this size-
linewidth relationship is found based on the way that clouds or clumps are usually
defined. Thus if our traditional concept of clouds or clumps (as discussed earlier in
this Chapter) is retained, then we must consider the size-linewidth relationship as a
genuine property of clumps or clouds, which deserves serious explanation. However,
it seems that the question raised by Issa, MacLaren k Wolfendale (1990) whether
this size-linewidth relation is "a genuine reflection of the DYNAMICAL state" of
molecular clouds is a good one, and should not be neglected.
Now how is dynamical state of clumps usually assessed ? The mass of clumps
is an important physical quantity related to dynamics. There are generally two
masses which can be estimated observationally. One is the gas ma^s determined from
'^CO J = 1 - 0 or J =. 1 - 0 by using LTE or empirical extinction-integrated
intensity relationship (Dickman 1978a; Liszt 1982; Dickman k Herbst 1989), and
the other is the virial mass defined by Eq. 7.6. The common way of evaluating
the the dynamical state of a cloud has been to compare the two masses; if the
two are comparable, then it is believed that the clumps are in virial equilibrium or
gravitationally bound. But in practice, it is generally realized that estimates for both
masses are subject to significant systematic errors. As a result of this realization,
the requirement for clumps or clouds to be in or near virial equilibrium is reduced
to requiring a clear correlation between the two mass estimates (cf. Larson 1981;
Solomon et al 1987; Scoville et al 1987).
According to this, the clumps in Mon R2 would be in or close to gravitational
virial equilibrium, given the excellent correlation between the two masses for the
clumps in Mon R2 (Figure 7.4). But if this were true, then should we not expect to
have clumps with much smoother morphology than that revealed by the log (Perime-
ter) versus log (Area) relation ? Also, we have seen in Chapter 2 that both
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'''CO J = 1 - 0 and '^CO J = 1 - 0 images show extremely filamentary structure,
which is clearly difficult to attribute to clumps which are gravitationally-bound,
because gravitationally bound clumps would show a more or less roundish shape.
Given the violent processes that we have shown to be taking place in Mon R2, we
feel that it is unlikely that the clumps in Mon R2 should have a roundish shape.
This point can also be seen as follows. The average density of a clump calculated
from its total mass is one of the physical quantities which is most sensitive to
geometrical shape. If we assume that clumps have a roundish shape, while in reality
they are highly asymmetric, then a density-linewidth plot would be expected to
have a much larger scatter than the mass-linewidth relation. Figure 7.6 proves this
point; in contrast to the well-defined mass-linewidth correlation (Figure 7.3), the
density-linewidth plot has such a large scatter that no correlation is obvious.
One easy exit from this difficulty seems to be the realization that given a size-
Imewidth relation, the two masses are not independent physical quantities (Maloney
1990). First, we notice that given a size-linewidth relation, Eq. 7.8 can be a natural
result if the average optical depth of '^CO J = 1 - 0 and average peak antenna
temperature of the clumps do not vary greatly. This is so because the formula for
calculating the mass of clumps scales with several relevant quantities in the following
fashion (Dickman 1978b),
^^TE oc
^ _ ^(,.,,/^;) (7.10)
where r^^ is the peak optical depth of '^CO J = 1 - 0 emission. The term R'^AV
alone can give rise to a ^ dependence, where f3 is the power-law exponent of the
size-linewidth relation, and is likely to dominate the final dependence of Mlte on
AV. Thus, a correlation between Mlte and AV is not surprising if a size-linewidth
relation holds.
Second, it is clear that virial mass is expected to be a function of AV
MviRCxAV'-^, (7.11)
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Figure 7.6. A plot of log n versus log AV. No obvious correlation is found.
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Given the observed power-law relation (exponent a) between the LTE mass and the
velocity dispersion of clumps (Equation 7.8), it is readily seen that the two masses
should be related by M,rE oc M^,,,, where 7 = ^. Given the ^ and a values
with errors, the resultant 7 value is consistent with Equation 7.9.
Given these results, we feel that a size-linewidth relation is likely to be an au-
thentic result under the conventional definition of clouds or clumps based molecular
emission maps. It is the existence of this relation that gives rise to the empirical
correlation between the virial mass and the LTE or empirical mass determined using
^^CO J = 1 - 0 or '^CO J = l-O emission intensity, as well as the correlation
between the LTE masses and linewidths (Maloney 1990). Although this seems
to invalidate the simple argument that clouds or clumps are in or close to virial
equilibrium based on simple correlation of the two mass estimates, the possibihty
that the size-linewidth is a manifestation of physical processes related to dynamical
state of clumps or clouds cannot be ruled out. But it is important to realize that
there could be many mechanisms which give rise to this size-linewidth relation (cf.
Larson 1981; Fleck 1983; Henriksen k Turner 1984; Chieze 1987; Falgarone k Puget
1986; Myers k Goodman 1988a, b; Henriksen 1991).
Chapter 8
SUMMARY
In a way, this thesis work has been destructive; the abundant data that we
collected and analyzed clearly indicate that some previous speculations are either
wrong or incomplete. But this thesis is also constructive; we achieved a relatively
simple physical picture of Mon R2, which can essentially account for the major
observational results. We showed that many previous research results do stand up
to our abundant data sets, and some of the existing models for star formation and
cloud structure make amazingly good sense in confronting our new data. Besides,
we also made attempts to develop new ways to attack old problems. We summarize
main conclusions of this study in Section 8.1. Unfortunately, I have the feeling
that this thesis has created more questions and problems than it has solved. We
list some of the questions in Section 8.2, which hopefully can serve as guidance for
future work. My hope is that these new questions and problems are closer to the
truth.
8.1 Conclusions
Monoceros R2 is a nearby (D = 830 ± 50 pc) giant molecular cloud associated
with an association of reflection nebulae. This cloud has a size of ~ 40 pcx 60 pc and
a mass of ~ 5x lO'* M©
,
comparable to its more famous neighbors Orion A and Orion
B. Yet the Mon R2 region appears to have much less bright emission nebulosities
in optical images than Orion A or Orion B, and is not known to be associated with
any early 0 type stars. Given their comparable large masses and sizes, this contrast
is somewhat puzzling. Aimed at improving our understanding about this CMC
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with the hope of shedding light on this type of GMC related to R-associations, we
mapped Mon R2 in CO J =. 1 - 0 transition with 25" spacing using the FCRAO 14
m telescope with QUARRY. This data set, consisting of ~ 167,000 spectra covering
~ 40 X 40 pc region, is supplemented by a 40, 000 spectra map for ^^CO J = 1 - 0
obtained using the Bell Laboratory 7m telescope with 1' spacing, IRAS BIGMAP
images as well as maps of high density molecular tracers for the dense cores obtained
with QUARRY. The major results of this study are summarized in the following.
1. We found that ''CO J = 1 - 0 and ''CO J =1-0 intensities of Mon R2
are well correlated on a large scale, which vahdates CO J = 1 - 0 as reliable
kinematic tracer on a sufficiently large scale. The scatter of the data in this
correlation is large enough to preclude ''CO J = 1 - 0 as a reliable column
density tracer on small scales.
2. The dominant morphological features in Mon R2 revealed by our ''CO J =
1-0 and "CO J = I - 0 images are two sharp emission ridges, and diffuse,
low intensity emission in the South-East corner of the map, forming a ring-like
emission feature. One ridge runs across the whole extent of the cloud from
North to South in the western portion of the cloud, passing through the main
core. The other ridge is oriented horizontally from East to West in the eastern
portion of the cloud, silhouetting a chain of dense cores including GGD 12-15,
which has a spectacular cometary shape.
3. One important realization developed during the course of this thesis is that
there are at least two generations of star formation in Mon R2. The first (older)
generation is represented mainly by the known reflection nebulae powered
mostly by B and A type stars on main sequence, distributed preferably along
a narrow band in the East to West direction. The age of this first generation
of stars is estimated to be at least 6 — 10 x lO*' years. The second (younger)
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generation of stars is represented mainly by numerous IRAS point sources,
preferably located in the dense cores and sharp emission ridges. In particular!
the N-S oriented sharp emission ridge harbors tens of IRAS point sources lined
up nicely along the ridge. From the age of bipolar outflows and UC HII regions
in the main core and GGD 12-15 core, we estimate that the second generation
of stars have an age on the order of ~ 10^ years, an order of magnitude younger
than the first generation.
4. We found that the large scale structure of Mon R2 is dominated by the existence
of a bubble shell (Diameter ~ 32 pc) with its front side moving towards us at a
radial velocity of ~ 4 - 5 A:m . We found no evidence for the red-shifted far
side of the bubble shell. The characteristic crossing time-scale is ~ 5 x 10^ years,
and the kinetic energy of the systematic motion is estimated to be 5 - 10 ~ 10^«
ergs.
5. A detailed examination of all the available data sets has convinced us that this
large sized bubble shell is very likely a result of the combined effects of ionizing
power and stellar winds originating from the formation of first generation of
young stellar objects. Given the age of this first generation of stars and the
large mass of the cloud, we feel that it is reasonable to adopt the hypothesis that
there are even 0 type stars which are obscured by the foreground extinction
or left main sequence. It is possible that it is these 0 type stars on the far side
of the cloud which blew out the cavity in the fashion of "champagne" flow and
formed the large scale semi-spherical bubble shell. This leads to the suggestion
that Mon R2 might look more like Orion B (whose HII regions are believed to
be on the front side of the neutral molecular material) were we to look at Mon
R2 from the other side.
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6. The existence of the two generations of star formation and their locations
with respect to the large scale bubble shells strongly suggest that the younger
generation of stars could have been triggered by the violent compression forces
generated by the ionizing photons and stellar winds of the older generation
of stars. With the hypothesis that there are hidden 0 type stars on the
far side of the cloud, we went further in comparing the main observational
characteristics of the shell structure and star formation with the theoretical
model of Elmegreen k Lada (1977). Although some key physical questions can
only be addressed on order-of-magnitude analysis, we find that Elmegreen &
Lada theory provides a rather remarkable qualitative account of major obser-
vational results. While the star formation in the N-S oriented sharp emission
ridge can be explained as the result of gravitational collapse or fragmentation
of post-shock layers of the gas shell, we argued that the coexistence of two
generations of star formation in the cores can be interpreted only if these cores
were pre-existing clumps before the formation of the large bubble shells.
7. We found that the central main core, including the well-known powerful bipolar
outflow, is part of the large blue-shifted bubble shell moving towards us. We
further suggest that the core was a pre-existing clump with first generation of
star formation going on before being overtaken, shock-compressed and reshaped
by the ionizing photons and stellar winds from other more massive stars of the
first generation which blew out the large scale blue-shifted bubble shell. We
suggest that tliis core has a cometary shape with its head pointing into the
large cavity and symmetry axis having a small inclination angle with respect
to the line of sight. In other words, the core is a "peninsula", immersed in the
high pressure cavity. Two generations of star formation coexist in this core.
The earlier generation of star formation is represented by a few bright reflection
nebulae with powering stars on the main sequence with age of ~ 1 x 10^ years,
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while the younger generation is represented by the embedded infrared star
cluster and the UC HII region, the bipolar outflow and the presence of water
masers. This second generation could well have been triggered by the shock
compression of the first generation. We also find that the velocity gradient
across the shell is consistent with what is expected. Thus, we suggest that this
picture is preferable to the previous physical model of cloud rotation.
8. We found that the GGD 12-15 core, including the bipolar outflow in it, is also
located on the large scale expanding shell. The location and morphology as well
as the kinematics of the GGD 12-15 dense core region in the eastern portion of
the cloud are best explained if it is a pre-existing clump being shock-compressed
by the ionizing photons and stellar winds which blew out the large bubble
shell. Its clear cometary shape in some velocity channel maps indicates that
the symmetry axis of impinging shock front has a large inclination angle with
respect to the line of sight. Similar to the situation in the main core, two
generations of star formation coexist in this core. It is proposed that the second
generation of star formation could have been triggered by the first generation
of stars.
9. We found a well-shaped limb-brightened bipolar outflow shell outlining the
blue-shifted emission of the central bipolar outflow. We modeled the outflow
within the framework of Shu et al (1991) and found that the shape of the shell
can be well accounted for with radially directed winds sweeping up ambient
material with momentum conservation. The outflow axis is determined to be
inclined ~ 70° relative to the line of sight. The blue-shifted lobe is directed away
from the large scale cavity and thus develops roughly in the fashion described
by Shu et al (1991). The red-shifted lobe of the bipolar outflow, however,
is directed towards the high pressure cavity, and is being significantly axially
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compressed. This compression causes the stellar wind from the central star
develops in lateral direction. We believe that this abnormal development of
the red-shifted lobe has given rise to the observational results that red- and
blue-shifted emission overlaps significantly close to the center. In this picture,
we do not need a second pair of bipolar outflow as has previously been proposed
by other investigators.
10. IRAS HIRES Images reveal in the main core and the GGD 12-15 core spectac-
ularly fragmented ring-like features (-2-3 pc) with reflection nebulae and
IRAS point sources on them. The ring-like feature in the main core contains
in its center a much smaller ring-like feature (~ 0.1 pc) previously revealed by
NIR images.
11. We discussed difficulties with the use of single- or multi-temperature dust
models in deriving dust temperature and column density. We implemented
an mversion method to analyze dust emission spectra at FIR wavelengths in
terms of a continuous dust temperature distribution, and applied this method
to IRAS BICM/IP images of Mon R2. Although it is impossible to constrain the
amount of very cold dust using IRAS data alone, we suggest that the column
density image obtained with proper care serves as a good tracer of the variation
of the dust column density. We derived a modified Wien's displacement law
to constrain the interpretation of the results concerning the range of dust
temperature that the IRAS sensitively samples. We found that dust column
density image derived using the inversion method has a much better correlation
with the gas column density image than does any IRAS \ma,ge alone. Even so,
the quantitative correlation between the dust and gas column densities is poor.
We interpreted this poor correlation in terms of the existence of substantially
ionized gas, and the insufficient heating of the large dust grains in weak emission
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regions not associated with active star forming activity.
12. We discussed difficulties related to the identification of clumps and the deter-
mination of their physical properties. We implemented computer programs to
identify clumps and determine their physical properties by "simulating" the
traditional way that identifies clumps as "contour islands" from spatial and
spatial-velocity maps. Specifically, we threshold our '^CO J = 1-0 data cube
with increasing intensity levels, and identify clumps as simply connected pixels
in 3D space. Then, the clumps identified at different levels are merged based
on the principle of "containment k splitting". The log Perimeter - log Area
plot gives a Hausdorff fractal dimension of Dh = IS for the clumps. The
data confirms the size-linewidth and mass-linewidth relations of Larson's laws
as well as the correlation between virial mass and mass determined using LTE
or empirical relations. But we argue against interpreting the mass-linewidth or
mass-mass correlation as evidence for gravitational boundedness of clumps or
clouds because we showed that these two relations can be natural consequences
of a size-linewidth relation. We suggest that the size-linewidth relation is
perhaps the basic relation of Larson's laws, yet it is an open question whether
this relation is a manifestation of the intrinsic dynamic properties of clumps or
clouds.
13. Given the existence of the two generations of stars generating ionizing photons
and stellar winds, which necessarily ionize, dissociate and dissipate ambient
molecular material, Mon R2 is at a stage of being largely re-shaped and even
dispersed. There is abundant evidence for the existence of holes and shells of
various sizes surrounding these young stellar objects. We showed evidence for
"nested" bubble shells. We suggest that the "nesting" of bubble features is a
mechanism which can potentially give rise to hierarchical structure.
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8.2 Future Work
1. There are at least two generations of star formation in Mon R2; the younger
generation was triggered by the older generation. Detailed observations of both
generations will be interesting. While optical photometric studies have been
carried out for some stars of the first generation, determination of the spec-
tral type for those remaining members would provide very useful information
concerning the properties of this old generation of stars, and would also shed
light on the origin of the large scale expanding shell. An investigation of the
proper motions of these stars in comparison with the gas and dust distribution
will also be useful for understanding the kinematics and the formation of this
generation of stars as well as the fashion that the second generation of stars
are triggered.
2. NIR photometric studies of the second generation of stars (mostly IRAS point
sources) will be very important for understanding the properties of this genera-
tion of triggered star formation. NIR observations of a group of the IRAS Y>omi
sources on the N-S emission ridge are planned and will be carried out in the
winter of 1992. But it should be equally interesting to carry out NIR photo-
metric studies of the chain of dense cores silhouetting the sharp emission ridge
in the eastern portion of the cloud, where triggered star formation may also
be taking place as evidenced by numerous IRAS point sources and reflection
nebulae.
3. It is unfortunate that we were not able to obtain sufficient observing time on
QUARRY for mapping interesting regions such as the N-S emission ridges,
dense cores in the eastern portion of the cloud using density tracers including
CS* J = 2-1 ,HCN J = 1-0 andi/CO+ J = 1-0 . These observations would
serve as a perfect project to combine with the aforementioned NIR observations
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for revealing the details of triggered star formation in the cooled post shock
gas layers and testing the existing theory of fragmentation of thin gas layers
and triggered star formation.
4. Infrared and radio observations of the central region in Mon R2 may provide
direct clues and evidence for or against the 0-star hypothesis proposed in this
thesis for the origin of the expanding bubble shell.
5. The "jumps" of column density and density, the gradual broadening of line
profiles of ''CO J = 1 - 0 and '^CO J 1 - Q across the sharp emission ridges
from the cavity side to the other side appear very impressive. These layers
may serve ideal observational targets for chemical studies of shocked gas and
detailed multi-transitional studies of the physical conditions of shocked gas.
Interferometric millimeter observations of strips across these sharp emission
ridges may help to reveal their structure, the small-scale fragmentation and to
assess the relationship of small-scale fragmentation and star formation.
6. We developed an inversion technique for analyzing dust emission spectra in
terms of a continuous dust temperature distribution. We applied this method
to IRAS images by forcing the carriers of 12 /im emission to take power-law
emissivity, while in reality the carriers of 12 //m and even 25 //m emission may
have complex properties. The current version of the inversion method cannot
easily deal with this problem. A numerical version' of the inversion method is
being developed as a step forward toward this direction.
7. The bipolar outflow in the main core that we analyzed should be a good target
of further research. One particularly interesting thing is to see if the mass distri-
bution of the high velocity blue-shifted gas obeys Shu et al model. Observations
with better resolution (e.g., interferometric millimeter observations) would be
useful for revealing the shell structure on a smaller scale. Questions concerning
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the origin, collimation, the detailed structure of the eggplant-shaped shell, its
relation with the dense gas clumps, ring-like feature revealed by HIRES, and
the exact nature of its interaction with the ambient medium as well as the large
expanding shell in Mon R2 are all very interesting observational topics. Also,
the origin and properties of the star forming ring-like feature revealed by HIRES
with respect to that of its internal, much smaller ring-like feature revealed by
NIR observations seem to be an extremely interesting future research project.
8. Finally, we wish to point out again the existence of "nested" bubble shells and
the potential importance of this peculiar geometrical aspect of star formation
in relating to hierarchical structure of molecular clouds. Further observational
efforts in this direction should be of considerable interest to future theoretical
modeling of molecular clouds and star formation.
9. Goodbye. I appreciate your fighting your way to the end of this thesis.
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